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In this Issue

A protocol analyzer is an instrumentfor monitoring and interpreting the data ata
point in a data communication network, along with the synchronization, err0r
correction, and control information that acc0m0anies the data. The definit ion of
the correctform for all of this information is called a protocol, and many differ-
ent standard protocols exist. Trouble on a network is often caused by deviations
from the correct protocol, which may or may not be caused by hardware fail-
ures. A protocol analyzer is supposed to help the network troubleshooter f ind
such problems and restore service quickly. In its approach to this task, the HP
4980 Network Advisor family of personal-computer-based protocol analyzers
automates much of the work of interpretation and fault analvsis that traditional

analyzers have leftto the troubleshooter, offering both protocol commentary and expert system support
for the first t ime. Along with the values of various fields and frames. the Network Analyzer tells the user
when unexpected values or f rame sequences occur .  A bui l t - in  ar t i f ic ia l  in te l l igence appl icat ion cal led
the Fault Finder automates the troubleshooting process, using the same rules as expert troubleshooters
to investigate l ikely causes and zero in on the problem. The article on page 6 introduces the Network
Advisor, and the expert Fault Finder system is described in the article on page 11. The softrivare architec-
ture of the Network Advisor divides tasks between two environments: the general-purpose environment
(page 2l), which implements the user interface, and the analysis and real-time environment {page 29},
which acquires data and processes it in realtime. The Network Advisor recognizes most major protocols;
it can identify the protocol being monitored and does not need to know it in advance. Becognition and
interpretation ofthe syntax and semantics ofthe various network protocols are the tasks ofthe Network
Advisor's decodes facil i ty (page 34). Here the Network Advisor differs from traditional protocol analyzers
both in the number of protocols it can handle and in its abil ity to provide not just data but answers to
protocol problems.

The protocol analyzer isn'tthe only approach to maintaining the health of a digital network. Depending
on the type, size, and importance of a network, distributed monitoring may be appropriate. The HP Model
E3560 digital performance monitoring and remote test system is designed for continuous surveil lance of
digital telecommunications networks according to Recommendation G.821 of the International Telephone
and Telegraph Consultative Committee (CCITT). The system provides network managers with statistics
that reflect the quality of network service and collects alarms that signal failures in network elements. lt
scans data streams at the four main data rates in the European CEPT hierarchy (2,8,34, and 140 megabits
per second), looking for alarms and binary errors. The system's demultiplexing capabil ity can pick out
and monitor lower-rate tributary streams within a higher-rate data stream. The design of the HP E3560
system is described in the article on page 89.

In the ar t ic le  on page 48,  the designers of  the new HP Model  715004 microwave t ransi t ion analyzer
describe it as "a cross between a high-frequency sampling oscil loscope, a dynamic signal analyzer, and
a network analyzer." Indeed, its block diagram doesnt contain any elements that aren t found in one or
more of those well-known instruments. The contribution of this new microwave instrument is in its archi-
tecture, that is, how its components relate to each other, and in its programming. Using periodic sampling.
analog-to-digital conversion, and digital signal processing in new ways, it brings time-domain analysis to
microwave component engineers who in the past have had to rely primarily on frequency-domain mea-
surements. l lme-domain measurements are particularly important in pulsed-RF and nonlinear device
testing, and the microwave transition analyzer is optimized for these applications. lts architecture allows
i t to  make magni tude and phase measurements on RF pulses wi th r ise t imes as fast  as 25 p icoseconds.
The article 0n page 48 introduces this new analyzer, demonstrates many of its new measurements and
applications, and explains the importance of its high sensitivity, synthesized sampling rate. and stationary
sampl ing mode.  The design t rade-of fs  and chal lenges are d iscussed in the ar t ic le  on page 63.

4 October1992Hewlett-PackardJoumal



Electronic  spreadsheet  appl icat ions le t  people express business problems in the fami l iar  rows and col -
umns of a ledger. With a spreadsheet program, you don't have to know how to program a computer to
interact with one to solve business problems. For engineers, the analog of the ledger is the block diagram,
and now there 's  an analog of  the spreadsheet  program to f ree engineers f rom having to t ranslate thei r
b lock d iagrams into unfami l iar  computer  languages.  The HP Visual  Engineer ing Envi ronment ,  or  HP VEE,
is a software tool that allows users to create solutions by l inking visual objects or icons into block dia-
grams. The user selects objects from a menu, l inks them in the way that represents how data flows from
one to the other ,  and then executes the resul t ing b lock d iagram. The ar t ic le  on page 72 expla ins what  HP
VEE does and how it works. As you might expect, a lot of thought went into making its user interface as
user-friendly as possible, and that effort is discussed in the article on page 78. lts dataflow architecture,
described on page 84, is an object-oriented implementation that strictly separates views of an object
f rom the under ly ing model .

As faster  computers are developed,  faster  data l inks are needed to in terconnect them. There is  a l ready
a demand for  ser ia l  data l inks capable of  g igabi t -per-second data rates,  100 t imes as fast  as Ethernet
local area netvvorks and ten times as fast as the FDDI fiber optic standard. While glgabit-rate l inks have
been used on long-haul telephone networks for many years, their implementation is too costly and com-
plex for  computer  use.  The HP HDMP-1000 g igabi t  l ink chipset  (page 103) is  the f i rs t  commercia l ly  avai l -
able. two-chip. 1.4-gigabit-per-second, low-cost, serial data l ink interface. The G-link chipset consists of
a transmitter chip and a receiver chip and requires no external parts or adjustments. The transmitter
accepts para l le l  data and outputs ser ia l  data to the l ink,  whi le  the receiver  chip reassembles the paral le l
data on the other  end.  Using a specia l  encoding a lgor i thm cal led CIMT (condi t ional  invers ion wi th mas-
ter  t ransi t ion)  and an on-of f  or  "bang-bang" phase- locked loop,  the chipset  automat ica l ly  mainta ins dc
balance in the transmitted data and maintains data synchronization. Among its many other possible
uses, the G-link chipset has been adopted as the basis for two serial data interface standards.

R.P. Dolan
Editor

Cover

The HP 4980 Netrruork Advisor can be connected to a network l ike any other node to monitor the health ol
the network.  This rendi t ion depicts  a token r ing network wi th severalworkstat ions and the Network
Advisor connected to it. The Network Advisor is represented by a statistics summary screen, which
summarizes activity on the network for a certain period of t ime.

What's Ahead

Papers on product  designs and other  topics p lanned for  the December issue are:
. The HP DesignJet plotter, a large-format inkjet drafting plotter
. The HP DraftMaster Plus plotter, a large-format pen plotter that features the SurePlot system for

improved drawing reliabil i ty
. A multiprocessor HP-UX operating system for HP 9000 computers
. The EISA inpuVoutput extension system for HP 9000 Series 700 workstations
. A methodology for migrating application software to a clienVserver, open systems environment
. Demountable TAB, a new lC packaging technology for modern digital systems
.  1992 lndex.
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The HP Network Advisor: A Portable
Test Tool for Protocol Analysis
This network protocol analysis tool combines expert system technology
with a comprehensive set of network statistics and protocol decodes to
speed problem resolution for token ring and Ethernet networks.

by Edmund G. Moore

Protocol analysis consists of monitoring and interpreting the
data communications protocols on a network. The HP 4980
Series Network Advisor products are protocol analyzers
offering support for both LAN (local area networks) and
WAN (wide area networks) technologies.

The primary users of a protocol analyzer are people respon-
sible for maintaining communication networks. These users
fall into two categories: those responsible for maintaining
service within their own company (private network opera-
tors) and those who provide service to other companies
(network service organizations). Protocol analyzers are used
to solve the most difficult network problems. Since these
problems account for 20% of all network failures and usually
mean degraded network service, the protocol analyzer must:

o Give the user the tools needed to find the problem and
restore service quickly

. Be easy to use so that the user does not have to spend time
figuring out how to operate the product

. Provide the user with information that is pertinent to solving
the problem.

The HP Network Advisor provides features to satisfy
these requirements.

Main Features

The Network Advisor is a poftable integrated test tool that
suppofts testing of IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) and IEEE 802.5
(token ring) network configurations (see Fig. 1). The three
product configurations for the Network Advisor are given
in Table I.

Fig. l. Thc HP Netn'olk Arlvisol
shor i ing the nrai r r f lanre ; l r r l  lhe
fol r l i r rg kr ' l toald arrd c l isplay.  The
clisplul sltous an exattrple st.rtl-
n l iu) '  s tat is t ics s< rccn in ut ic l r
g laplr ical  objects srrc ' l r  l rs  b l l
cllrrts. l)ie crhalts. ancl gaugcs arc
i l s ( ' , 1  l , )  l l l (  s p n l  i n l i , i l l l . ' l i , ) n .
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Table I
Network Conf i gurations Supported
by HP Network Advisor Products

Products Supported Network Configurations

tEEE 802.3

HP 49804 X

HP 4981A X

HP 4982A

tEEE 802.5

X

X

The Network Advisor is made up of two physical compo-
nents: a PC (personal computer) rnodule and an acquisition
module. The PC contains all the user interface fitnctionality
(keyboard, display, disks, VO potls). The acquisition module
is a processing system custom designed to meet the data
processing requirements of the network under test.

The measurement focus of the Network Advisor is rapid
problem isolation-that is, reducing the time needed to re-
store the network to operation. Tfaditional protocol analyz-
ers focus on providing users with accurate inforrnation. On
a LAN, this can rnean tens of thousands of frames of data.
The challenge for the troubleshooter is to find the frame that
is the root cause of a problem. Users of traditional analyzers
often spend hours examining pages of data looking for a
clue to solve the problem.

The Network Advisor provides the user with not only all of
the network frame data, but also abstracted views of that
data. These views include: statistics, protocol following,*
data filtering, protocol commentary and expert system sup-
port. Some of these tools exist in other products. However,
tools like protocol commentary and expert system support
are new to the industry.

Tiaditionally protocol analysis tools have focused on two
features: protocol decodes and statistics. Protocol decodes
are routines that simply take the protocol header informa-
tion in the frames and display this information for the user.
Statistics give the user information on traffic levels used by
the entire network or by indMdual devices. In the Network
Advisor decodes are improved by interpreting the header
information. Users are told not only the value of a field, but
also the expected value. Additionally, the Network Advisor
keeps track of protocol state information, allowing the Net-
work Advisor to tell users when unexpected sequences of
frames occur. Both interpretation and state information are
new features for a protocol analyzer.

Statistics in the Network Advisor are designed to provide

the user with an easy-to-understand summary view of the
network. Using the analysis power of the front end and a
graphical interface, a great deal of information is displayed
in a concise, summary format (see the display in Fig. 1).
Data on network use, errors, traffic, protocol distribution,
and traffic level on selected frames is combined into one
summary display.

Protocol commentary and expert system support are power-
ful additions to the protocol analysis toolset. A software

. Protoco following is the pr0cess 0f f0 lOwing the state of a connectron. Examp es 0f states

inc  ude es tab l i shed,  resequenc ing  da ta ,  and reassembl ing  da ta .  Pr0 t0c0 l  f0 l  Owing is  essent ia l

f0 r  accura te  dec0d ing  o f  h rgher layer  p ro toco ls .

application called a protocol commentator observes the
protocols in network frame data and distills the data into
concise events ofinterest. Expert system support in the Net-
work Advisor is provided by an application called the Fault
Finder, which automates the troubleshooting process. Both
of thesc tools arc discussed in the article on page I 1.

Other Features

Besides the new adclitions to the protocol analysis toolset
described above, the Network Advisor provides some
tradit.ional prolocol analysis features in new ways.

Mechanical and Ergonomic Features. Users of protocol analy-
sis tools such as the Network Advisor frequently need to take
the tool to the problem. For this reason poftability and rug-
gedness are key features ofthe Network Advisor (scc Fig. 1).
The folding keyboard and display are well-protected. The
instrument has a modular acquisition subsystem and the
assemblies are connected with a single connector. Four
quarter-turn fasteners provide the mechanical connection,
making it easy to change from one network technology to
another in a few seconds.

The Network Advisor is the first HP product to incorporate
active matrix color LCD technology. Color LCD provides the
user with reduced size and weight while providing a bit-
mapped color graphics interface. The color LCD was added
very late in the project at considerable risk to product

introduction. The team did it without slipping the product
introduction schedule. Response to the package concept
and especially to the color LCD has been very positive.

The article on page 41 describes the mechanical design of
the Network Advisor.

Use of MS-00S.@ The LAN testing market uses products

based on the MS-DOS operating system. The DOS require-
ment imposed a perfonnance problem for the design team
because many of the existing DOS-based products could not
match the data integrity goals we had set. The Network Ad-
visor design team solved this problem by creating a machine
that has two independent environments: data acquisition
and DOS. The data acquisition module is custom-built to
ensure data integrity under any user network condition. The
DOS module is fully DOS-compatible and provides an excel-
Ient user interface. The two modules interface using dual-
port memory which is mapped into the DOS memory space
just like commercial PC VO cards.

We gained substantial benefits from this dual-module ap-
proach. Since our DOS hardware was heavily leveraged, we
needed only one full-time engineer for both hardware and
BIOS development. The architectural split allows us to mix
and match different data acquisition and DOS engines to
create multiple price/perforrnance products easily. Finally,
being fully DOS-compatible allows us to leverage the vast
amount of commercial software available, particularly

communications software.

Data Capture and Run-Time Analysis. Ensuring that all data
from the network can be captured, even under worst-case
loading, is a difficult design task. In addition to data capture,
the front end (data acquisition module) has substantial data
processing requirements. In a general sense, the Network
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Advisor is looking at the sum of all network traffic. Analyz-
ing all that traffic would require a processing bandwidth that
matches the total processing resources of all networked
elements. Therefore, the worst-case processing load imposed
on the analyzer will always outstrip the ability of the instru-
ment to process it. Instead of trying to process all network
traffic, the Network Advisor focuses on processing a subset
of all the network traffic it sees.

As a test tool, the Network Advisor needs to see everything,
but not to process everything. Commercial networking chips
are designed to be used by network nodes and they auto-
matically reject input that is outside the specification for the
network. A test tool must see this out-of-specification data
to give the user a complete picture. An HP-developed receive
engine ensures that the Network Advisor provides the user
with all the data associated with an error frame.

User Interface. MS-DOS-based network test products tradi-
tionally provide a single task model user interface. This
means that the product allows only one task at a time to
execute. The Network Advisor provides a multitasking, bit-
mapped user interface that is mouse- and keyboard-driven.
Users can have multiple tasks executing simultaneously
using a windowing environment. Users can start the traffic
generator (to simulate a problem on the network) while run-
ning network statistics (to observe what effect the traffic
generator has) and the network commentator (to be in-
formed of any problems that result). All these tasks can mn
simultaneously to help solve a network problem.

Product Architecture

As mentioned earlier, the Network Advisor is divided into two
m4jor environments: a general-purpose environment, which
is essentially a personal computer, and a data acquisition,
analysis, and real-time (ART) environment. This division is
applied to the hardware and software architectures of the
Network Advisor.

Hardware Architecture. The general-purpose portion of the
environment contains a 20-MHz Intel386SX microprocessor
with 8M bytes of RAM. The BIOS and support chip set are
from Chips and Technology Company and the disks are
the same ones qualifled for use in the HP Vectra PC. The
internal display is VGA LCD, either grayscale or color. Our
objective was to create a PC-compatible machine. Since
the general-purpose environment is a PC, our engineering
investment was relatively small. Leverage of design and
components occurred whenever possible.

The analysis and real-time environment is based on the
AMD29000 RISC chip. RISC technology was selected be-
cause ofprice/performance concerns. We needed a CPU that
would have enough bandwidth to perform our mn-time anal-
ysis and we needed to provide enough bus bandwidth to do
DMA transfers of all the frames into main memory during
run time. The analysis and real-time environment uses 4M to
l6M bytes of memory for program execution and data stor-
age for captured frame data. Program and data space uses
2M to 3M bytes of memory. Data acquisition is based on a
programmable front end that uses Xilinx programmable gate
arrays. The front end provides framing, pattem recognition,
run-time pattern matching, run-time frame filtering, statisti-
cal counters (e.g., frames per second, errors per second,
etc.), DMA control, and basic node card functionality (to
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transmit frames and participate in the network protocol as
needed). The front end is designed to ensure data integrity
in the capture buffer under any network condition, valid or
invalid. The ability to ensure data integrity is an important
feature of the Network Advisor.

Software Architecture. The general-purpose environment was
developed using object-oriented programming. Smalltalk is
the language used. Smalltalk provides multitasking, memory
management, object-oriented design support, and support
for all DOS functions (primarily VO control). The Network
Advisor's user interface was written in Smalltalk to imitate
the OSF/l\{otif user interface.l

The soltware was developed on HP Vectra PCs, making the
port to the target hardware quite simple. Since the software
team was large, a toolset that allowed multiple users to
share the code "image" over a network was employed. This
multiuser tool provided us with a networked development
environment.

The analysis and real-time software was also developed
using object-oriented programming technology, except that
C++ was the language used. Software was developed on the
HP-UX+ operating system and cross-compiled onto the
AMD29000. Software development for these modules was
also a team effort with the code image residing on a net-
worked HP-UX sewer. The core of the analysis and real-time
code was leveraged from another HP project called CONE
(common OSI network environment).2 COttE is the protocol
kernel used in HP workstations for managing networks. The
capabilities and design of CONE matched the basic tools we
needed for protocol analysis.

The analysis and real-time software is described on page 29.
The software developed to nrn on the PC and the general-
pu{pose environment are described onpage 22.

Software Management
Except for the DOS BIOS and the analysis and real-time
boot and self-test, which are ROM-based, all the software in
the Network Advisor is disk-based. Having a DOS-based
soltware system has proven to be a mAior benefrt to product
enhancement and to our customers. During the first year of
the Network Advisor's Me, we created tlree m4ior upgrades,
several bug fixes, and a new leveraged product. Support for
all ofthese changes was based on shipping new disks.

A DOS-based system does pose some problems. First, there
is a tendency for users to modify the system configuration
to add applications, drivers, and TSRs (terminate and stay
resident programs). Different DOS applications do not al-
ways peacefully coexist. In addition to software, the ability
to have different disk drives, different amounts of memory
and different CPUs creates a matrix of configurations that
can be overwhelming.

Even if the configuration issue is managed, being DOS-
compatible means evolving over time. DOS 5.0 has become
the standard since our release, and in March 1992 we
changed our shipped configuration to be DOS 5.0 with a
single disk partition. We still must support our customers
who still have Network Advisors with DOS 3.3 and multiple
disk partitions. This creates its own logistical problem.

(continued on page 1 0)



Network Advisor Product Enhancement Philosophy

0ur intent was to release an init ial  Network Advisor product with a credible set of
features as quickly as possible. The init ial  feature set did not provide al l  0f the
capabilities we wanted. lt did provide enough capabllity to solve customer problems.
We wanted to provide releases of addit ional software on a frequent basis {two or
three times a year). The initial release occurred in July 1991 and since then we have
had new releases in November 1991, March 1992, July 1992, and August 1992
Each release added addit ional capabil i t ies in al l  areas of the product including.

Fault Finder. The Nenruork Advisor can d0 automatic troubleshooting via the Fault
Finder on the fol lowing network media.

IEEE 802 3 Media Access Control {MAC) Hardware
IEEE 802 5 MAC Hardware

Commentatols. Commentators provide a high-level abstraction 0f pr0t0c0l activity.
Unlike a protocol decode, which displays al l  of the f ields associated with a part ic-
ular protocol, the commentator reports 0n the meaning of a frame in the context 0f
the service being provided by the pr0t0c0l. The Network Advisor provides the
fol lowing commentators.

Ethernet Novell  Commentator
Ethernet ICMP Commentator
Token Ring Commentator
Token Ring Novell  Commentator
Token Ring IBM LAN Manager Commentator

Decodes. The Network Advisor decodes most industry-standard protocols. A
decode enabies protocol experts to examine the cOntents of a protocol data frame
in detai l .  The Network Advjsor provides the fol lowing decodes:

Ethernet/LLC 802.3
IEEE B02 2 SNAP ELAP Token Ring
IEEE 802 2 Token Bing IVAC SNAP
Appletalk Address Resolut ion Protoc0l
Datagram Delivery Protocol
EtherTalk Link Access Protocol
AppleTalk Transaction Protoco
Routing Table Maintenance Protocol
AppleTalk Echo Protocol
AppleTalk Name Binding Protocol
Banyan Vines lnternet Protocol
Vines Address Besolut ion Protocol
Vines Routing Update Protocol
\ / inps  Sen, rcnnpd Pankc t  Pr616661

Vines Internet Control Protocol
Vines Interprocess Communication Protocol
DECnet Data Access Protocol
Session Control Protocol
Data Access Protocol
Network Services Protocol
[ l F f  n o t  R n r r t i n n  P r n t n r n l

Local Area Transport Protocol
Novell Netware Code Protocoi
Sequenced Packet eXchange Protocol
Internet Packet eXchange Protocol
lBlV PC LAN NetBl0S Protocol
Server Message Block Protoco
TCP/lP Telnet Transport Control Pr0t0c0l
User Datagram Protocol lnternet Protocol
File Transfer Protocol
Internet Control Protocol
Address Besolut ion Protocol
OSI CLNP
OSI ES-IS
OSI TP4
SNA
NetBl0S

XNS Internetwork Datagram Protocol
e o n l o n n o  P r . l z o i  P r n t ^ . ^v u v u u , , w u

3C0M NetBios Protocol
Server Message Block Protocol

Stat ist ics. The Network Advisor's stat ist ical measurements give the user a
graphical view of critical network performance parameters and network users:

Ethernet Summary Statist ics
Ethernet Node Statist ics
Ethernet Top TaLkers
Ethernet Top Error Sources
Ethernet Vital Signs

Token Bing Summary Statist ics
Token Bing Station Statistrcs
Token Bing Top Talkers
Token Bing Top Error Sources

Canned Tests. Canned tests provide a set of powerful troubleshooting tools for
performing tasks such as test ing for connectivi ty and f inding active stat ions. lvlany
0f the canned tests st imulate the network to simulate network devices. The Net-
work Advisor pr0vides the fol lowing canned tests:

Ethernet Transceiver Test
Token Bing List Configuratlon
Beport Servers Io<en Ring I ist
LAN Managers Token Ring List
NETBIOS Stations Token Ring List
Novell  Stat ions Token Ring List
Fing Error Monitors Token Ring List
Ring Parameter Servers Token Ring List
Al l  Bridges Token Ring List
Al l  Stat ions Token Ring List
Calculate Ring Length
Token Rrng Lobe Test
Token Ring Bequest Stat ion lD
Token Ring Station Adapter Status
Token Rirg Acr've Starion List
Novell  Find Nearest Server
Novell  Get List of Servers
Novel View Nodes
Novell  Server Ping
Novell  Node Ping
Novell  Determine Connected Networks
TCP/IP ARP Bequest
TCP/lP Ping

Node Discovery. The drscovery measurement identi f ies active nodes 0n the
network by observing network traff ic. The measurement can f ind and display
MAC (media access control) and network addresses. The binding of MAC and
network addresses clearly shows the activi ty of routers in the network.
Discovered nodes can be merged intO the systern nodelist.

WAN Gapabil i ty. A data acquisit ion module that contains the HP 4957 WAN
analyzer functional i ty has been implemented as a PC l/0 card. Using the Network
Advisors D0S capabil i ty, this card gives customers WAN support,  without any
addit ional software.

FDDI Gapabil i ty. A data acquisit ion module is avai lable that interfaces t0 FDDI
(f iber distr ibuted data interface) networks. This module was implemented in the
same spir i t  as the IEEE 802.3 and 802.5 modules ensure data integri ty under any
network condit ion.

Disk Drives. During development, we had planned to use 40 N,4byte and
B0-Mbyte hard disks. However, by the t ime we introduced the product, typical disk
densit ies for PC hard disks had changed (50 l \ ,4bytes t0 1 05 lVbytes were typical
sizes) We switched t0 B0-l\4byte and 160-Mbyte disk drives during the f irst year

Intel486 CPU. We created an lntel486 versiOn 0f the CPU to keep cunent with
CPU technology. The Network Advisor has been designed to al low adaptation to
new CPU and l /0 technologies
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Conclusion
The Network Advisor has created a new standard in the
LAN test marketplace. It is a tool that not only collects and
supplies users with network traffic data, but also extracts
pertinent answers from the volumes of data. As a DOS-
based system, the Network Advisor offers compatibility,
flexibility, and a clear path for evolution. As an instrument,
the Network Advisor offers unprecedented performance in
data capture and analysis and brings HP quality and data
integrity to the tAN marketplace.
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Embedding Artificial Intelligenee in a
tAI{ Test Instrument
The knowledge and processes used by a skil led LAN troubleshooter are
built into an interactive expert system application that runs on HP 4980
Series Network Advisor protocol analyzers.

by Scott Godleq Rod Unverrich, and Stephen Witt

The capabilities of artificial intelligence techniques are pro-
vided in the HP 4980 Series Network Advisor protocol ana-
lyzers by a software application called the,Foult Finder.lt is
a rule-based expert system that is built around a blackboard
architecture.l'2 The rules. written in PROLOG.3 invoke Net-
work Advisor measurements (statistics, decodes, and ap-
plications) that are available to the user. The Fault Finder
allows the user to control and view the troubleshooting pro-
cess at a detailed single-step level or at a fully automated
level. It also includes an explanation facility that describes
the logic used to solve a specific problem, a definition of the
problem, and a description of the actions required to remedy
the problem.

This article will discuss LAN troubleshooting, automated
troubleshooting using expert systems, the Fault Finder, the
architecture of the Fault Finder, and a typical problem
solved using the Fault Finder on a token ring network.

Expert troubleshooters use a paradigm of making observa-
tions, forming hypotheses, andproving or disproving those
hypotheses until a problem is found (see Fig. 1). The Fault
Finder uses this same paradigm. A description of how this
model is employed by the Fault Finder is mentioned
throughout this paper.

LAN Thoubleshooting
For the last ten years LAN (local area network) trouble-
shooters have relied on LAN protocol analyzers that provide
a variety of decode measurements, statistical measure-
ments, and active measurements. This is a manual process
that depends on the user's lorowledge of the instrument, the
network, and typical problems that occur on that network.
These analyzers require a user to interpret results and select
subsequent measurements.

LANs provide high-speed packet switching within buildings
or campus facilities. They include CSMA/CD baseband net-
works, token ring networks, and broadband networks. This
paper addresses Ethemet (IEEE 802.3) and token ring

QEEE 802.5) networks. LANs are challenging in their trou-
bleshooting requirements because they operate at high
speed, problems emerge and escalate in real-time, and the
environment is very complex. Problems can result from
poorly architected networks, improper device configura-
tions, faulty cabling or connections, broken devices or
printed circuit cards, or incompatible software. A typical

LAN can have several network operating systems and proto-
col stacks. Tioubleshooting a network problem requires
integrating pieces of data or clues from a variety of sources
and using the acquired data to hypothesize and prove prob-
lems. Problems that do not cause hard failures but instead
only cause performance problems may often go undetected.

Network diagnostic tools have evolved in the same way as
networks. Early diagnostic tools included workstation utili-
ties, cable measu-rement instruments, and simple protocol
analyzers that provided decoding of protocol packets. Net-
work troubleshooting requires sequencing through different
measurements, using the results of one measurement to
select and program the next measurement. As networks
became more complex, the problems became more com-
plex. This increasing complexity created a need for more
sophisticated tools to enable network managers to solve
problems rather than relying on hit or miss solutions, or in
some cases simply living with the problem.

Network managers and technicians solve many problems by
relying on knowledge of their specific network and its com-
ponents and by relying on their troubleshooting experiences.
For example, a network technician can quickly identify a
misconfigured node card by observing the card's receiver
congested soft-error frames on the token ring network.

Expert troubleshooters use a mental model or paradigm for
troubleshooting. Some perform this at a decidedly conscious
level by diagramming the troubleshooting process. Others
perform it subconsciously, following "what feels right." In
either case the same basic process is used. They start by
making observations of the situation. It doesn't matter what
problem is being solved, be it a ruptured appendix, a faulty
carburetor, or a duplicate IP address-all troubleshooters
(doctors, auto mechanics, and network managers) use the
same process. They use these observations to formulate

Fig. l. The observe, hypothesize, and prove (or disprove) trouble-
shooting process used in the Fault Finder.
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hypotheses of what problems might exist. Then they per-
form tests to prove or disprove the hypotheses. Finally, once
a problem is proved they remedy the situation. This model is
shown in Fig. 1.

Protocol analyzers offer a variety of measurements for solv-
ing problems. Decodes provide descriptions of individual
packets on the networks. Statistical measurements provide
overviews of network trends such as utilization. errors. and
protocol use. Individual applications provide utilities for a
variety of functions such as creating an active station list,
reading the status ofnetwork adapter cards, and testing the
media. These are powedul tools in the hands of an expert.
However, these analyzers have two major shortfalls. First, to
solve difficult problems an expert user is usually required.
Second, they require human intervention and cannot com-
plete the troubleshooting task in an automated fashion. Arti-
ficial intelligence offers a desirable solution to both of these
problems. It allows an analyzer to monitor the network con-
tinually for problems and Iog the results for later perusal by
a network manager. It also provides the means to build the
knowledge of many troubleshooting experts into a tool that
is widely available to network managers.

Automated Thoubleshooting Using Expert Systems
Artificial intelligence (AI) solutions that are declarative in
format and conventional solutions that are procedural in
format can be used together to solve networking problems.*
Expert systems (one branch ofAI), in a broad sense, are
programs that are designed to behave as a human expert in
a particular field. Expert systems are particularly useful for
problems like networking in which complete information
about a problem is not known when the program begins
execution. Expert systems gather additional, pertinent in-
formation as they execute. Conventional, procedural pro-
grams usually execute in a sequential fashion through a set
of troubleshooting trees and can take more time and execute
incorrect branches. Expert systems gather information after
an event and use it to explore multiple problems in parallel.

The requirements for an expert system troubleshooting tool
are somewhat diverse. First and foremost the expert system
must discover network faults and make observations about
the network. A primary goal is to diagnose common network
problems quickly, allowing the human user to concentrate
on more difficult and obscure problems. To do this, the ex-
pert system must be cognizant of the network structure, the
protocol environments, the diagnostic tools available, and
the troubleshooting methods that will solve the problem
quickly. Thus, an expert system tool for network trouble-
shooting must be able to do the following:

. Measurement Interface:
o Perform diagnostic functions such as generating station

lists, testing connectivity, and performing loopback tests
c Conflrm the existence of a hypothesized fault by executing

active measurements such as token ring station adapter
status

o Automated Operation:
o Monitor the network for real-time problems as opposed

to gathering information and postprocessing it in a batch
fashion

*  In thecontex t0 fc0mputerprograms,procedures te l lasys temspec i f i ca l l yhOwt0d0atask

and declarations tel a system generally what t0 d0

, Execute in an automatic, unattended fashion to solve
intermittent faults, monitoring suspect rings or segments
continuously

. Ease ofUse:
., Provide the user with an interpretation of data by suggest-

ing actions, drawing conclusions, and explaining advice
.-, Provide an audit trail of suspected problems, measure-

ments executed, and problems found to educate the user
and to suggest possible problems that the expert system
could not solve

i-, Generate alarms and log data to notify the user of proven
faults and provide the necessary information to prove that
the problem exists

, Incorporate user inputs by including information that
the user already suspects about the network (such as
performance problems)

. Topology:
, Gather and incorporate network topology information

,: Gather error information that is being reported on the
network and learn about the configuration of the network

r,, Gather and incorporate network baselines to determine
what is norrnal behavior on the network and compare the
current operation against norrnal behavior.

It is critical that an expert system that augments a user's
troubleshooting methods behave in a manner that the user
can understand. Making observations, forming hypotheses,
proving faults, and determining actions to take are critical
troubleshooting steps that a network manager can under-
stand and relate to.

Note that expert system tools could also be used to optimize
perfomance, analyze network accounting information, per-
form network management functions, audit for security
violations, and provide information for network planning.
However, in this article we are only concerned with an ex-
pert system tool whose purpose is to diagnose operational
faults on a local ring or segment of the network.

The Fault Finder

The Fault Finder is an expert system that executes as a soft-
ware application on the Network Advisor family of prod-
ucts. It uses troubleshooting methods that are modeled after
expeft users in the field, applying knowledge of known net-
work problems. It programs and executes measurements in
the same way that an expert user would, taking advantage of
the powerful measurement set of the Network Advisor.

The Fault Finder was designed to provide the user with a
high degree of interaction with the instrument and a detailed
view of the activities of the Fault Finder as it attempts to
solve a problem. This was considered critical because many
network problems cannot be diagnosed to completion. In
these cases it is important to give the user an audit trail and
provide as much information as possible that might be perti-
nent to solving the problem. For example, suppose the Fault
Finder suspects a broken transmit wire on a network inter-
face card with address 100054746244, but this suspicion
proves to be false. The fact that the Fault Finder was inves-
tigating a potential problem on a certain station on the net-
work might be of interest to the network technician. The
technician might be able to correlate the Fault Finder data
with previous troubleshooting data and use this synthesis of
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infbrmat.ion to solve thc problent. In addilion to suspectecl
problems, the Fault Finder rccords lneasurenleltts it h:l,s
execul.ed. Suc:h information may help an expcrl honc'in on
the real problem. This auclit trail can also bc usccl as an
cducational tool bv l.he novic'e troubleshooter.

The Fault Finder's main screen l-ras thrco tiles lhat nrap
directly to the observations, hypotheses, anrl provcrr t:rults,
which are the mainstays of thc cxpert's troublt'sltooting pro,
cess (scc Fig. 2). The Fault F'inder star"ts by nurning rrrt'a-
surenrents that provide obserual.ions for thc Iroubleshoolirrg
process. These obserwations are poslcrl  1o thc I irsl  winrlow.
The rulcs in the knowledge base art' cxt c'u1ccl artd h;lpotlrt'-
ses arc' formed. For example, il'a slalistical ntezrsurt'urcnl is
run that obserues that thc ratc cil brriarlcast fraures on au
Ethernet network erxccecls a baselinc. the Fault Finder will
hypothesize several possiblc ltroblcnrs including a duplicate
IP addrcss and a nrisconfigurctl IP broadcast acldress. Thcr
Fault !'inder will thcn pcrfornt liulher measurentents such
as a ping (internel conlrol nrcssagc protocol (ICMP) ccho
rcquest) or an IP ( intelr()t  l i rotocol) clecode to dctcrnt ine
whethcr a problc'nr exisls. I I ' the problcur exists, i l  is posted
to the Faults Found window, t lre window is turnecl red, and the
uscr is notiliecl with an audiblc alamt.

The uscr can run the Faull Finder in scveral clifferent urodcs.
The singleJoop rnotlc runs once llrrough the possible Iault
incl icalors looking for problems. 11 fol lows al l  results 1o a
con<:lusion and then stops. The Fault Fincler can run in a
cout.inuous-loop urocle in which it repcatedly cycles looking
for lault.s. The Fault Finder will also accept user syntptoms
to allow the user to direct thc search by including what is
alrcady knou'n or suspectecl about a network fault. Possible
synrplonrs in<'lutlc poor perfornrance, cannot connect, and
suspeclerl Nor.cll problems. 'fhese syrnptoms cause the Fault
Fincler to focus ils search initially on suspectcd problem
arcas. When appropriate, thc Fault !'incler will rcqucst the user

to input the results of cable scanning measurenlents to aid
irt diagnosing physical mt-clia problems.

The F-aull Findcr accesses Network Advisor nrc'asurenrents
in thc same wav that thc user would. For manual use the
rrst'r is lrresenled with a window containing a list of all the
Nelwork Advisor ureasrlrenlents softed by categories. Thc
Nt twork Advisor allows the user Lo sclect ntultiple measure,
nrcnts :rnd execute lhcnr sintultaneously. Each measurcntent
inclucles a parzrntelt'rizalion window for setting up the con-
ligur:rlion. Iror cxzrrnple, :r lting mcasurenrent rcquires the
us(.r to spccifv llrt' intcmel addresst's fol the Network Advi-
sor:rnrl  thc target node for lhc ping, anrl  lh<'t inrcoul valuc
(see Fig. ; i ) .  The FaLrl l  Firtr lcr autonral ical ly st 'k cts lueasure
mcrrls, pror, i r l t 's l tarantt ' l t ' r ' izal ion, ( 'xo(.ulcs lhe rnt astrre-
nrcnls, ancl oblains thc rc'sults. A rrser pcrfblnring this task
rnarrually can ollen nrakc a nristake, wl-rir.h can lead to a
Ialse t l iagnosis and nrany houls ol ' inval id antl  fnrstrat ing
troubleshooting.

Network troubleshooting depencls on the concept ofundcr-
standing normal behavior on a ne.twork and comparing the
observed results with the normal cxpected behavior. The
Fault Finder uses this same approach by keeping a baseline
fiIe that documenl.s the expccted values for the measure-
ments l.o compare with the actual rcsults. Each measurement
compares ils actual results againsl the expected results in
thc baseline filer.

The F'ault Finder uses priorilization and cerlainties to guide
itself through thc troubleshooting process. Prioritizations are
implemented by assigning a severity and a frequencv to each
problcm. This means tl.rat thc Fault Finder will pursue more
serious problems first. For exan-rple, a broken file scrwer is a
more serious problem than a broken nodc and will be inves-
tigated first. Certaintics rcfcr to the confidence levels as-
signecl to the F aull Findcr's rcsults. Each Fault Finder result
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is rated as loq medium, or high (see the [High] designation
given to the fault found in Fig. 2). Problems (faults) that can
be conclusively confirmed are given a high confidence and
problems that might be one of several possibilities and can-
not be diagnosed further are assigned a low confidence.

The Fault Finder provides the user with a very fine level of
control over the troubleshooting process. Allowing the user
to interact with the Fault Finder was a key design objective.
Expert systems that appear as a black box to the user are
not appropriate for interactive network troubleshooting.
The Fault Finder normally runs in an automatic mode cy-
cling from obser-vations to hypotheses to proven faults. This
is very useful for verifying the normal operation of the net-
work, or for a mode of debugging in which the user might
look for intermittent problems on a network before they
become catastrophic and degrade the network. The Fault
Finder also provides several manual modes of debugging,
which are useful for reactive troubleshooting to investigate
specific failures.

Once the Fault Finder has executed and discovered a fault
on the network, the user must perform the final step of
troubleshooting-correcting the fault. Simply identifying the
fault is not enough if the user does not know how to remedy
the problem. The Fault Finder includes a comprehensive
explanation facility that explains the troubleshooting pro-

cess and describes the actions to be taken to fix the prob-

lem. Any line entry in any of the three tiles can be high-
lighted and selected to invoke the explanation facility. The
explanation facility is implemented via the knowledge base-
Each entry includes a definition, a reason, and an action.
Fig. 4 shows an explanation window that explains the neces-
sary action to fix the problem of a station inserting in the
network at the wrong speed.

t--T-F6l| | t\{r Fig. 3. Ping rneasurement

I t f l sNC|  |  w i r rdou

Fault Finder Architecture

The Fault Finder architecture (see Fig. 5) was designed with
four main objectives. First, the Fault Finder must be able to
operate the instrument in place of the user (the network
manager). This means that the Fault Finder needs to initiate
and receive results automatically from instrument measure-
ments in a knowledgeable way. Second, the Fault Finder
must actively detect and investigate faults in a manner that
will allow users to accept its conclusions and understand its
actions. Third, the Fault Finder must be able to support
knowledge about multiple protocol domains and adapt to
varying target networks depending on the needs of our cus-
tomers. Finally, an inability to complete the diagnosis of one
potential fault should not prevent the diagnosis of other
potential faults.

The inference engine provides the core knowledge process-

ing capability and sets the stage for relating the other com-
ponents in terms of their ability to provide information to
support inferencing. The blackboard provides a mechanism
for allowing multiple sources and sinks+ of information to
cooperate and allows the user to get information about how
data is synthesized in the Fault Finder. Measurements and
user input provide two examples of information source
modules that are not larowledge-based, but procedure-based.

Inference Engine. An inference engine executes knowledge
about a particular domain. During execution, high-level in-
formation is synthesized from measurement data, user input,

and the knowledge base. The synthesis can be driven by the
need to use the high-level data for some other pu{pose or
the availability of sufficient lower-level data to complete the

* S0urces generate int0rmati0n and sinks receive inf0rmati0r.
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synthesis. In either case, the knowledge that is executed
describes how the synthesis takes place.

The Fault Finder uses a form of knowledge representation
known as rules. These rules describe the necessary state of
information to be able to syrrthesize higher-level informa-
tion. The mles in the Fault Finder have the following three
maln parts:
The consequent (describes the information to be synthesized
by the rule)
The antecedent (describes the required preconditions that
will allow synthesis to occur)
The parameters (constrain how the inference engine is
al lowed to use the rule).

The following rules are used to identify a station inserting in
the network at the wrong speed. These rules show the con-
sequent, the problem definition, and the antecedent, which
includes the preconditions (forward chaining) that must be

Requests
and

Responses

Fig. 4. Fault explanatiorl rmndow.

satisfied and the information needed to prove (or disprove)
the hypothesized problem (backward chaining).

;Problem descript ion

prob lem(
name( InsertWrongSpeedProblem )
nlsName{ ' lnsert ing Wrong Speed' )
eventType( #Fa ultEvent )
frequency( 50 )
severitv( 50 )
definit ion( 'Stat ion insert ing at the wrong speed means the network

interface card {NlC} is not configured to the proper data
rate for the attached local r ing. '  )

solut ion{ 'Check the sett ings on the network interface card on the
stat ions between the indicated fault  domain. After configuring
the network interface card correctly, re-cycle the stat ion power.
For example, on an IBM Token Ring Network 16/4 Adapter
(Netvvork Interface Card), check the sett ings of the dip switches.
Dip switch 12 should be setto the appropriate data rate (4 Mbps
d ip  swi tch  0n  and 16  Mbps d ip  sw i tch  0 f f ) . ' )

hypoText( 'Stat ion may be insert ing at wrong network speed in domain
o f  %?%address% and %?%addressNAUN%. '  )

concText{ '%+%Station insert ing at the wrong network speed in the fault
domain  o f  %%?+%addressNAUN%%+% and %%?+%address
%ok+%.oko/o-%Station
not insert ing at the wrong speed in the f ault  domain of
% % ?-%a d dressNAu N %%-% and %ok? -%addr ess%%-%.%' I

0arameters{
I address #node #hypothesis " " ]

,  I  
addressNAUN #node #hypothesis " " ]

)

;Forward  Cha in ing  Ru le

hypothesize{

;These are parameters
name( hWrongSpeed )
cost{ 50 )

E
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Fig. 5. The F aull Fincler'.s architecturc
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conf idence(  100 )
explanation(' l f  a stat ion fai ls to insert onto the local r ing properly,

then i t  is oossible the stat ion's network interface
card  (N lC)  i s  se t to  the  wrong speed. '  )

;Conseq uent
logicText( ' lnsertWrongSpeedProblem( ?address ?addressNAUN ) :-

;Ante ced ent
beaconingMonito( useBaselines ?t ime ?beaconAddress

? bea c onAddressNAU N )
perform( ?tmpl ?st "at:put:" #lancTokenRingLastBeaconin gAddress

? bea conAddress)
perform( ?tmp2 ?st "at:put:" #lancTokenRingLastBeaconingAddress

NAUN?beaconAddressNAUN)

streamingBeaconsMonito( useBaselines ?t ime ?beaconStreamAddress
?beaconStreamAddressNAUN ?)

newActiveMonitor( use Baselines ?t ime ?addressActiveMonitor
?addressNAUNaddressActiveMonitor ?)

topology (asTokenRingNode [ ?addressStr ]  ?address )
topology (asTokenRingNode [ ?addressNAuNStr ]  ?addressNAUN ]

stopAllMeas0

; ,

;Backward Chaining Rule

backward{

;Parameters
name( cWrongSpeed )
cost( 50 )
confidence( 100 )
explanation( ' l f  a stat ion fai ls to insert onto the local r ing properly,

then i t  is possible the stat ion's network interface
card (NlC) is setto the wrong speed. The insert ing
stat ion wil l  attempt the insert ion, but wi l l  be unable
to synchronize with the incoming signal and therefore
remove i tself  from the local r ing. The stat ion may
try mult iple insert ions before removing completely. ')

;Conseq uent
logicText( ' lnsertWrongSpeedProblem( ?address ?addressNAUN ) :-

;Ante ce d ent
mdbPa rm {txMeasTimeout ?txl lmeout )

perform ( ?addressStr ?address tokenRingAddress )

adapterMeas( ?addressStr ?txTimeout ?result l  )
size( ?result ' l  ?resultSizel )
gt( ?resultSizel 0 )

perform ( ?addressNAUNStr ?addressNAUN tokenRingAddress )

adapterMeas( ?addressNAU NStr ?txTimeout ?result2 )
size( ?result2 ?resultSize2 )
gt( ?resultSize2 0 )

; ,

The Fault Finder rules are modeled after PROLOG, so the
consequent is simply a predicate that represents the goal or
information to be synthesized. The predicate has a name
that represents the type of information being synthesized
and parameters that determine the specific inforrnation. For
example, in the rule cWrongSpeed the predicate InsertWrong-
SpeedProblem tells us ifthe wrong speed is set on the adapter
card at some address. This would be synthesized by gather-

ing data via the antecedent predicates and incorporating this
data into the consequent.
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In the antecedents ofthe example rules, the conditions are
simply ANDed together. Like lF statements in most program-

ming languages, other logical operations can be performed.
The inference engine allows patterns to be specified in place
of constants, and the condition may succeed multiple times
depending on how many pieces of information match the
pattems. This allows knowledge to be represented in a gen-

eral way, without knowing ahead of time how many situa-
tions might meet the criteria or the specific names or values
of parameters.

The execution of a rule can be driven by forward or back-
ward chaining operations. In forward chaining, the inference
engine is presented with one or more network conditions
(e.g., network is slug3ish). This data will drive the execution
of rules that depend on this data. In backward chaining, we
stan with a result or conclusion to be proved true or false
(e.g., station inserting at the wrong speed) and work back
through the rules (gathering information along the way) to
find the problem or condition causing the given result.

Blackboard. The blackboard allows multiple modules
(sources and sinks of data) to work together. It also main-
tains an information stmcture that allows greater accessibil-
ity and storage of history data about how the information is
synthesized or generated.

The blackboard serves as a clearing house for all informa-
tion in the Fault Finder. It deterrnines which module should
be called to perform further information synthesis or data
generation. When a module needs information to complete
its synthesis, the module requests the information via the
blackboard, and the blackboard determines which module
can act as a source for that information. When data becomes
available asynchronously, the data is distributed to those
modules that could perfom further synthesis based on the
data. The modules are responsible for notifying the black-
board of their specific needs.

Requests and Responses. In the Fault Finder's blackboard,
requests for information are posted to initiate information
slmthesis. For example, if we want the Fault Finder to deter-
mine if a particular fault exists, a module will request infor-
mation about the fault's existence and then direct the Fault
Finder to prove (or disprove) the fault. When the Fault
Finder is obserwing the network, it may, on its own, decide
to deterrnine if a fault exists. The conditions that indicate
the possible existence of a fault cause a request to be placed

on the blackboard.

Responses are the result of investigating a request. When a
module completes processing a request, one or more re-
sponses are placed on the blackboard. Multiple matches of a
pattern can generate more than one response. Each response
has a level of certainty associated with it, which is deter-
mined from the certaintv of the information it is based on
and the confidence of the rule used to perform the synthe-
sis. In the end, a fault diagnosis can be weighed against
other faults to determine a priority for correcting the faults.

Hierarchical Data Abstraction. By tracking requests and re-
sponses exchanged via the blackboard, a hierarchy of infor-
mation created by the system can be maintained (see Fig. 6).
The hierarchical orientation of the information facilitates
both usability and progran-rmability of the system.
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Fig. 6. Hierarchical data abstraction built by tracking requests ancl
responses.

Usability is enhanced by using the hierarchy to demonstrate
to the user the steps taken to reach a conclusion, allowing
the user to examine why a request was made in the first
place. The modules that post requests and responses on the
blackboard are required to provide human readable explana-
tions related to these postings. The explanations include
how the information was generated, what the information
means, and in some cases, what can be done about some
problematic situation. Because users have control over what
level of decomposition they desire to see, the hierarchy also
protects them from the need to look at all of the details of
the diagnosis. The user can select an interesting high-level
item and pursue some of the low-level details of that item.

The hierarchy is designed to eliminate dependencies between
modules. This enhances the ability of knowledge engineers
to represent knowledge in a way that is reusable and main-
tainable. Information from one source can be used by a vari-
ety of sinks that slmthesize additional information. If a bet-
ter way of generating the information is determined, the
source can be changed without having any impact on the
sinks. This will allow the product to evolve over time as
our understanding of the problem improves and as other
capabilities of the product evolve.

Procedural versus Declarative. The inference engine provides
an environment for executing knowledge about diagnosis.
This knowledge is represented in a declarative form using
rules. The rules represent relationships between facts that
transcend the procedures for proving those facts. However,
parts of the diagnosis process require the ability to represent
the procedural aspects of diagnosis explicitly. A procedural
representation can be thought of in terms of a program writ-
ten in a language such as C, Pascal, FORTRAN, and BASIC.

In the Fault Finder, the instrument measurements and user
inputs represent procedural components ofthe network
diagnosis process. The measurements embody complex pro-
cesses for gathering data about the network. The user inputs
allow the user to perform a procedure that is not easily auto-
mated. The modules that provide this procedural capability
have been designed to interface with the blackboard in the
same way as the inference engine.

IiEEIINEI
-

4
I

*Measurement

Execution

Measurements. When a request for data on the blackboard
can be satisfied by running an instrument measurement, the
measurement is initiated and its results are posted on the
blackboard. A simple example would be running an adapter
status measurement. The data requested is the status of a
particular interface card or the ability to contact the node
associated with the card. The blackboard forwards this re-
quest to the measurement module where the adapter status
measurement is handled. The result of running the measure-
ment is that the status and the basic ability to communicate
with the node are posted as responses on the blackboard.

When the results get posted, other modules that need this
information can proceed with the synthesis of additional
information. For example, the failure of a token ring station
adapter status may be just one of the conditions of a rule
that diagnoses some fault. When the station adapter status
results are received by that rule, the rule may proceed with
evaluation of the remaining conditions.

Uset Input. User input is handled very similarly to measure-
ments. When information is requested from the blackboard
that the user input module is capable of generating, the
blackboard passes the request to the input module handling
the user request. A description of the information and how
to determine the correct response is provided as part of the
user interface interaction. The user will perform the proce-
dures required to determine the correct response and then
enter or select an answer. The module that requested the
information will then proceed with its synthesis.

Flow of Control. To satisfy the design objectives stated earlier,
the flow of control within the system must be carefully con-
trolled. The inference engine has a number of control flow
characteristics that can be controlled including forward and
baclo,vard chaining, cost and confidence parameters for
rules, and the urgencies ofrequests placed on the black-
board. One of the key characteristics of the inference engine
is its ability to suspend threads of inference while some of
its requests are blocked to pusue other threads of inference.

Multithreaded PB0I0G. When the inference engine requests
information from the blackboard, there is no guarantee that
the information will be available or that the request will be
immediately selected as the next request to satisfy. The in-
ference engine must be able to suspend its inferencing re-
lated to a request until the response is available. AIso, while
waiting for a response, the inference engine must be able to
initiate other chains of inference to satisSr other requests it
receives.

To make this possible, the blackboard allows context infor-
mation to be stored with each request. This allows a request-
er to resume synthesis when the requested data becomes
available. When the blackboard notifies a module with the
new information, the context information is retumed to the
module. For cases in which multiple responses match a re-
quest, the context information is copied to create an equiva-
Ient but separate context for each response. This allows all
of the backtracking capability of PROLOG to be provided in
the blackboard environment. The context information also
helps when presenting explanations to the user.
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Prioritization. When modules request information from the
blackboard, an urgency level is associated with the request.
When the request becomes the one with the highest urgency,

a module is selected to satisfy the request. The module with
the lowest-cost technique for satisfying the request is selected
as the exclusive provider ofthe response. Rules have mech-

anisms for passing default urgencies for new requests or for

increasing or decreasing the urgencies ofnew requests. Other
modules can set the appropriate urgency of requests for

their form of synthesis. Each module must be capable of
providing an estimate of its cost for any given request.

Tying Gomponents Together. The inference engine is the key to

enabling the Fault Finder to operate the instn.rment in place

of a human user. The rules in its knowledge base represent

the ability to perform a diagnosis of some fault in a network.
The inference engine requests information from the black-
board and causes measurements to be executed or user input

to be solicited.

The blackboard is the key to operating in a manner that is
understandable and justifiable. Information is stoqed that
allows the user to understand how information is synthe-
sized and why any particular step was taken. The hierarchi-
cal nature of the data allows the user to control the amount
of information being presented.

The inference engine and the Network Advisor measure-
ments allow the Fault Finder to adapt to a variety of proto-

col domains. A knowledge base with mles about Ethernet is

combined with a measurement set for Ethernet to allow the
Fault Finder to find faults on Ethernet networks. The same
is true for token ring, TCP/IR Novell, and other domains.
The knowledge for the various domains can be combined
to address more complex situations.

The multithreaded nature of the inference engine and the
context storage and prioritization mechanisms of the black-
board allow progress to be made in troubleshooting one
problem while progress on another problem is impeded. In

addition, the prioritization mechanism allows a new and
more important problem to take precedence over a less im-
portant problem. This is important to avoid investigating
small or petby problems while the potential for a disastrous
problem exists.

Finally, forward and backward chaining are strategically
applied to create the observe, hypothesize, and prove behav-
iors. Forward chaining rules inform the blackboard that cer-
tain information can be used as soon as it becomes avail-
able. This sets up the measurements to be made during the
observation stage. When the information becomes available,
the rule decides if a problem might exist. If so, a request to
investigate the problem is created. This request represents
upgrading the state of the problem to the hypothesized level.
The blackboard then attempts to prove or disprove the prob-

Iem's existence, which generally triggers the execution of a
backward chaining rule. The backward chaining rule will
request additional data, which will generally lead to measure-
ment execution and gathering of user input. As a result of
this activity, a response is posted on the blackboard, and the
fault's existence is proved or disproved. This process may
happen for multiple problems during any given session and
various certainties will be associated with each conclusion.
Users can use these certainties and their own intuition to
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decide which problem to fix. Fig. 7 summarizes the activities
that occur during this fault finding process.

A Fault Finder Example

The example in this section will show how the Fault Finder's
expert system capability uses the obsere, hypothesize, and
prove paradigm to identify and solve a token ring network
problem.

A token ring LAN is configured as a logical ring. It consists
of a set of computing devices, called stations, connected to
the physical wire (see Fig. 8). The logical ring can operate at
either 4 Mbytes/s or 16 Mby'tes/s, and a station connected to
the ring must be configured to the conect operating speed.
The stations or spanning devices on the ring are connected
to a multistation access unit (MsAU or MAU). These MAUs
are usually combined in racks in wiring closets. A MAU port

contains a shorted corurection (using a relay). When a station
is inserted into the ring the station applies a dc voltage to
the media interface cable (or lobe) that attaches the station
to the MAU. This voltage switches the relay in the MAU and

serially connects the station into the ring without affecting
the normal operation of the ring.

The operation of a token ring network is composed of many
functions. However, for this example only the beaconing
function will be discussed. The beaconing function attempts
to recoverthe ring from hard errors. Hard errors, such as a

station inserting at the wrong network speed, usually occur

Component

Inference Engine
(Forward-Ghaining
Rules)

Blackboard

lIstrument
Measurements

Activitv Phase

lndicate data that would
initiate inferencing when
it becomes available.

Initiate measuremenls Observe
that will provide indi-
cated data.

Gather data and post it on
the blackboard.

Inference Engine
(Forward-Chaining
Rules)

Inference Engine
(Forward-Chaining
Bules)

Decide if a farlt might
exist based on available
data.

Post requests to prove or
disprove hypothesized
laults.

Hypothesize

Blackboard

Inference Engine
{Backward-Chaining
Rulesl

Measu.ements

Inference Engine
{Backward-Chaining
Rules)

Call upon appropriate
modules to prove or dis-
prove faults.

Rcquest additional data
to prove or disprove
faults.

Prove
Gather data and post it on
the blackboard.

Use available dala to
prove or disprove faults
and post conclusions on
the blackboard.

Fig. 7. Rules, activities, and data flora's occurring during the fault

finding process.
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within the station and permanently impair the station's
ability to communicate on the ring.

When a station detects an error on its nearest active path it
sends a beacon frame containing the address of its upstream
neighbor and the type of error encountered. This isolates
the fault domain of the problem. The fault domain consists
of the transmit path of the upstream neighbor station, the
intewening cabling system (cables, MAUs, repeaters), and
the receive path ofthe station. Ifthe upstream neighbor of
the beaconing station copies eight of these frames it rc-
moves itself from the ring and performs a self-test. If it
passes the self-test the station will reinseft itself in the ring,
and if it fails, the station will stay off the ring. If the self-test
does not resolve the problem, the beaconing station will
remove itself from the ring and perform a self-test. If it
passes the self-test the station will itself reinsert in the ring,
and if it fails, the station will stay off the ring. If the beacon-
ing condition persists even after both stations have removed
and reinserted, the condition is considered a permanent
beaconing condition and will require manual intervention to
resolve.

A station inserting at the wrong network speed is a common
problem when a new workstation is installed on a token ring
LAN. Specifically, a station inserting at the wrong network
speed occurs when the network interface card is not config-
ured properly for the network. The following scenario de-
scribes how the Fault Finder is able to troubleshoot this
problem.

The scenario begins when a network manager is setting up a
new Novell workstation on a token ring network and while
attempting to attach to the server via the Novell netx com-
mand, the following error message is displayed on the
workstation:

"A File Server could not be found."

This message does not necessarily point the network man-
ager in the proper direction to solve the problem and may in
fact misdirect the manager.

For this example, three rules and supporting predicates will
be used from the knowledge base. These rules include the
"inserting at the wrong speed" rule given earlier, and one rule
each for broken or shorted transmit or receive wires. The
following code shows a portion of the rule for the broken or

shorted receiver wire problem. The rule for broken or
shorted transmit wire is the same except that the word
transmit is used instead of receive.

.************+******+**+***+*****

;  Broken/Shorted Receiver Problem
;Prob lem descr ip t ion
oroblem{

name( BrokenShortedRxProblem )
n lsName( 'Broken\Shor ted  Rece iver '  )
eventType{ #FaultEvent )
frequency{ 50 )
severitv( 50 )
definit ion( 'The network interface card's receiver is bad, the recetver

minus lead is broken, or the receiver pair is shorted
together ' )

solut ion( 'Run a Network Advisor Lobe test on the lobe wire of the
specifred stat ion. This determines i f  the problem is the
wire or the stat ion i tself .  l f  the lobe test passes, replace
the network interface card and reinsert the stat ion. ' )

hypoText( 'Stat ion %?%address% may have a broken\shorted receiver')
concText( 'Stat ion %?%address% %+%has%%-%does not have% a

broken receive minus lead or shorted receive pair.  '  
)

;Forward Chaining Rule
hypothesize(

name( hBrokenShortedRx )
cost( 50 )
conf idence(  90  )
explanation{ ' l f  monitor contention is not resolved (t imes out) and

the r ing stat ion enters beacon-transmit mode and transmits
a beacon MAC frame, then i t  is possible to have a broren
or shorted receive pair. '  )

logicText( 'BrokenShortedRxProblem( ?address ?addressNAUN ) :-

;Backward  Cha in ing  Ru le
backward(

name( cBrokenShortedRx )
cost( 50 )
confidence{ 90 }
explanation( 'The beaconing stat ion wil l  remain in beacon transmit

mode unti l  the signal is restored by the removal of the
stat ion with the broken/shorted receive oair
through the beacon-transmit auto removal test. This removal
is veri f ied by running a Stat ion Adapter Status measurement
to determine if the ring station with the broken/shorted
rece ive  pa i r  has  ac tua l l y  been removed. ' )

logicText( 'BrokenShortedRxProblem( ?address ?addressNAUN ) :-

When the Fault Finder begins executing, the forward chain-
ing rules invoke measurements to monitor (observe) the
network. The token ring commentator is an example of a
monitor measurement. The token ring commentator pro-
vides a highJevel abstraction ofsignificant protocol events.
Significant protocol events axe defined as preludes to net-
work performance degradation or network failure. The to-
ken ring commentator allows the network troubleshooter to
identify network problems without sifting through several
pages of protocol decodes.
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The following code shows a portion of the module for
beaconing events, which are reported to the token ring com-
mentator when a network card inserts in the network at the
wrong speed.

l*****************************************************************
; Token Ring Network Events

l*****************++*+********************+*+*********+***********

event{
name(  beaconMacFramesMoni to r  )
n lsName{  'Beacon '  )
eventType( #ProtocolEvent )
frequency( 50 )
severity( 50 )
definit ion( 'A Beacon MAC Frame is transmitted i f  a stat ion detects the

expirat ion of the claim token t imer during the monitor
contention Drocess. The stat ion wil l  broadcast a Beacon MAC
frame isolat ing the domain to i tself  and i ts upstream
neighbor . ' )

solut ion{ " )
hypoText( 'Monitor for Beacon MAC Frames '  

)
concText{ '%+%Station %%?+%address%%+% transmitted a beacon

MAC frame. %o/o-okNo beacon MAC frames encountered.% ' 
)

parameters(
useBaselines #str ing #hypothesis " " l
address #str ing #conclusion " " l
addressNAUN #str ing #conclusion " " l

)
event(

name(  beacon ingMoni to r  )
n lsName{  'Beacon ing ' )

event\pe{ #ProtocolEvent )
frequency{ 50 )
severity{ 50 )
definit ion( 'The r ing is considered beaconing i f  a stat ion has transmitted

8 consecutive Beacon MAC Frames.'  )
solut ion( " )
hypoText( 'Monitor for the Ring Beaconing '  

)
concText( '%+%Station 7o%?+%addressoho/o+% is beaconing stat ion

%Vo'! +o/oaddr essNAU N %%-%The ri n g is not b e a c on in g %.' )
parameters{

eventl
name( streamingBeaconsMonitor )
n lsName( 'S t reaming Beacons '  )
eventType( #ProtocolEvent )
frequency( 50 )
severiw( 50 )
definit ion( 'The r ing stat ion has been transmitt ing Beacon MAC frames.'  )
solut ion{ " )
hypoText ( 'Check for the  R ing  St reaming Beacons '  )
concText( '%+%Station %%?+%address%%+% is streaming beacons at

stat ion %%?+%addressNAUN%%-%The ring is not streaming
beacons%.  '  

)
pa ra mete rs(

event(
name( newActiveMonitor )
nlsName( 'New Active Monitor '  )
eventType( #ProtocolEvent )
frequency( 50 )
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severity( 50 )
definit ion( 'The new active monitor indicates the r ing has recovered and

is proceeding with normal operation. '  )
solut ion( " )
hypoText( 'Check for Ring Recovery' )
concText( '%+%New active monitor is stat ion %%?+%address%%-%No

new active monitor MAC frames encountered%.' )
oarameters(

The rules are then blocked pending measurement results,
which satisfy the rules' preconditions. Once the results are
received they are posted on the blackboard. A network in-
terface card attempting to attach to a token ring network at
the wrong network speed will cause a temporary beaconing
condition on the ring. The token ring commentator measure-
ment will identify beaconing on the ring and abstract the
beaconing condition into four different stages. The first
stage, beacon, identifies that beaconing has been initiated
on the ring. The second stage, beaconing, indicates that bea-
coning has occurred long enough for the upstream station to
remove and perform a self-test. The third stage, streaming
beacons, indicates that beaconing has occurred long enough
for the beaconing station to remove and perform its own
self-test. The fourth stage, catastrophic, indicates a perrna-
nent beaconing condition. This particular beaconing condi-
tion causes the upstream station and the beaconing station
to remove themselves from the ring.

The token ring commentator measurement obserues the
first three stages ofbeaconing and posts the observations to
the blackboard. The observations are displayed in the Fault
Finder's Observations tile shown in Fig. 2. Following the bea-
coning condition, the token ring commentator measurement
also observes that a new active monitor is elected. This ob-
servation is used by the Fault Finder to conclude that the
beaconing condition was temporary and that the ring has
recovered. Since the observations posted on the blackboard
satisfy the preconditions specified for the three rules men-
tioned earlier (broken/shorted transmit wire, broken/shorted
receive wire, and inserting at wrong network speed), the
problems can be hypothesized.

The problems hypothesized by the Fault Finder are a result
of inferencing through the antecedent part of the rules. The
possible problems are displayed on the Fault Finder's Possible
Faults tile to show the user the current problems the Fault
Finder is investigating (see Fig. 2). This feature is provided

because the Fault Finder may have enough information to
hypothesize a problem, but might not be able to prove that
the problem exists. This may occur because:

. The Fault Finder cannot obtain the required information
lhrough measuremenls

. The Fault Finder cannot obtain the reouired information
from the user

. The knowledge base does not have the ability to prove (or

disprove) the problem.

The hypothesized problems are prioritized to allow a more
important problem to take precedence over a less important
problem. Therefore, the Fault Finder will investigate the
excessive ring length problem first because this problem

could potentially effect the entire network while the other
problems are most likely localized to a single user.



The Fault Finder is able to obtain information on its own
about the state ofthe network to prove (or disprove) hy-
pothesized problems. This is performed by the rules' re-
questing information (via the inference engine) from the
blackboard. The blackboard requests thc data from the
appropriate measurement modules and the results of the
measurements are posted on the blackboard to allow the
inference engine to continue and eventually prove (or
disprove) the hypothesized problem.

In this example the hypothesized problems (broken transmit
wire, broken receiver wire, or insertcd at the wrong speed)
are proved (or disproved) by determining which device (if

any) was beaconed off the ring as a result of the problen.
This is determined by transmitting a token ring adapter sta-
tus MAC frame to the suspected dcvices. The addressing
information to determine which devices to query is taken
from the observations made during the temporary beacon-
ing condition. The rules will execute and configure the
adapter status measurement to obtain the required status
information from the device. The response or lack of a re-
sponse from the adapter status neasurement will be posted
on the blackboard and used for further inferencing. In this
particular example, neither of the devices was permanently
removed from the token ring network. Therefore, the Fault
Finder will conclude that there was not a broken transmitter
wire or a broken receiver wire, but that a station with the
wrong speed was insefted between the specified upstream
and downstream stations. Notice for this particular problem
the confidence level is indicated as lHigh] as shown in Fig. 2.

When the Fault Finder discovers a problem on the network,
the user is notified. This notification provides the user with
information about the problem, a definition of the problem,
and the reasoning and required actions to solve the problem.
This information is provided in the Fault Finder's explanation
facility shown in Fig. 4. For a station inserling at the wrong
speed, the required actions tell the user to change the set-
ting on the network interface card, and provide an example
of how to perform this tnsk on an IBM Adapter II network
interface card.

This problem (inserting at the wrong network speed) fits
well into the observe, hypothesize, and prove paradigm. The

Fault Finder can observe or passively monitor the network
for significant events to hypothesize possible problems. The
real strength of the F'ault Finder, however, is its ability to mn
instrument measurements auton-ratically, to obtain status
information from different network devices, and to prove
that a problem exists.

Conclusion
Protocol analyzers provide powerful measurement capabil-
ity that allows experienced LAN troubleshooters to solve
many network problems. The Fault Finder provides the next
generation in LAN troubleshooting tools. It automates the
process of rroubieshooring, aiiowing network managers to
focus their effort.s on those problems requiring human atten-
tion. It incorporates the knowlcdge of experl troubleshoot-
ers into its rule base, allowing network managers to take
advantage of a powerful problem solving instnlment. F'inally,
the Fault Finder uses the same troubleshooting nrodel as
expert troubleshooters-observe, hypothesize, prove.
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The User Interface for the HP 4980
Network Advisor Protocol Analyzer
A PC-based, object-oriented software architecture forms the underpinning
for the HP 4980 Network Advisor's user interface.

by Thomas A. Doumas

The HP 4980 Network Advisor protocol analyzer's user inter-
face provides I"AN troubleshooters with a clear, concise, and
consistent presentation of measurement results. The user
interface is built on a graphical, window-based system. The
user interacts with a number of system windows to access
and control the features of the instrument. This interaction
is through pull-down menus, pushbuttons, list boxes, and
dialog boxes associated with specific features. Support for
servicing these user interactions is provided by a layer of
software called the measurement architecture. The measure-
ment architecture software and other system software are
collectively called the general-purpose environment. The
general-purpose environment software is written in the
object-oriented Smalltalk language and runs on a PC.

Working in consort with the general-purpose environment is
another environment called the analysis and real-time (ART)
environment, which nrns on a RISC-based hardware platform
and provides the services for interfacing to the Network
Advisor's front panel and the network under test. A high-level
view of the general-purpose and ART environments is shown
in Fig. 1. The ART environment is described in detail in the
article on page 29.

The following features are provided through the Network
Advisor user interface:

Hardware Software

Fig. l. A high-level view of the rnain hardwale ancl softrvarc'ancl
components of the Nctwork Advisor. IEPC is the interenvilonnrent
process communicatlon channel.
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. Simultaneous execution of measurements. The user can
execute multiple measurements simultaneously. For exam-
ple, users can start a traffic generation measurement to
produce a specific network load and simultaneously
monitor the frames with protocol decodes and statistics
measurements.

. Graphical display. The Network Advisor user interface is
enhanced by a graphical display. This 16-color, VGA display
system provides a platform for displaying statistical infor-
mation with presentation tools such as gauges, graphs, and
bar charts. The network statistics measurement provides the
user with line graphs correlating multiple network parame-

ters and gauges that change color to indicate threshold
events.

r Consistency across measurements. All Network Advisor
measurements are controlled with a common user interface.
The user executes, configures, pauses, and stops all measure-
ments with the same mouse clicks or keystrokes. Each mea-
surement has a set of standard menu items for controlling
these common features.

. User-definable measurement presentation. The Network
Advisor presents the measurement display by grouping the
measurements into categories and subcategories. The stan-
dard set of categories is first indexed by protocol stack* and
then by measurement type (e.g., statistics, timing, perfor-

mance, etc.). Users can create their own categories and sub-
categories containing their choice of measurements. This
feature allows the Network Advisor measurement selection
window to be customized for specific tasks. Since measure-
ments can appear in multiple categories, new categories do
not interfere with existing categories.

. Online help system. The Network Advisor software includes
an online help system. The help system provides help on the
use of Network Advisor features and help on specific data-
communications topics such as network protocols.

Measurement 0rganization
The Network Advisor presents the user with functionality
oriented around the measurements on the network. Some
examples of measurements include individual protocol de-
codes, protocol stack decodes, traffic generation, network

* A pr0t0c0 stack is a grOup 0f pr0t0c0ls that wofk together t0 prOvide a seruice for network

c0mmun cation, and represents One possible choice of pr0t0c0ls fOr the seven layers 0f the

lS0 0Sl Beference Model For examole, the AHPA stack defines the protocols FTP SIVTP

a n d t e l n e t f o r t h e a p p l c a t o n i a y e r , T C P f O r t h e t f a n s p o r t l a y e r , l P f o r t h e n e t w 0 r k  a y e r , a n d

various protocols (e.g , IEEE 802.3 and 802.5) fOr the data I nk layer and eaves the Other

lavers  undef  ned.

Usel Interface I
Window System I General-
MeasurementArchitecture ) Purpose
System Services I Environment
Measurement 0biects )

I rEPc
I
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perforrnance summary statistics, automatic node discovery
and the node generating the most errors.

Traditional protocol analyzers provide access to their func-
tionality by grouping features into a small number of prede-
fined, fixed functional areas. For example, the HP 4972A LAN
protocol analyzer groups functionality into the broad areas
of decodes and statistics. The statistics functionality group
is composed of a complex menu tree which gives the user
access to features as diverse as network performance statis-
tics, connection matrices, and traffic generation. This nrenu
tree presents the user with a variety of parameterization
menus along the way. For example, the decodes functional-
ity group presents the user with parameterization menus for
selecting protocols, protocol layers, and display formats.

The Network Advisor's functionality is accessed through
measurements. Each measurement is self-contained and has
a set of configurable parameters that are specific to that
measurement. All measurements use the same user inter-
face style for parameterization. The presentation of the mea-
surements is controlled by the categories and subcategories
that act as view filters. Ifthe standard categories are not
intuitive or useful for a particular situation, the user can
create custom categories.

This Network Advisor measurement organization provides
the user with presentation functionality. Users can select the
measurement needed without distractions from unrelated
data. This is an improvement over the collections of func-
tionality in fixed pieces and the different user interfaces
provided in traditional protocol analyzers. Fig. 2 depicts this
difference in instrument organization. The upper poftion of
the figure depicts the Network Advisor concept and the
lower portion depicts traditional instrument organization.

General-Purpose Environment
The software architecture for the general-purpose environ-
ment is shown in Fig. 3.

The main areas in the general-purpose software environment
include:

. Applications. These are the modules that provide features
such as protocol decodes and statistics to the user and
handle the displays and input from the user.

o Frameworks. These are groups of classes that provide the
foundation on which manv of the user interface features are
built.

. Measurement Architecture. This is a set of global objects
and classes that control shared resources and provide access
to system functions. Shared resources include the hardware
in the ART environment used to capture and hold data
coming from the network under test.

The software in the general-purpose environment is imple-
mented in the object-oriented Smalltalk language (see
"Object-Oriented Design and Smalltalk" on page 24).

User Interface Frameworks
The Network Advisor user interface is built using multiple
layers of frameworks. A framework is a group of classes
that implement commonly used features such as printing,
window system control, and paging and searching through
data. A framework is generally used without modification by
the layer of software above it. In some cases the framework
classes are subclassed for slight behavior modifications.
Classes implemented at higher layers of the system do not
"tunnel" through lower layers to access layers below their
adjacent layer. This rule enhances the maintainability of the
system.

Network Advisor's
Measuremenl 0rganization

Traditional Measuremenl
0rganization

| | Decodes
I SummaryStatistics- 
I Timins

I I Performance Devic
b-  \  l l co r -Daf inar l  Maa<
I I 

rJlil?."n""0"ui"""

@; 

r User-Definedllleasur,

Measurement ToDics
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\
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Runts
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Fig. 2. I)iffcrcnces in nrcasurc-
ment organization betrveen tracli-
tional protocol anall-zc|s and thc
Nctu,ork Aclvisor.
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Gener ic  App l ica t ion  Framework  (GAFW).  Thc  core  sys lem
scn'icrt-.s of the Nel.work Advisor arc provided by a group

of classes callcd the generir: application framcu'ork. Thcsc
classcs implcrncnt the *'incion'ing systcm, ART interface,
error hanilling, ancl so on.

Specif ic Application Frameworks. The specif ic appl icat ion
framerworks pro-,.iile a sel of classcs to implcmenl. a class o1
rneasurelnents that have' common fealures. The decodc
framework is a spcc'ifi<: applical.ion franrework upon which
all thc protoc:ol decode nteasurenents are built. This frante-
u,,ork is differenl li'om the othcrs bccarrse il suppotls a post-
processing mode of opcration. L-r adclition, the clecodt'
tiameu-cirk provides a dal.a throttling protocol'r' for run litne
decode displays 1hal are not requirccl to nrainlain real-time
display of recelvecl franre's. Thc statislics framework, u'hich
is another spccific applic:ation fi'amework, integratcs nttrlti
ple statistical mcasnrenlents into a single compositc rnea
surernent. 11 provides differcnt ways of showing statistical
data such as gcncric graphs, gauges, pie charts, antl bar
charls. It also provides conliguration capability for each
conlponent nleasurement.

Canned Test Framework. Thc canned 1esl l}aniework supporls
all of the canncd tcsts such a-s AItP,'"l' ping, traffic generalion,
proto<'ol corunenlators, and activc station lis1. This ltame-
work lbcuses on programmatic c'ontrol oI the front-end data
lransmission interfacc. ancl real-time disolav of results.

Measurement Architecture

The nreasuremenl. architecturc is :r softu.are platlbrm that
defines ancl implements a set of slandard featrtres and inter
faces to systcrn functions. Tliese standard fcaturets and in-
tcrfaccs arc implenrenl.ecl as global ob.jccts and thrrs are
avail:rble to all nreasurcncnt objec'ls in the Netu'ork Advi-
sor. Sol'tware clevclopcrs can Lrse l.he classes of objcc:ts in
thc measurcment archi lecture as thcy arc, or modiiy lheir
beliar,ior u'il.h subclassing. Thc objec'ts in the nieasurentcnt
arc:hilec'lure provicle thc classcs to creale l.he lbllowing user
intcrf:rc'r' fcat rrrts.

'  A  p r01oco I  wh c r  thc  dccoder  serds  a  messaqe t0  the  ABT env  r0 fmcn i  10 'e l f  eve  the  nex :

e  qh l  f rames o l  da t :

"  A B P l a n r r c s s r e s o ! l l 0 n p r 0 t o c . r l i s ! s e d 1 0 i | d l l r e p i r v s c n i a d d f c s s f 0 r a s p e c l i c  P a d L l r e s s

r  a f  ARPA ! ro l0co  s la rk

F ig ,  3 .  
' l ' i i e  

so l lnu l r , i r l c :h i t r , c  t r r rc

I o t  t  h 0  g | n i . r ' a l - l ) u r l ) { ) s ( '  ( ' n \ ' i 1 o 1 l

r L L r  r r L .  i l : l ' (  i s  l l r ,  i t ' 1 ,  t ,  t , i i t " t r

1 l l { 'n l  l )11) (  ( ' ss  (  on ln l l ln lc i lT to l l

r : lu r r tnc '1 .

Object-Oriented Design and Smalltalk

0bject  or iented designs are based on the data that  s present n the system The

oblect-or  ented mode det  nes oblects that  encapsu ate data and prov de a de-

f  ned 0perat  0ns (methods) that  act  0n the data.  lhe ent  re system is modulaIzed

0n the basis 0f  the data structures Th s s n c0ntrast  to procedura designs,  which

focus on algor thms and features.  The ma n benef i t  of  the 0blect  0r  e l r ted approach

is that  the data prov des more stab l i ty  Over t  me than a g0r thf i rs  because 0l l ly  the

methods in the oblect  can mod fy data,  whereas wi th prOcedura des gns.  data

structure changes and globa access t0 data af fect  the stabi  i ty  of  data

The major  e ements 0f  the 0bject  orrented mode are.  abstract ion,  encapsu at  0n,

hrerarchy,  and modular  ty  Abstract  on s def  ned as the descr ipt  of  0f  a s\ /Stem

that  focuses 0n the deta s that  are srgn f  cant  wh 1e h d ng the detai  s  that  are not

s gn f icant .  Abstract ion descrrbes the externa behavior  of  the 0bJect  0r  system.

The concept of  encapsu atron meafs that  the data structures of  an oblect  are

accessed 0nly thr0ugh a pub c ly def ined nter tace t0 the 0blect  and that  the

tmp ementat ion detai  s  0f  the object  are hidden Thls g ives the pr0grammer the

freed0m t0 re imp ement the oblect  for  mprov ng performance or repa r  ng defects

w thout  worry ng that  some user of  the oblect  is  dependent 0n the spec f  c  data

structure or  the rnplementat  on 0t  the methods that  0perate 0n the data.  The

h erarchy of  the object  or iented design rs an order ng 0f  the abstractrons that  def  ne

the system. In Sma l ta k,  the c lass h erarchy def ines wh ch c lasses can fher t

funct iona ty.  For example,  the c lass Dict ionary inher i ts  f r0rn the c lass Col lect lon

Modular ty refers to abstract ions grouped into d iscrete un ts The modu es should

be oosely coup ed so that  changes n one modu e w not  require modi f  cat  on in

0tners

In Smal ta k,  abstract ions are def ined in c lasses A c lass contains data arrd meth0ds

that  0perate on the data A program is bui  t  by creat tng nstances 0f  the c lasses

and ty ing the nstances tOgether to create the des red solut  on

To i rnp ement the user nter face and the other c asses in the genera purpOse

env ronment,  we used Sma lTa k/V2BO from Dlg ta lk nc. ,  and a deve opment

env r0nrnent ca led Envy/Deve oper f rom 0bject  Technology nternat iona .  Envy/

Deve oper provides a network-based (Novel  Netware) team pr0gramrn ng envrron

ment w th too s tor  tasks such as source c0de c0ntr0 l ,  rev s 0n c0rr t r0 l ,  i ie l rugg ng,

and sof tware product ion
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Features Selection. The user interface measnrements window
presents the user with all of the availatrle measurements.

The menu items in the measurements window givc the user
the ability to open a measurement to run, to configure a nca-
surement, to stop aII measurements, and to run nrult.iple mea-
surements. In addition to measurement control, the user can
import measurements created on another Network Advisor.

Measurement Configuration. The Network Advisor provides a
set of user-modifiable parameters to control specific fealures
of a measurement. These parameters can affect the' presen-
tation of data, and in some cases t,hey can affe<.t <lata trans-
mitted on the network. Users access lhe configurable paranr-
eters of measurements with the Config menu item, which
appears in each measurements window. The parameters are
available to developers via a programmatic interface.

User-Delined Measurements. The Network Advisor nreasure-
ments can be cloned into new, user-defined measurements.
This feature allows users to configure a nleasurenlent for a
specific task and then create a new measurentent using the
same configuration.

Display Management. All window objects use the display
manager to display themselves when they are ready. The
display manager keeps track of the location of all windows
and suggests a size and placement for new winclows. The
display rnanager provides a similar function for the icon area.

Measurement Control. All mcasurements can be started,
stopped, or paused. In addition, all measurements can mod-
ify the sourcc of data (e.g., capture buffer or the network
under test).

lntermeasurement Communication. Because the results of one
measurement nright be of intcrest to another measurement,
the measurenent architeclure defines a standard comnlu-
nication path for internreasuremcnt communication. The
requesting measurcmcnt only needs to register for results
using a programmatic interface to receive the results from
another measurement.

Database. The measurenrent architecture provides a data-
base facility for lhe Network Advisor. Any measurement or
systcm function can define and use the database facility. The
nocle list browser is an example of database use.

Interlace to Analysis System. The ART and gcncral-pulpose
en'vironments interact Ihrough the interenvironmcnt process
conrmunication (IEPC) channcl. The IEPC channcl manages
bidirectional comnrunical,ion between the ART and general-
purpose environmonts by buffering and dispatching nres-
sages in both directions. All contrnands to the ART environ-
ment are Forth strings (see "The Forth Interpreter" below).
The measurement architecture provides a highJevel inter-
face that allows programmers to build a Forth contmand
and send it to the ART environment with a single message.
The high-level IEPC interface suppor"ts simple commands
(status response only), complex commands (multiple re-
sponses), command response timeouts, error handling, and
priority commands. When a command is sent, an object in
the general-purpose environment is dynamically assigned an
IEPC poft number. This number identifies the sender of the
command and the receiver of the response. Communication
with global objects is supported with fixed destination
ports.

The Forth Interpreter

In the Network Advrsol the user tnterface software on the PC communicates w th
a F0rth interpreter in the analysis and real-t ime environment 0n the p0d." The
F0rth interpreter is used t0 configure and control the ART envtronment. C0mmands
such as start and stop are sent t0 the ART environment as ASCII Forth str inqs.
These strngs are passed t0 the Forth interpreter for executi0n.

Since the ABT environment is writ ten in C++ and the Forth interpreter is writ ten in
C, we needed a way t0 interface the Forth interpreter t0 the C++ code. We declded
that the best way to do this would be a cal l  to a virtual function. This would al low
0bJects to inherit  F0rth interfaces. Since most objects in the system are derived
from a C++ class we defined as the r00t class, we decided that this was the place
t0 define the virtual function. We als0 wanted t0 modifv the Forth source code as
l i t t le as possib e

We defined a global function cal lForthFunc() that takes two parameters: a pointer
t0 an object and a pointer t0 the Forth stack. This function is writ ten in a C++
module and can cal l  the virtual function. l t  casts the object pointer to a root
p0inter and cal ls the virtual function forthFunc0 passing the stack potnter. By
indexing the stack pointer, parameters can be passed between Forth and C++.

tsy convention the f irst element of the stack is used as an index to tel l  forthFunc0
what function to perform. l f  forthFunc() does not imp ement the requested func
ti0n, i t  wi l l  cal l  forthFunc0 in the inherited class. This cal l  chaininq creates an
inherited Forth interface.

At system init ial izat i0n, the ART environment stores a p0inter t0 i ts global record
in a Forth variable. This globa record is an object derived from the root class. The

.  A  pod is  a  p lug  in  modu le  fo r  the  Netw0fk  Adv isor  tha t  con ta ins  the  n tedace hardware  and
the feal t ime ana VSis Drocessor svstem

forthFunc0 tor this class mplements functions such as instantiat ing an applica
ti0n, returning pointers to other 0bjects in the system, and configuring system
parameters .Supp ly ingFor thwi th th isonepo in te ra l lows t t0makeca l lsandga in
access to the rest of the system.

Development Phase
The Forth interpreter was also used in the development environment. The ABT
environment and i ts appl icat ions were developed on workstat ions. The front end
code was simulated using a disk f i le. Frames were read 0ut 0f the f i le and passed
t0 the applicati0ns. The Forth interpreter was used to control the f l0w 0f these
lrames to the applications.

The Forth word play"* took the number on the top of the stack as the number 0f
frames to play t0 appl icat ions. The Forth word step was defined to do a I ptay.
This a lowed frames to be played into the ABT environment to examine the internal
data structures between frames.

The Forth interpreter was also used as a debugging tool in the target environment
A user interface t0 the Forth interpreter cal ed Forth Window was created on the
PC. From this window, Forth commands could be sent to the Forth interpreter 0n
the pod. This al lowed us to get and set system variables, dump parts of memory to
the debug port,  query memory use, and so on.

Bobert L. Vixie
Deve opment Engineer
Coiorado Telecommunications Division

Th€ play command tells the ART environmeft how manV frames t0 prOcess.
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Error Handling. The measurement architecture provides a
variety of automatic error handling mechanisms. Errors gen-
erated by the ART environment, applications, system func-
tions, Smalltalk, and DOS are all handled by these mecha-
nisms. In many cases the Network Advisor can recover from
an error and continue executing measurements. In other
cases, the Network Advisor aborts itself and exits to DOS. In
this case, data is saved in an ASCII file on disk so that it can
be examined later to find the defect.

Hardware Gonliguration. The analysis hardware is controlled
by the analyzer setup interface. The user can modify the
hardware configuration via the setup window Measurement
objects can access the same parameters through a program-
matic interface. The hardware configuration paxameters are
categorized into two groups: network interface independent
and network interface dependent. The network interface
independent parameters include capture buffer size, capture
mode (circular or run until full), and capture fllters (capture,
exclude, or stop). The network interface dependent paruune-
ters include configuration commands for the IEEE 802.3
Ethemet network interface card and the IEEE 802.5 network
interface card.

Node Lists. The node list feature allows the user to create
and maintain node lists. The node lists are used by most
measurements in the system to map physical network ad-
dresses to mnemonics that are meaningful to the user. The
node list can be created automatically with a measurement
object that monitors the network traffic to discover nodes. A
set of utilities convefts node lists from a variety of formats
into Network Advisor format.

E@

Event Log. The event log is a database of significant events
that the Network Advisor has observed. These events are
grouped into the following categories: protocol, threshold,
topology, fault, and instrument.

Native Language Support (NtSl. The Network Advisor soft-
ware has built-in support for localization. The text displayed
throughout the Network Advisor is provided by NLS dictio-
naries. Through the use ofNLS dictionaries, the text can be
Iocalized without modification of the code.

PG Configutation. The Network Advisor software provides a
set of configuration functions that are available to the user
via the PC configuration window. These functions allow the
display timeout to be set, measurements to start automati-
cally when the analyzer is invoked, and DOS file operations
to be carried out.

Measurement Execution
When the user requests via a menu selection to see certain
measurement data, a number of objects are instantiated to
perform the measurement, store the data, and display the
results. Fig. 4 shows the system before a measurement object
is instantiated and Fig. 5 shows the situation a.fter a measure-
ment object is instantiated. Some or aII of the following
events take place during measurement execution:

. To execute a measurement, the user selects the measure-
ment in the Measurementselectview window and then chooses
the Run menu item from the MeasurementSelectView menu fO
in Fig. 5).

Local {Temporary)
0bjects

Global 0blects

Pointer Linkages

Fig. 4. Initial condition of ob-
jects in the system beforc the
execution of a measurement.
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. After Run is selected, a message is sent to the Measurement-
SelectModel indicating which measurement to run (@ in Fig.
5). The MeasurementSelectModel holds a list ofobjects that act
as proxies for the actual measurement object. The proxy for
a measurement object holds the name of the class to instan-
tiate for the specific measurement. It also holds the name of
a measurement file that contains the data for the measure-
ment. The proxy instantiates the appropriate class and then
sends an initialize message to the instance (@ in Fig. 5).
From here, the measurement object takes over and com-
pletes its own initialization. The measurement object reads
its database from disk and creates the MeasurementDataBase
object (@ in Fig. 5). The MeasurementDataBase holds the
definitions and current values of the user configurable pa-
rameters for the measurement. In addition, the Measurement-
DataBase contains the specification for the view that the
measurement object is to build for displaying the measure-
ment results. Wth this information the ResultView object is
created (@ in Fig. 5).

Local {Temporary)
0biects

Global 0biects

Fig. 5. Linkages and interactions
when a measurement object

Pointer Linkages (Measurement-0bj-C) is created to
perform the measurement

Possible Linkages operatlons.

o The ParmManager interacts with the MeasurementDataBase to
allow the user to configure the measurement (@ in ng. 5).
Examples of configurable parameters include the sample
period for a statistics measurement, timestamp mode for a
decode, or percent utilization from a traffic generation
measurement. The ParmManager object is instantiated
when the user requests the configuration window for the
measurement object.

. A measurement object might require that the node list be
loaded from the disk-based databases into memory. If this is
the case, then the measurement object sends a message to
the global node list object to accomplish this.

. The measurement object might also post events to the event
log as part of its startup sequence. An example would be the
time the measurement started.

. Some measurement objects automatically configure to cer-
tain hardware or ART states. For example, the decode mea-
surements will start the data capture if the data source indi-
cated in AnalyzerSetup is the network under test. Ifthe data
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source is the capture buffer, then the decode measurements
will request enough frames to fill the ResultView. The statistics
measurements warn the user if the data source is not the

network under test since statistics only execute in real time.
o After the measurement object is linked into the system and

fully initialized, it will start executing. To do this, the mea-

surement object sends a message to AnalyzerSetup and re-
quests that the front-end measurement be started (@ in Fig.

5). AnalyzerSetup will get a unique handle (identifier) for the
measurement and start the data capture. AnalyzerSetup keeps

track of which measurement objects have requested a start
measurement so that when the measurement objects re-
quest a stop, the front end will not be stopped until all mea-

surement objects have requested a stop. In this way multi-
ple measurements can run and stop independently.

. Measurement objects can send messages to the ART envi-
ronment using the ServiceRequest object, which provides a
high-level interface for sending Forth messages and receiving
responses from the messages.

o When the user chooses to close a measurement, the mea-
surement object breaks all of its references to system re-
sources. This process includes removal of the ResultView

object window from the window scheduler causing the win-
dow to disappear. The Smalltalk memory manager will then
be able to recover the newly available memory.

Process Model

The process model is an important part of the general-
purpose environment because it supports the simultaneous
execution of multiple measurements while still providing a
responsive user interface (see Fig. 6). Smalltalk supports
separate processes with their own stacks of send messages.
Processes all run within the same Smalltalk memory so they

are more like threads than real processes with memory
protection. The process scheduler is not time preemptive

but rather selects a new process to run when an interrupt

occurs or when the currently mnning process blocks, yields,

or finishes.

The general-purpose environment mns two distinct pro-

cesses. One process is the user interface process and the
other is the background process. The user interface process

User lrtedace Process

Fig. 6. Process model and dispatcher.

runs at a higher priority than the background process. The
relative priorities are set this way so that the user interface
can interrupt the background process and provide the user
interface wilh good responsiveness.

The user interface process processes all keyboard, mouse,

and timer events. It also blocks on a keyboard semaphore
until it is awakened by the keyboard intemrpt service routine.

The background process processes events that are gener-

ated by the ART system. Examples ofbackground events
are statistics and decode data units, front-end control
information, and analysis control information.

Each process maintains a sepaxate queue and dispatcher for

storing the events generated for that process. This way, a
large queue of background events cannot cause the user
interface events not to be processed. This is the key to user

interface responsiveness.
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The Network Advisor Analysis and
Real-fime Environment
The user interface and protocol decode applications 0f the HP 4980
Network Advisor use the services of a software platform that provides
real{ime protocol analvsis and an interface to the network under test.

by Sunil Bhat

The analysis and real-time (ART) environment of the HP
4980 Series Network Advisor protocol analyzers is a soft-
ware platform that has all the necessary services to support
real-time network protocol analysis applications. To a lesser
extent it also supports postanalysis of captured data. The
ART environment is one of two m4jor environments that
represent the Network Advisor's software architecture. The
other environment is the general-pulpose environment.
The general-pufpose environment provides support for the
general-purpose programming of the Network Advisor. Spe-
cifically, the general-purpose environment is responsible for
the user interface, file management, and all other services
that are essential at the user level. The general-purpose main-
tains all persistent information like node lists and setup con-
figurations, and treats the ART environment like a device.
Both of these environments are depicted in Fig. ^.

Some aspects of the ART design were leveraged from the
CONEI (common OSI network environment) architecture,
which provides a network-specific operating system for the
HP OSI Express card and an environment for implementing
OSI protocols. Specifically, the logical buffer services for
encapsulation, segmentation, and reassembly of data were
pofied from the CONE implementation.

At the soltware level, the general-purpose and ART environ-
ments communicate with each other by an interenvironment
process communication (IEPC) mechanism. At the hardware
Ievel, the ART environment executes on the AMD29000 RISC-
based processor while the general-purpose environment
executes on the IntelS86SX-based processor and they com-
municate via a shared memory module. The general-purpose

Em Intel3s.sx-BasedPc

I ,,,,
AMD2!n00
RISC-Based

Unit

Network UnderTest

Fig. l. HighJevel ART and general-purpose systern archlr,ecture
IEPC is the interenvironment process comrnunicatiorr channel.

environment controls and configures the ART environment
by sending messages via the IEPC mechanism, and the
ART environment transfers the results of its analysis to the
general-purpose environment via the IEPC mechanism.

Tlpically, any application on the Network Advisor has an
analysis module that operates in the ART environment. This
module does in real time all application-specific analysis
based on relevant data from the network or network counts
maintained by the hardware. There is also a corresponding
module in the general-purpose environment that provides the
user interface for the application. The application-specific
user interface controls and configures its analysis module
by commands sent across the IEPC. It also processes and
displays the results sent by its analysis module to the user in
some suitable format-graphical, tabular, or simple text.
The Network Advisor allows multiple applications (also
called measurements) to be active simultaneously. Therefore,
at any given time there can be numerous applications active,
each with its own analysis and user interface modules in the
ART and general-purpose environments communicating
across the IEPC.

The general-purpose and ART environments constitute the
topJevel logical entities of the Network Advisor's software
architecture. The implementation of the Network Advisor
software follows this logical design very closely. The IEPC
implementation is split between the general-purpose and the
ART environments. The general-purpose environment is
written primarily in Smalltalk and the ART environment is
almost entirely written in C++.

This article describes the architecture and high-level design
issues of the ART environment. The user interface and more
details about the general-purpose environment are described
in the article onpage 22.

ART Subsystems
As shown in Fig. I, the ART environment consists of two
subsystems: the processing unit and the acquisition unit.
The processing unit contains hardware independent func-
tions and the acquisition unit encompasses all hardware-
specific lowlevel functions. The processing unit is designed
to be hardware independent and can therefore be ported with
relative ease onto other hardware platforms.

The acquisition unit is responsible for interfacing to the net-
work under test and all the relevant hardware counters and
timers. While corurected to the network, the acquisition unit
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captures real-time data and stores it in a buffer called the

capture bufJer.lt also reports status information and does

all other hardware specific housekeeping.

The processing unit is primarily responsible for real-time

event processing. These events are typically data events

stored in the capture buffer by the acquisition unit. The

events could also be commands sent from the general-

pu{pose environment or events generated within the pro-

cessing unit. The processing unit also supports event post-

processing. This allows the user to capture a full buffer of

data that represents an interval of network activity, and then

analyze it in postprocessing mode.

The Acquisition Unit

The data flow of the acquisition unit with respect to the rest

of the system is shown in Fig. 2. The acquisition unit ac-

cesses the front-end hardware that interfaces to the network

under test. The front-end hardware transfers MAC-level*

frames from the network under test and stores them in the

capture buffer along with a timestamp, Iength, and status

information for each frame. These timestamps help protocol

analysis modules correlate data with time. In the ART envi-

ronment, frames that are stored in the capture buffer typi-

cally represent events. The introduction of a frame from the

capture buffer to the processing unit is called a frame arrival

l\ilAc stands Jor media access control, the lowest level of the protocol stack. Thus, MAC
frames are the frames actuallv transmitted on the phvsical network media.

event. Whenever an event is generated, it gets appended to

the event buffer, which presents an event stream to the
processing unit.

The processing unit uses the event data stream, control mes-

sages from the general-purpose environment, and timer in-

formation to produce two distinct data flows. The first data

flow is the analysis information that is sent from the pro-

cessing unit to the general-purpose environment via the
IEPC. This information flow consists of the results from
protocol analysis modules such as protocol decodes and
network statistics executing in the ART environment. The
results are packaged in an application independent form

calledanalysis items. Analysis items are described in the

article on page 34.

The other data flow results from send requests generated by

the general-purpose environment. This flow, which can be a

single frame or a sequence of frames, provides stimulus to

the network under test. A traffic generator is a prime exam-
ple of an application that can request enti,re sequences of

frames to be transmitted repeatedly to create user-specified

traffic on the network under test.

There is another distinct data path through the acquisition

unit that is made up entirely of frames addressed to the Net-

work Advisor. These frames are stored in the node card re-

ceive buffer and the acquisition unit reports them to the
processing unit as node card arrival events. This data path,
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along with the ability to send requests to the network, pro-
vides the basic node card functionality that enables the pro-
cessing unit to make the Network Advisor behave as a valid
node on the network and not just a monitoring environment,
This functionality is essential for supporting remote capabil-
ities as well as interactive applications like ping and ARP At
the lowest level the front-end hardware provides the physi-
cal interface to the network and is responsible for scnding
frames to and receiving frames from the network.

Acquisition Unit Interface
Access to the functionality of the acquisition unit is pro-
vided by the acquisition unit interfacc which marks the
boundary between the processing unil and the acquisition
unit. The interactions across this inl.erface are summarized
in the following sections.

Control and Configuration. The processing unit controls the
acquisition unit. Among other things, it issues start and stop
directives to initiate and terminate capture of data from the
network under test. MAC-level frames are captured from the
network in either continuous or autostop mode. In the con-
tinuous mode the capture buffer is viewed as a circular
buffer that wraps around until the processing unit issues a
stop command. In the autostop mode data is captured until
the capture buffer is full, which triggers an automatic stop.
Based on user selection, the processing unit configures the
acquisition unit to operate in one of these modes. Apart
from direct control, the processing unit also configures
acquisition-specific parameters like the size of the capture
buffer.

Most of the protocol information is available within the lead-
ing portion of a MAC-level frame, which is made up of proto-
col headers for each level of data encapsulation. The acqui-
sition unit provides the user, through the acquisition unit
interface, with the ability to specify the number of leading
bytes ofa frame that should be stored in the capture buffer.
In such a case, the frame is said to be sliced to a specified
Iength. This allows the user to store only the relevant portion
of the frame, which effectively increases the capacity of the
capture buffer.

Receive Data. The processing unit receives data events from
the acquisition unit. These events are MAC-level frames from
the capture buffer. For each frame captured by the acquisi-
tion unit, an information header is added by the front-end
hardware. This header information includes a timestamp,
the received length of the frame, and other status informa-
tion detected by the front-end hardware (e.g., CRC errors).

Event Formation. The acquisition unit is responsible for the
formation and reporting of all events or exceptions to the
processing unit. As the frames get stored in the capture
buffer, the acquisition unit generates frame arrival events to
the processing unit. Similarly, the acquisition unit generates
a node card arrival event for each frame received that is
addressed to the Network Advisor. It also reports the hard-
ware counts (counter read event) maintained by the front-
end hardware for statistical applications. Any change in the
run mode of the acquisition unit is reported to the processing
unit as a run-mode change event.

Timestamping. The processing unit environment simulates
tin're using discrete time information provided by the acqui-
sition unit. All received data contains a timestamp. In the
absence of data, periodic clock-tick events are sent to the
processing unit. On the current hardware platform, the pe-
riod for this event is 100 milliseconds, which defines the
worst-case resolution of time in the processing unit environ-
ment. It should be noted that the hardware timer chips are
initialized to the PC time at bootup. This way all analysis is
correlated with a time base. Also, all analysis items sent to
the general-purpose environment have a tinestamp for syn-
chronization of the general-purpose and ART environments.

Trapping and Filtering. The processing unit programs the ac-
quisition unit trapping and filtering funclionality using thr.
sct offilters and Boolean expressions provided by the hard-
ware front-end. A filter can be specificd to match a range of
values for each of the first 127 by'tes in a frame and the
frame status byte in the frame header. A Boolean expression
is the result of any logical combination of filters. A frame
along with its hardware assigned header is stored in the cap-
ture buffer only if it satisfies at least one Boolean expres-
sion. The header provides a status field that reflects the re-
sults of the Boolean expressions matched by the frame. For
example, if we wanted to capture all frames sourced by
node A and destined for node B as well as all broadcast traf-
fic on the network, we would set two filters. We would spec-
ify the source and destination add-ress bytes in the first filter
to match A and B respectively, and set all remaining by.tes to
match any value (i.e., don't care setting). The second filter
would have the destination address bltes set to all ones (for
Ethernet) while the rest are don't cares. Finally, we would
set a Boolean expression to be the logical 0R ofthe result of
the above specified filters. The Network Advisor also has
the capability to generate traps from software-matched
Boolean expressions or extemal signals. Currently only soft-
ware traps are implemented. The acquisition unit provides
an indication to the processing unit when a trap condition
has occurred.

Status. The acquisition unit provides status information to
the processing unit about items such as the size of the un-
processed capture buffer and the length ofthe send queue.
This status information is used by the processing unit for its
internal activities such as flow control.

Send Data. The acquisition unit provides services for the pro-
cessing unit to send data frames to the network under test.
Each frame destined for the network is defined by the pro-
cessing unit as an object called a send object. Entire traffic
scenarios can be described as a list ofsend objects. This
enables the acquisition unit to support traffic generator
applications.

The Processing Unit
Exception services constitute the core ofthe processing
unit, which is an event-driven system. The basic control
structure of the processing unit is shown in Fig. 3. The vari-
ous entities in the processing unit communicate with each
other by means of exceptions. In the context of the process-
ing unit, exceptions are events. Some exception types in the
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system, like the arrival of a frame or the expiration of a sec-
ond, are well-known. Applications can also dynamically allo-

cate new exception types and generate them for their own
use. Because ofthe event-driven nature ofthe processing

unit, actions are triggered on the arrival of exceptions.

Protocol analysis applications executing in the processing

unit environment are essentially actions that exist without

any control oftheir own. These applications are called the

exception handlers. Control passes to aparticular exception
handler when an exception occurs that it has shown interest

in. This model is similar to envlonrnents that handle window-
ing applications. It is very effective in handling situations in

which there are typically a number of events from different
sources occurring asynchronously.

Exception Dispatching. The central entities in the processing

unit are the exception dispatcher and an exception queue,

which stores events arriving from different sources. The

dispatcher dequeues exceptions from the queue and invokes

all interested handlers that have previously registered for

the exception. The dispatcher, the exception queue, and all

other associated data structures constitute an operating
region in the processing unit because together these items

can be viewed as a process. The processing unit was de-
signed to support multiple regions with different priorities.

However, for simplicity the current implementation has a
single region. Therefore, there is a single dispatcher that
services all exceptions received at the processing unit's
periphery. The decision to implement a single region in the
processing unit greatly simplified its implementation, and
also improved its response time.

To dispatch events to the appropriate handlers, the dispatch-
er uses a table that has an entry for each type of exception.
Each entry in this table contains a linked list of zero or more

exception handler tokens. A handler token is basically a
pointer to an exception handler function or routine. Any

application in the processing unit registers for specific ex-
ception types by enabling a handler token. This has the effect

of adding the handler token to the handler lists for those
exceptions the application is interested in. The handlers for
a given exception are simply determined by indexing into

the exception handler table using the exception token.

Each exception in the exception queue has a parameter token
associated with it that contains all exception-specific data
that needs to be passed to the handlers when the exception
is serviced.

Event Synchronization. The dispatcher operates in a synchro-
nous fashion in that only one exception is processed to
completion before the next one is picked from the exception
queue. The processing unit model is a cooperative nonblock-
ing model. This means that a handler cannot be preempted

before it completes processing. Therefore, the burden is on

all applications in the processing unit to finish processing in

a reasonable time.

The sSmchronous nature of the processing unit has a number
of advantages for protocol analysis applications, which

include:
. In a synchronous system there are no race conditions

between various modules.
. Since each event introduced into the system is processed

completely, there is no need to reorder events based on
timestamp information.

. The correlation of analysis from different modules with

respect to events and time is greatly simplified.

Timer Services. One of the central concepts with regard to

correlation of analysis from different modules, based on
events, is the notion of time. The processing unit maintains

two time sources. One is called rea| time, which is driven by

the periodic clock ticks from the hardware. On the current
hardware platform these time ticks are 100 milliseconds

apart. This defines the resolution of the real-time source.

The other time source is line time. This is time simulated by

the processing unit using the timestamps of the data frames

received in the capture buffer. The line time is advanced

each time one of the frames is introduced to the processing

unit as a frame arrival exception. In the absence of frames,

real time is used to update line time.

Using these trvo sources of time, the processing unit supports

timers and the associated notion of timeout. Timers are rep-

resented by the data structure called timer token. Each

timer token has its timeout value and a handler token for its

handler function. The processing unit dispatches the timer

token to its handler function when a timeout occurs. Any

application module in the processing unit can create and use

timer tokens. Standard timer functions like restarting, both

in an absolute and a relative sense, and canceling a timer are

all supported by the timer services of the processing unit.

For both real-time and line-time sources, all timer token

expirations will occur chronologically. The processing unit
guaxantees that a timer token with a timeout of N seconds

will not expire before current time plus N seconds, and no

later than an event with a timestamp greater than current

time plus N seconds. During mn time, line time will track real

time. In the case of postprocessing, line time is simulated

using data frame timestamps alone.
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Conclusion
The ART environment was designed to be an optimized envi-
ronment for supporting real-time protocol analyzer applica-
tions. In addition to the basic ART environment, an extensive
debugging and simulation environment was designed to sup-
port the development and preliminary testing of the process-
ing unit on the HP-UX+ operating system before integrating
it with the acquisition unit running on the AMD29000 pro-
cessor. This strategy allowed us to develop code in parallel
with the development of the target hardware. It also reduced
the integration effort required once the target hardware was
available.

The success of the ART environment design is reflected in
the relative ease with which applications can be written
using ART environment services. In fact, different applica-
tions require different services, and as a result, the ART
environment has been extended to provide frameworks for
similar types of applications. The decode framework, which
supports all protocol decodes and the canned test frame-
work, which supports customized measurements for specific
protocol analysis, are good examples ofART extensions. It
should be noted that these frameworks in the ART environ-
ment have corresponding frameworks in'the general-purpose
environment.

The processing unit was designed to be hardware indepen-
dent. This decision enabled us to provide the Network Advi-
sor with functionality for Ethernet, token ring, and FDDI
media. Since the acquisition unit interface is an application
program interface to the hardware-specific software, we
need only provide an acquisition unit for the hardware we

are interested in. The rest of the basic ART environment and
its extensions remain the same.
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Network Advisor Protocol Analysis:
Decodes
The decodes feature of the Network Advisor
a high- level  summary of  protocol  informat ion
of the protocol data.

by Rona J. Prufer

The decode portion ofprotocol analysis involves the recog-
nition and interpretation of the syntax and semantics of the
diff'erent types of network prol.ocols. The IIP 4980 Network
Advisor is differcnt from traditional protocol analyzers in
that it attcmpts to interpret data from the network under
test and provide answcrs to protocol problems, not just

reams of data. TWo of the Network Advisor's key features
are a flexible user interface and the number of decodes it

can handle.

Design and Development Considerations

The considerations associated with designing the decode
platform involved deciding how to:

. Present information to the user

. Divide protocol knowledge between the analysis and user
interface environments

. Make a contribution to industry-standard decode practice

. Provide a productive environment for decode developers.

Experience from previous products and user feedback an-
swered many of the user presentation issues. The solution

allows users to traverse from
to a bit-level interpretation

to dividing protocol knowledge between environments came
from a definition of the division of responsibilities between
the protocol analysis environment and the user interface
environment. A contribution to decode practice was made by
including lmowledge of the network protocols and detetmin-
ing and providing information to the user about a network's
health. Finally, a productive environment was provided in
which developers needed minimal system knowledge, allow-
ing them to focus on protocol-specific issues.

Presenting Information

Presenting information to the user involved understanding
the expertise of our potential customers. Experienced net-
work managers know the protocols and most of the signifi-
cant fields contained in the protocol fields. These users need
to see a highJevel view of the data and have the ability to
focus on the specific problem when they determine that
there is a problem. At the other end of the spectrum are nov-
ice users who know little about protocol fields but need to
have enough information to ensure that the network is
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working. For these two very diverse users we found that
there were three views of the protocol decode that would
satisfy most requirements: summary view, detail view, and
data view

Summary View. The summary view has several uses of the
same format. The summary decode screen has one line per
frame showing frame number, time, and three to four other
significant fields (depending on the field sizes). This view
can be used on an individual protocol or on a protocol stack.
For example, Fig. I shows the summary decode for the in-
temet protocol (IP) in the DARPA'r'protocol stack. This
summary shows the source and destinalion addresses in a
dot-decimal format, the name of thc next protocol layer, and
the size ofthe data being passecl to the next protocol layer.
The summary view is also useful for seeing traffic on the
network. By changing the forntat slightly, the user can see a
network summary that shows the N{r{C+'r source and des-
tination addresses along witli a top-down list of the proto-
cols contained in that frame (Fig. 2). Another conlmon use
of a summary display is to show a stack-specific overview.
For instance, the summary for the AppleTalk stack shows
the source and destination MAC addresses and the Apple-
Talk protocols contained in that frante (F'ig. 3).

Detail View. The detail'uiew is a full-sized window that
shows one packet orprotocol per display. The detail-view
format has three columns. The first column lists the names
ofthe fields in a packet, the second column contains the
current value in the field, and the third column describes the
meaning of the field or the value in column two. In Fig. 4,
which shows a detail view of an IP packet, the first colunrn
shows an ordered list ofthe fields that are in the packet. The
first item on the list shows the version ofthe IP Dacket.

* Department of Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.

** l\,4AC stands fOr media access c0ntrol, the lOwest eve 0f the 0r0tocol stack Thus l\,/ lAC
frames are the frarnes actual y transnlltted 0n the physica network med a.

which according to the second column is 4. The second item
shows that the internet header length field of the IP packet
has the value 5, which indicates 32-bit words (column
three). The precedence field has the value 000... which cor-
responds to routine precedence (as opposed to an urgent
precedence). Following the ordered fields in the protocol is
the derived information about the packet. For instance,
there may be an indication about how much data a packet is
passing up to the next layer, or information about the reas-
sembly process or protocol-following process.*** The detail
clisplay can also be used to show the fields ofan entire pro-
tocol stack. For instance, it can show the Ethernet fields,
the IP fields, and the TCP fields together in one display.

Data View. The third view is of the data contained in a packet.
Again, the flexibility exists to show all the bytes of the packet
or just the b5,tes associated with a single layer. This display
format lets the user see data in a forrnat that may have more
meaning. For instance, there may be users who want to see
data in EBCDIC or hexadecimal formats (Fig. 5). Another
variation shows the entire packet of data with protocol
headers separating the different protocol layers.

Different Environments
The decode design is split between the two major functions
of the instr-ument. Displaying strings and values and format-
ting are handled by the general-purpose environment, and
protocol meaning is determined by a module in the analysis
and real-time (ART) environment. The general-purpose envi-
ronment provides mechanisms for handling the Network
Advisor's user interface and the ART environment provides
serwicers for interfacing to the network and transpotting data
to and from the general-purpose environment. For greater

*** Pfotoco fo ow ng s tracifg the d fferent states a cOnnecti0n goes throulth t0 transfer
in fo rmat ion

Fig. 2. Surnmary view showing
IEFll.l 802.3 Ethcrnet clecorle
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flexibility all the inr:onring nctwork data, aller bciug inter-
preted and put in a special data sl.ntcture, is scnt froni the

ART cnvironrnent to the general-puruosc environment. This

allows the user to sclcct wilich fonnat is nrore useful and
not. have to w-ait for inlbnnation to be processcd again in the

AIiT environment. The setwiccs provicled in thc ART envi-

ronmcnt and the relationshitr) between the ART and gencral-

pu4)ose environlncnts are describcd in lhe arlicle on page

29. The user interface is describcd ln the arlicle on page 22.

15,14 0El1Bl9?
.:J

Fig. 3. Sunrm.'uv vic'ur-for art
AppleTalk stac k.

The data structrlrc that is passed bctween these two envi-

ronnlents is c:alled an artalusi.s iter:n. This structure was

choscn bci:ause it allows lnanv different prot.ocols to be

described iu one format. Ar analysis item contains two or

more analysis data units (ADtts) as shown in Fig. 6. Therc

is a one-to-onc correspondcncc between an ADLI and a

orotocol decode.
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Ilac'h ADU contains three. ser.tirins. The first scction is rlat:r
fbr the associated lx'otocol layer; it is rcferred to as the hex.
Thc second section is llie syntax fbr l,he ficlds in 1he proto-
col. For instanr:c, ciich lield in the prol.ocol has a uniqut'
svnlax rccorcl associ:rtc'cl wil.h it. The last section ls a serrran-
tics section, which contains :rdtlitional inlbrrnation derived
lionr analysis of the protocol.

'l'he 
syrrtax section is further rlir,'iclecl inl.o a scries of records.

These records are patterned aller thc ASN.I enr:ocling oI a
tag, a lengtli, ancl a va]ue ficlcl. r,z Eiic.h fielcl in l.he protocol
is i,r,ssigncd a ur-ti(lue nuntber (the tag). In r:a^ses where several
protocols sharc the sanrc fic'ld, such a-s a destination acldress.

Analysis ltem

Analysis Data Uni t

ADU = Analysis Dala Uni t

Fig.  6.  Arr  arr : l l r , ,s is  i tonr r l : r l : r  s tnrr . l r r l t

F ig.  5.  Data r . ien ' in l rcxacler : i r r ra l
fornr:it .

this tag is shared so that i t  is alw-ays cal led Destination Address
in the display ol tlial ficld. The seconcl fielcl in thc ADll is an
offstt  f ielcl .  I t  indicales whcrc the byles or bits exist in the
licxarlccinral field of the protocol. II the most-significant bit
is I  thcn the f ield is interpreted to be the number of bits, ancl
il lht' first tiit is a 0, it is tlie olTsct in bytes. Thc third lleld is
tht' lcnglh of thc plolocol ficlcl. Again, ther ntost-significant
bit indicates :r bit or by'te length. The lasl field is called thc
st:rtus/crror/warning fielcl. It is onc of the two rnajor cou
tributions of the clecotles to the Nelu'ork Advisor. It tclls the
uscr more infonnation about a specifi<. fic'ld.

Tlie senrantics secl.ion of the ADI I has a more free-fornt for-
mat. I1 has a unique l.ag that describes the information and
thc lcngth oI that informalion. Like all information passed
betwccn the two e'nr,'ironments, thc data in the scmantic
section rnnst adhere to the long wordj'boundary nlles. Ex-
amplcs of the inforntation passed in the semantics section
inclut'lc rcassembly infonnation, resequencing information,
and protocol-following information.

Decode Development in the ART Environment
The object-oriented C++ design of the ART environmenl.
gives a clecodc dcsigner four ctlasses to work with. These
inclutlc the data analysis class, the moclule record registra-
tion class, thc path enlry class, and the path SAPi'i'enl.ry
<:lass. A GNII-EMACS editor function Iills in thc class names
and forrrats a lnodule fcrr simple default class protocol
when a protocol module is first checked out for design. This
pror,icles the decode designer with a foundal.ion on which to
add t.he fcatures of a spccific protocol.

Data Analysis Class. The clata analysis class contains a func-
tion c'alled makeAdu that allocates antl formats the AD[.] for a

" A ong wotu s a lour Dyle word

' "  A  SAP (serv ice  access  po i r t )  s  a f  addressab e  po i r l  a t  wh ch  p fo toco l  serv  ces  a fe  p rovrded
tor the fexl h ghcr protoco a\i.or
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particular protocol. It allocates memory space for the hex,

syntax, and semantic sections of the ADU. In most proto-

cols, the fields are known and do not change. Only in the

case of options or dependent fields are there extra fields

that need to be considered. Because ofthe large set of

known fields, space can be allocated and field values (tag,

offset length, and status/error/warning) can be defaulted.

When the makeAdu routine is executing, it moves through

each field in the frame data and analyzes it for significant
facts. For instance, in the IP protocol, the version number is

checked. Ifthe version is not 4, the status/error/warning
field of the version syntax record shows a number signifying

a bad version. Another example is the IP internet header

Iength. If this value is longer than the bytes available, an

error is signaled in the status/error/warning field ofthe

internet header length syntax record.

The status/error/warning check can be as elaborate as the

designer wants to make it. In some protocols the difference

between a good value and an unacceptable value is not

straightforward. In other protocols there are no fields that

are open to interpretation. For instance, in Novell's NetWare

Core Protocol (NCP) the completion code values are listed

as having five valid values. An update to this specification
for future releases of NCP may add more values, so our de-

code cannot definitively call invalid any othervalue used for

a completion code.

By using object inheritance, different features can be added

to a decode in the semantic section of the ADU. The devel-

oper can inherit several functions into the data analysis

class for conveying additional protocol information to the

user. An example is the dataSize record. This record indicates

how much information is being passed up to the next layer

in a protocol stack from the current layer. Another example

is the calculation of a correct checksum. If the protocol has

a bad checksum, it needs to be displayed along with the cor-

rect value. This information can also be sent in a semantic

record.

Module Record Begistration Class. The module record regis-

tration class allows the decode to be called from almost any
place in the decode process, allowing a protocol to be en-

capsulated. This situation is common in the case of the

DARPA internet protocol. This IP can be called directly over

Ethernet by putting the type field value of 0x0800 in the thir-

teenth and fourteenth b)'tes ofthe Ethernet header. It can

also be called from the SNAP protocol which is above the

IEEE 802.3 and,802.2 protocols. The SNAP protocol maps

the field value 0x0800 to IP just as the type field of Ethernet

does. Both of these protocol combinations call the same IP

decode module.

The module record registration class allows the decode
writer to specify the decode modules called from a particu-

lar protocol. For example, in the IP module record registra-

tion class, a value of 5 in the next protocol field maps to the

system calling the transport control protocol. Another exam-
ple is 17, mapping to the user datagram protocol from the IP

module record registration class.

Path Entry Glass. The path entry class joins the ADU items

together to form a chain of ADUs collected into one analysis

item. The data passed in the analysis item might contain an

Ethernet ADU, an IP ADU, a transport layer ADU, and per-

haps a file transfer protocol ADU. In addition, standard top

and bottom ADUs are added to the package to take care of

user data such as a file transfer (the top ADU) and media

information (the bottom ADU).

In addition to formatting the information sent to the general-
purpose environment and eventually the display, the path

entry class also takes care of forming the paths in the ART

environment. These paths uniquely define address-specific
mappings. For example, consideq a protocol stack in which

MAC address A is talking to MAC address B and the IP ad-

dress for A is C and the IP address for B is D (see Fig. 7). In

this stack C will be above A and D above B. The path entry

class will tie A to B, A to C, B to D, and C to D so that one

side of a protocol conversation can always see the state of

the other side.

Path SAP Entry Glass. The path SAP entry class allows

connection-oriented protocols to keep track of the two

sides of a transaction and to store additional information

in a common area. A scratch space can be allocated to keep

track of the state of the connections, the sequence numbers,

and any other information that would help follow a connec-

tion and share information between the two sides of the

conversation.

A strict layered approach to protocol analysis was chosen

for the decode development model because it allows dynamic

allocation of protocol analysis decodes and frees the devel-

oper from the need to depend on lcrowledge about any other
protocol above or below a protocol module. For instance,

the IP module knows that several different protocols can be

sent information via the next protocol field. However, be-

cause ofthe layered approach in the ART environment, the

IP module does not have to lcrow that any of these protocol

decodes actually exists. The module will send the data to

the next layer, and ifthere is no decode forthe data, the

data automatically gets put into the top protocol module's

hex field in the ADU. This indicates that there are no more

consumers for the data and signals the ART environment

that an analysis item is complete and can be sent to the
general-purpose environment for display. The IP module is

then ready to process the next frame.

Fig. 7. Connections formed between ADUs by the path entry class
to show connections within and between nodes.
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GaneralPuipose Environmenl

From ABT Environmenl

Fig. 8. Components and data florvs involvecl in clecociinq atrrl
displaying data in the general-purposc envirountel l t .

Using a prototype template for these four classes and two
very diverse protocols as the first ones to be developed in
this environment, we were able to test some of the decodes.
As more and more decodes were developed, improvements
to the templates were made. For instance, a function call was
added to set a bit indicating to the general-purpose environ-
ment that a frame contains an error. Also, subclasses were
developed that are useful to different protocol stacks. An
example of this is a class for handling reassembly. This class
is used in IP and the ISO network layer decode.

To test decodes in the ART environment, the input to a
decode was simulated using tools that take an input file de-
scribing the scenario to be tested and provide a stream input
to test the ART code on an HP-UX* operating system. This
means that all the test cases a protocol can expect to see
can be put into a file and tested as the code is developed.

The ART environment is designed so that all protocol analy-
sis can be done once in one place. This design allows the
display modules to be concerned only with the presentation
of data and not with any protocol-specific knowledge.

Decodes in the General-Purpose Environment
The decode modules in the general-purpose environment
were designed around the three main methods of displaying
information described earlier. These three displays allow the
user to traverse from a highJevel summary of information to
the lowest bit-level interpretation. Since they are relieved of
any protocol analysis duties, the general-purpose decode
modules concentrate on taking information from the analy-
sis items from the ART environment and the format infor-
mation from a database to provide the optimal display of
information to the user (see Fig. 8).

Like the ART environment, the general-purpose environment
was designed using an object-oriented approach. Because
the ADUs consist of the same three sections, there is generic
code in the general-purpose environment that parses each of
the three sections. These parsing modules are optimized
depending on the what the user is viewing. For instance, if
the user is looking at a summary view with only one stack
open, the parser can traverse the analysis item pulling from
each ADU only the information needed for a summary
view. This optimization leads to a significant increase in
the performance of the display system.

For the decode developer, display format information is in-
put via a database file written in DBF (database format).
This ASCII file, which is usually written near the end of the

decode development cycle, contains information about map-
ping numbers contained in the ADU to strings displayed in
the decode windows. This file is parsed into Smalltalk
Collection and Dictionary classes, which are used at run time in
the general-purpose environment. This implementation has
two very important advantages to the decode developer.
First, no knowledge of Smalltalk is required to develop the
decode modules. One less environment to learn helps to
reduce the nonprotocol development time and fulty uses the
protocol analysis skills ofthe protocol expert. The second
advantage is that the decode developers are not required to
do run-time debugging of the decode modules. This drasti-
cally reduces the variety of bugs that occupy the protocol
expert's tirne.

The DBF file fomtat has several sections. The first section is
setup information. This includes the name of the decode
(e.g., IP), the network media (e.g., IEEE 802.3), and the
names of the online help files that can be referenced.

The second section in the DBF file contains data for map-
ping the constants sent in the ADUs to the strings that ap-
pear in the different protocol views. This mapping informa-
tion is split into four sections: mnemonics, errors, warnings,
and status messages. There are some strings common to all
these sections. For instance, ifthere is a checksum error,
one common string to indicate this condition is included in
the system errors file. In addition to mapping strings, the
mnemonics section also has a provision for declaring the
format in which to display the value. Some common display
formats are convertToDecimal, convertToBinary, convertToDotDecimal,
co nve rtToH ex, and co nve rtToAdd ress. With the c onve rtToAdd ress
format, user names are mapped to addresses and put into
the database in place ofnetwork addresses.

A significant contribution is the ability to display the proto-
col fields in a manner that makes sense for each field. For
instance, in the IP protocol the first field is the version num-
ber. It is four bits long, and instead of showing the user the
four bits, it is displayed in decimal as the specification is
written (a 4 is easier to read than 0100). Another example of
this is also in the IP protocol. The precedence field is in the
second byte ofthe protocol and is three bits long. To a user
who is not familiar with this field, the values mean very
little. However, to a Network Advisor user, the value column
shows that the field is three bits long and specifies the three
bits. In addition to this, the third column gives a high-level
interpretation ofthese bits (Routine precedence in Fig. 4).

The next section in the DBF file contains the strings for
column headers for the summary, detail, and data view
windows.

When the fields in the DBF have been filled in, the DBF file
is then put through a parse routine. This compilation is quite
robust in terms of catching syrrtax emors and typing mistakes.
The result is a file of type xxx,msr, which is a measurement
fiIe used at run time by the decode modules in the general-
purpose environment to display the decode information.

The first pass through the development of the decodes in the
general-purpose environment revealed many areas for opti-
mization. Because the input to the decode modules is an
ASCII file and the modules are developed with an object-
oriented language, a second pass through the system was
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done late in the development cycle to find the common ele-

ments among the protocols. For example, a number is now

used to represent common field names, elrors, and warn-

ings. Also, the detail display uses every syntax record so

there is no need to specify its format in the ASCII file, and

many of the same semantic records are used by protocols so

a standard display method was developed for these records.

The same testing approach used in the ART environment
was used in the general-purpose environment. Files of ADUs
(or analysis items) were generated in the ART environment
and transferred to a PC running the general-purpose envi-

ronment. These files were then fed to the decode window as

if it were running from data stored in the capture buffer in

the ART environment. All ofthe test cases used to test the

ART code were used to test the general-purpose portion of

the product. In addition to testing in separate environments,

test files were sent to an HP 497ZAprotocol analyzer and put

onto the IEEE 802.3 media for live capture by the hardware.

The results from testing with the HP 4972A were compared

with results from previous tests to verify consistency of

results and regression testing.

The Results

The general-purpose development effort for decodes was

reduced to less than 2U/o of Ll:re total decode development

time because we used protocol templates, eliminated the
need for our protocol expert to develop in Smalltalk, and

used a robust parser that caught many of the syntax errors

in the DBF file. Debugging time was also reduced because

the general-purpose decode files are one step removed from

the real-time processes.

By dividing the decode implementation into two environ-

ments and identifying conventions between common proto-

col decode tasks, the development time for new protocol

decodes was significantly reduced. All major protocol stacks

have been decoded and the embedded protocols have been

accounted for automatically. There is a great deal of code

reuse between different protocol stacks because of the

inherited functionality provided by using object-oriented
environments.

There are a few exceptions in which the strict vertical com-

munication between protocols had to be subverted. For

instance, in the SNAP decode, if the next protocol field indi-

cates AppleTalk protocols, the lowest layer is examined to

see if it is a token ring network or Ethernet. A modiflcation

is then made in the ADU to send this to either a TokenTalk

or an EtherTalk decode based on the lowest layer. Another

example is in the Novell protocol stack in which a reply

frame contains a frame number and a packet type for the

corresponding request frame.
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Mechanical Design of the HP 4980
Network Advisor
The package design for the Network Advisor was guided by the electrical,
mechanical, and ergonomic requirements of a PC-based protocol analyzer.

by Kenneth R. Krebs

The HP 4980 Network Advisor package consists of 31
injection-molded parts, 15 sheet-metal parts, 19 cables,
nine printed circuit boards, two custom-machined parts, a
custom power supply, flexible and hard disk drives, a color
or monochrome LCD (liquid-crystat display), and numerous
other custom and standard parts. Its hinged, fold-up, flat-
panel display and fold-down keyboard are designed to make
it easy to use the Network Advisor either on a desktop (see
Fig. I on page 6) or in a floor-standing position (see Fig. l),
while providing maximum portability when closed. It has
interchangeable network interface modules that mount to
the underside of the instrument. The overall package mea-
sures 5.9 inches high by 14.3 inches wide by 16.8 inches
deep and weighs 25 pounds fully loaded.

Design Decisions
Mechanical design for the Network Advisor was driven by
several major decisions made very early in the product defi-
nition phase of the project. The first of these was to make
the instrument DOS-compatible and, therefore, PC-based.
Because of the dominance of the DOS operating system in
the LAN testing market, our customers demanded DOS
compatibility in our products.

While we did not intend to market the Network Advisor as a
PC that does protocol analysis, but rather as a protocol ana-
lyzer with an embedded PC, we did feel that the ability to
run standard PC applications (e.g., word processors and
spreadsheets) would be a marketing benefit. Therefore, we
needed a full-screen, 8O-column display. Since the VGA stan-
dard was emerging as the choice of the future, we chose it
for our instrument. A second result of the DOS decision was
the requirement for a full-function, full-size PC keyboard
and internal flexible and hard disk drives.

A second decision (a result ofthe f irst design decision)
was the need to be able to install at least one and prefer-
ably two standard, off-the-shelf, full-length, Iow-profile
PC cards.

The third major decision was the choice of a flat-panel
technology over a CRT. The VGA decision dictated a CRT
too bulky and healy to meet our portability requirements.
Also, CRTs have some manufacturing disadvantages we
wished to avoid (e.g., pincushioning, alignment, high voltages,
and shielding). We also felt that the market perception of
flat panels as a leading-edge technology would be beneficial.

We investigated several fl at-panel technologies including
electroluminescent, gas plasma, and liquid-crystal. Electro-
Iuminescent and plasma displays were costly, had high power
dissipation and lacked sufficient grayscale shades. After
investigating several types ofLCD, we chose a cold-cathode,
backlighted, film-compensated LCD as having the best com-
bination ofbrightness, contrast ratio, cost, and weight. Just
before our tooling release, Sharp Inc. introduced a 10.4-inch-
diagonal, TFT (thin-film transistor) active matrix, color LCD,
which is larger and thicker than the monochrome LCD we
had chosen. After a redesign effort to accommodate the
larger display, the display housing injection mold was de-
signed with inserts to allow for both color and monochrome
versions.

Fig. 1. The Network Advisor in a floor-standing position.
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Because there are several different networking technologies
(e.g., token ring network, Ethernet, fiber distributed data

interface (FDDI)), our instmments need different hardware

sets for data acquisition and analysis and different external

connector types for connection to the network. In the past

we accomplished this by offering different interface mod-

ules (pods) cabled to the base instrument (mainframe). Con-

sidering how to handle different network technologies led to

our fourth m4lor design decision which was to integrate the
pods into the mainframe so that nothing extemal would be

required or would hang off the instrument and get in the
way during operation. These integral pods needed to be easy

to install and remove. The difference in networking technol-

ogies also required that the network line and event status

LEDs on the front panel (up to 12 pairs with each pair con-

sisting of one red and one green LED) be easy to relabel

since different network types have different numbers and

types of lines and different nomenclatures.

Another important design constraint was the requirement

that the user be able to operate the instrument conveniently

on a desktop and on the floor. Frequently our customers

need to make their network connections in a small control

room, a closet, or around the back of a patch panel where

tabletop space is unavailable.

Since many of our customers are third-party network service
providers who travel with the instmment to their customers'

sites, the instrument had to be truly pofiable and mgged.

This meant that it had to fit under an airline seat and weigh

less than 33 lb (we set a target of 20 Ib and achieved 25 Ib

with a fully configured instrument). This also meant that we

needed a carrying case not only for the instrument but also

for appurtenances such as interface cables and different
interface modules.

Many of our customers are network managers who do not

routinely move their instruments from place to place. There-

fore, we wanted a configuration that would work well with

an external color monitor, preferably one that could support

the monitor on top of it so as to use as little desktop space

as possible.

Lastly, we wanted a package that made a true contribution

to manufacturability by being very easy to assemble and ser-

vice. Therefore, we wanted to eliminate as many fasteners

Display Rear Cover

Shielded LCD Signal Cable

Circular
Protrusion

Clutch

Pivot Arms

Color LCD

Fig. 2. Display housing and other

components for the r:olor LCD
panel .
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and small parts as we could. We also wanted this package to
be as flexible as possible for maximum longevity and reuse.

Design Concept
The design decisions described above resulted in the follow-
ing implementations for the Network Advisor package.

Display Housing. The choice of a VGA flat-panel display dic-
tated a design concept in which the display rotated or other-
wise moved into viewing position. To rnake it stationary on
the front panel would have made the instrument too large or
required an upright package similar to the HP Integral porta-
ble scientific computer-a design ill-suited for floor opcra-
tion or for use with an extemal monitor. Rot,ating the displav
up and back into position as is done with a laptop was
equally unsuitable. Rotating the display up and forward puts
it in good viewing position above the keyboard for desktop
operation, and rotating it a bit farther puts it in good posi-
tion for floor-standing operation with the instrumenl. stand-
ing on its rear feet. The display housing unit has two pivot
arms at its bottom corners (see Fig. 2). The right pivot arm
<'arries the friction clutch that holds the display in any posi-
tion. The left pivot arm routes and protects the display sig-
nal and backlight cables. In addition, the left pivot arm has a
short, molded circular prolrusion which acts as a shaft. This
shaft gets captured between semicircular features molded
int.o the front panel and a front-panel rear cover piece which,
when the pieces are assenrbled together, form a bearing (see
Fig. 3). This bearing captures the shaft for rotational suppod
of the left side of the display housing unit. In its folded-away
position, thc display resides in a recess molded into the
plastic top chassis.

Even in its folded-away position, the front of the display is
exposed, and a cover piece is required to protect the display
during travel. This protective lid has side latches that snap
onto the top chassis. The side latches are pressed inward to
release the lid, whereupon it is rotatecl up and back (see Fig.
4). Afier the display is raised, the lid is again closed and

F ig ,4 . ' lhe  l ) ro t ( ' ( r l j vo  l i r l  uscd  to  l ) l { ) l ( - ( .1  l l t r , r l i sp lav  r l r r r i r rg  l lav r , ) .
Also shri lrrr is the ior:at iorr ol ' tho r lclar ' l tal i l r '1torl  :rsserrr lr ly u.hir ' l t
srtalrs into the rurclcrsir le of thc nr:r irr frantt,  ol tht '  Nctr,rrrrk Ach.isor..
The porl asscmblv is r l iscrrsse.d lal{-r i l l  lhis art icle.

latched. The lid also acts as the platform to supporl an ex-
ternal monitor when the display is left folded away (a user
must. software-select which display is on at any one time to
keep the intemal display from ovorheat.ing when closed). A
large, polycarbonate label covers lhe underside ofthis lid to
hide the extensive ribbing needed for stiffness.

Keyboard. The full-size keyboard is hinged onto the front
panel where, in its closed and latchecl position, it protects
itselfand the front panel. It unlatches and rotates into posi-
tion on two custom shoulder screws. Nvlon-inserl,ed lock
nuts captrrred in each end ofthe plastic kevboard housings
keep the shoulder screws fronr backing out against the key-
board rotation. A crescent spring washer sandwichr.d be-
tween a flat washer (to protect the plastic from galling) and
the rrnderside of each shouldt'r screw ht'ad nrot'ides fricl ion

Fig. 3. I.'ront panel :rnd flont-
panel rear cover showing the
scnr ic i r r ' r r lar  fe i r l  r r rcs t r to l r l t ' r l  in to
bot t r  par1s.  rvhic l t  fbrrn a l r t 'a t ' ing
for  hold iug thc r l ispla l , '  horrs ing i r r
p lar ' r . .
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to hokl the keyboard in any position fortyping (see Fig. 5).
Normally the keyboard is simply rotated until it rests on the
deslctop at a seven-degree angle for comfortable typing.
When the instrument is standing vertically on its rear f'eet
for floor operation, the keyboard rotates around to a stop so

that it is in a comfortable position for typing while sitting in

front of the instrument (see Fig. l). While not easily detach-

able, the keyboard is removable in the event that a user
wishes to use a standard 101-key keyboard instead ofthe
one provided. An adapter cable is provided for this purpose.

More than any other feature, the keyboard, foldcd in a verti-

cal position when closed, determined the height of the
instrument. The keyboard and the need for a full-length PC

card determined the width of the instrument. The overall
Iength was determined by the components inside the instru-
ment, with consideration given to how tall the package stood
in its floor-standing mode.

Top and Bottom Chassis. The bottom chassis acts as the
foundation on which all other subassemblies rest (see Fig.

6a). It measures 3.2 inches high by 14 inches wide by 14.2
inches long and is molded in a 600-ton press. To reduce the
number of screws, many molded features act either as snap-
fit receptacles or anchors for other parts and assemblies.
Major assemblies such as the front panel, handle, and rear
panel drop vertically into molded grooves and are held in
place until the installation ofthe top chassis captures and

anchors them by the addition of four screws. The top chas-

sis (Fig. 6b) is roughly the same size as the bottom and is

molded in the same press. Tabs on the top chassis mate to

slots in the front panel and front-panel rear cover to anchor
that assembly and provide good seam contact for EMI

suppression.

Pods. The interchangeable interface modules (pods) house

the data acquisition and analysis hardware and the connec-

tors for the physical interface to the network. A plastic

molded housing forms the bottom section of the pod con-

tainer. A pair ofpainted and screened sheet-metal covers are
lap-joined together using flathead screws, countersunk
punched holes in one piece, and press-in floating fasteners

in the other to form the top section of the pod container (see

Fig. 7). This was done to compensate for assembly tolerance
stackup and to allow for easy assembly of different network

connector types and combinations. The printed circuit

boards mount to each other via board-to-board connectors
and snap-mount, press-in standoffs. The printed circuit
board subassernbly then snap-mounts to press-in standoffs in

Front-Panel
Cover 

...................-
Flexible Disk

Pod
Interface

Board

Bottom

ffittscrewGovers

#
iu\ \rv

\ l

l

&-
.\A \

Fig. 6. (a) The bottoni chassis of the Network Advisor. (b) The top

chassis of the Network Advisor.Fig. 5. Kevboarcl connectic-rn to the front panel
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IEEE 802.5
{Token Ring) Board

(a )  (b )

Fig. 7. Port assembly. (a) The three main components of the pod and how they go together. (b) The assembled pod

the sheet-metal covers. The whole assembly then screws to
the plastic pod housing.

An assembled pod mounts on the underside of the mainframe
(see Fig. 4) using four quarter-tum fasteners. The quarter-turn
studs are captured, but float freely in the pod housing and
mate to receptacles that are ultrasonically installed in the
bottom chassis. All ofthe standard PC signals are bused
from the mainframe to the pod through a 140-pin connector
pair which automatically mate during pod installation. The
pod cannot be installed incorrectly. The network interface
connectors are mounted along the side of the pod, which
puts them in easy reach for connection to the network, espe-
cially in floor-standing operation. The exposed sheet metal
front panels of the pod through which these connectors pro-
trude are recessed to keep the connectors protected. How-
ever, this configuration reduced the intemal width available
in the pod forprinted circuit boards. A full-length, standard
PC card was too long to fit in this width. Therefore, two
plastic molded end caps were tooled to allow for the inclu-
sion of the PC card. In this case, the sheet metal, no longer
exposed, is reduced to a single, flat, unpainted piece which
helps retain the end caps and close up the pod. The pod can
accept either one full-length and one 3/4-length, low-profile
PC card, or our custom LAN data acquisition boards, but not
both simultaneously. Because we offer some products in the
form of PC cards for use in customers' existing network
computers, these cards can also be put into pods for use in
the Network Advisor. One example of this is the HP 4g57pe
wide area network analyzer, which is on a PC card. With this
feature, a customer can install an HP 4957PC into a pod to
make the Network Advisor into a WAN analvzer.

Boftom Feet. Along the bottom ofthe pod housing are molded
two long rails that "join" the front and rear bottom feet
molded into the bottom chassis. These rails are 0.b mm
shorter in height than the chassis bottom feet. This ensures
that while the bottom feet are always the ones to bear the
weight of the instrument, they do not catch the back of a
user's leg when the instrument is carried by its padded,
flexible side handle.

Rear Panel. The molded rear panel mounts the line filter/fuse
module, the fan, and the extemal PC ports printed circuit
board, which provides two serial ports, one parallel port,
and one video port (see Fig. 8). The area behind which the
PC ports board mounts is formed using mold inserts to allow
easy changes in the number and configuration of connectors
(e.g., adding HP-IB or SCSD. A fan grill and cage are molded
into the panel so that the fan can be snapped into the panel
without the use of fasteners. A molded-in feature acts to
capture the RAM backup battery in the bottom chassis when
the rear panel is installed. AII text and graphics (connector
labels, line information, safety wamings) are molded-in on
mold inserts to make them easy to change or repair. Also,
text is indented in the plastic (raised on the inserts) and
molded into shallow recesses to accept labels to cover the
text if it becomes necessary (e.g., labels for different lan-
guage versions). A long label was added to accept new
warning and regulatory messages as they become necessary.

Tooling and Molding
HP's Palo AIto Fabrication Center (PAFC) molds most of the
Network Advisor's plastic parts. Mobay's Bayblend FR144l
polycarbonate/ABS blend was chosen as the basic material

@

Main Pod Board
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Line Filter/Fuse

Fig. 8. Components attached to the rear panel of the Network Advisor.

for its combination of strength, moldability, appearance, and
price. Two parts, the display cover lid and the display hous-

ing rear cover (both large, thin parts), required FRl439,

which has a higher percentage of ABS, for increased mold-

ability to prevent warping and to reduce blush. TWo small
parts (molded by a second vendor), the snap-on side feet

and the snap-on rear mounting screw covers, use GE's Lexan

920 straight polycarbonate. While we feared a noticeable
gloss difference between the blended and straight materials,

our fears were not realized and the match has been good.

The snap-on display lid latches also use this material for

strength reasons. They have a molded-in cantilever spring

that provides the force to return tltem to their home posi-

tions after unlatching. Straight polycarbonate with its higher

allowable strain rates and creep resistance was needed for

these springs. The friction clutch arm bears the brunt of the

display housing support and torque when moving the dis-
play. For this reason, it is molded in a 4U/o glass fiber filled
polycarbonate for strength and stiffness. The keycaps are

molded in polyester to allow sublimation printing of the

three keycap legend colors.

All external cosmetic surfaces are textured using an HP

frosted grain III specified as 0.001 inch deep on typically

2.5' draft.* Some surfaces, however, were designed with

only l.5o draft. On these surfaces, the texture is specified

as 0.0005 inch deep to avoid possible ejection problems.

"  A d r a f t i s a s l i g h t a n g l i n g 0 f  t h e v e r t i c a l  w a l l s o f  a n i n j e c t i o n m o l d t o a l l o w t h e m o l d e d p a r t t 0

separate {rom the mold.

As mentioned previously, the display housing and display

housing rear-cover molds were designed with two sets of

inserts to accommodate the color or monochrome LCD dis-
play. The color LCD has the larger active area opening and

requires d-ifferent mounting boss height and location.

The handle-mounting piece and the front-panel rear cover
piece are about the same size and weight. As a result, they

were put into a family mold to save on both mold cost and
part cost. This later had the disadvantage of changing two
parts when only one, the handle mount, needed its thickness

reduced. Additional work was then needed on the front-
panel rear cover to compensate for the reduction in the

mold separation line.

During the lab prototlping phase, we soft-tooled the entire

box using urethane molds for parts over 40 square inches

and aluminum tools for the smaller parts (a process limita-

tion). The vendor worked directly from IGES** translations

of our 2D, undimensioned HP ME 10 drawings. The pafts

had molded-in color and texture but were soft and capable

only of limited structural and temperature testing. The

smaller parts, molded in aluminum tools, were molded in

their proper materials, which allowed thorough structural

testing of these parts. While this process produced high-
quality parts that were very useful in our evaluation, the
process was costly and took much longer than the vendor

estimated.

With an all-plastic enclosure, we knew that shielding tech-

nology would become a critical factor. From the outset, we

planned on vacuum-deposited aluminum for this job. This

technology was available in very few places. Also, the size of

some of ottr parts (requiring up to 600-ton presses) limited

the molder selection greatly. However, one molder had up to

1000-ton presses and the ability to do vacuum deposition

in-house. This vendor selection later proved to be unfortu-

nate for two major reasons. First, they relied heavily on cut-

ting cavities in the parent steel. Many ofourparts have deep

ribs and intricate features which, later experience would

shoq would have been more easily polished and otherwise

tuned had they been formed using mold inserts. While more

costly up front, inserted molds would have saved us time

and money during the tool tryout and tuning phase of our

product. development. In some cases, attempts at changing

the parent steel, especially polishing ofdeep ribs, caused

mold damage that could not be fixed, leaving some parts

permanently out of specification. In these cases, unfortunate

and costly design changes were necessary.

The second reason was that we found out very late in the

tool tryout phase that the molder could no longer supply us

with molded parts. During the ensuing turmoil we initiated

our contingency plan of moving the molds to PAFC, which

had recently installed a new 550-ton press capable of mold-

ing our larger parts. This transition wottld have been signifi-

cantly more painful if our materials department had not

planned for it.

. .  IGES ( ln i t ia l  Graph ics  Exchange Spec i f i ca t ion)  i s  a  f i le  fo rmat  tha t  s  used to  descr ibe  mode ls

created with CAD programs
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Environmental Testing
The 2-to-3-pm-thick vacuum-deposited aluminum coating
proved to be an ineffective shierkling technology with which
we experienced flaking problems, especially during hunrid_
ity testing. Our search lbr an alternative includcd nickel-
based and copper-based paints, electroless (.opl)er plating,
and zinc arc spraying (ZAS). After tests antl evalualions of
thc controllability of the processes, we optccl for ZAS, a t.a,
pability that PAFC had in-house. While. this has proven to be
more costly than vacuurn-depositr.d aluntinunr, it has al-
lowed us to meet our targeted CISPR I l,r, racliat.erl enrissions
specification. Initially, becaust'the silic'on ZAS ntasking Iix-
tures are soft and flexible for easy cleaning, the for<rc oI't.hc
spray would sonretinres blow the nrask away liom the par1.
allowing zinc overspray to get on thc cosnretic surfaces.
Reinfcrrcing the masks brought the process under control.

Many of our part interfaces were designed with 2-to-J-pm-
thick alur"ninunr coating in ntind and therefore had very small
clearances. The nrovc to 0.003-t.o-0.007-inch-thick zinc causecl
some clcaranc.t's lo bccontc interfcrences. In sonre ca^ses,
this requirerd tool nro<lif ications to ruake parts thinner. For-
tunately, in nrost cases this coukl be accontplished by sintply
shaving the core-sicle parting line and readjusting shutoffs if
necessary. In other cases, costlir-r tool ruodification requir-
ing welding and recutting was needed. Ilowevetr, in one (:ase
welding was impractical and zinc had to be nraskecl fronr
affected areas. While shielding effectiveness was recluced,
the ZAS process, coupled with othcr internal electrical ancl
cablitrg nrodifications, gave us enough margilt to pass the
(' ISPR I I  spet. i l i r .ar ion.

The package was tested to the HP class Bl shock and vibra-
tion specification. It was tested in closed-up-for-travel, desk-
top (display up, keybclard down), and floor-stancling config-
nrations in both color and monochrome display versions.
No unacceptable danrage was sustained.

Cooling of the packagc is providecl by an 80-rnnr-squar-e
tubeaxial fan with a maxinrunt airflow oI'88 ft:J/min. Ambient
air is drawn in at the rear ofthe pod, across the pocl elec-
t.ronics, and up through the top of the pod into the bottonr
chassis. Otrce inside the'tnainfi'anre, it joins air <.ortring from
the base ol'the tiont ltanel, goes across the power supply
and the PCI systcnt printecl circuit board, and exhausts
through the rear panel. Our worst-case pod, dissipating ap-
proximately 50 watts, exper.iences an air tentperature rise of
only l6'C. The tcntperature rise in the nrainliarne is l2oCl
above the systenr board and lgo(l above the power supply.

*  C0mi te  ln te rna t i0 ra l  Spec ia l  des  Per tu rba t t0ns  Bad i0e lec t r iques  ( l f te rna t t0na l  Spec ta l
Commrt tee  on  Rad io  ln te r fe rence)

AII of these temperatures renain well below what we can
tolerat,e given the temperature lintitations of the disk clrives
and the LCD. The rnaximum allowable ambient operating
tenrperature of the hard disk drive and color LCD is 40.C,
and that of the llexible disk drive and monochrorne LCD is
4l-r'(1. The minimurtr allowable storage tenrperature of either
display is -25'C. Therrelbre, the full IIp class Bl temperature
specilication had to be waived in deference to these conrpo_
nents. The mon<lchronre L()f) cxperien(.cs extrenle response
sluggishness at very low tcnrperatures ancl washts out at
high temperatures (adjusting thc contrast control rloes not
Irr.lp). The color LCD experiences no suc.h perlbrnrance clr
visual degradation at the temperaturc extreures.

Tlrt' supersoak and condensation portions of our hunticlity
test,ing were not done because the LCDs and disk drives do
not allow them. The polarizers on the LCDs cannot tolerate
st.anding water for any length of time. However, we have an
optical film applied to both LCDs for anti-glare and protec-
tion liom scratching and chemical contamination. The other
humidity testing done on the instruruent presented no
problerus.

While our altitude testing indicated no problems, we leamecl
a valuable lesson regarding altitude eff'ects. The large label
that covers the ribbing on the underside ofthe clisplay cover
lid entraps air in the dozens of hermetically sealed p<,rckets
it fonns. When an instrument built at a 6000-foot altitude
(like Colorado Springs) ntade its way to sea level, thesei
pockets collapsecl a little causing an unacceptable dinrpling
efl'ect in the label. As an interim remedy, we had to machine
vcnts into the top of one rib in each pocket to allow thr.
pressurc to equalize. Later, I22 pins were added to the ntokl
to provicle these vents.

ESD testing has shown no hard failures up to the 2b-kilovolt
limit.
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The Microwave Thansition An alyzerz
A New Instrument Architecture for
Component and Signal Analysis
The microwave transition analyzer brings time-domain analysis to RF and
microwave comp0nent engineers. A very wide-bandwidth, dual-channel
front end, a precisely uniform sampling interval, and powerful digital
signal processing provide unprecedented measurement flexibil i ty,
including the abil ity to measure magnitude and phase transitions as fast
as 25 oicoseconds.

by David J. Ballo and John A. Wendler

As signal processing capabilities advance, modern micro-

wave and radio frequency (RF) systems are becoming more

and more sophisticated. Pulsed-RF signals, once used only

for radar applications, are increasingly being used in com-

munication systems as well. These signals routinely have

complex modulation within the pulse, especially frequency

and phase variations (see Fig. l). Operating frequencies and

bandwidths continue to increase, placing additional demands

on the components of the systems.

Engineers responsible for the design and testing of such

components and systems oflen need to measure them under

the same dynamic conditions as those in which they are

used. For example, it may be necessary to measure a de-

vice's response to phase coding or linear frequency chirp

inside an RF pulse.

Measurements with traditional frequency-domain instrumen-

tation are often insufficient to characterize and understand

fully the operation of components in dynamic signal environ-

ments. Befbre the microwave transition analyzer introduced

in this article, no single instrument could handle the diverse

range of measurements required for dynamic testing at micro-

wave frequencies. In addition to the new measurements it

makes, this analyzer can perform many of the measurements
previously requiring the use of network, spectrum, dynamic

signal, and modulation analyzers, as well as oscilloscopes,

counlers, and power meters.

Importance of the fime Domain

A key benefit of the microwave transition analyzet is that it

brings time-domain analysis to RF and microwave compo-

nent engineers. In addition to its use in pulsed-RF testing,

the tirne domain is essential to characterizing and under-

standing nonlinear devices because one can clearly and intu-

itively see the relationship between the input and output

signals. As an example, both signals in Fig. 2 would appear

identical if displayed on a spectmm analyzer. Even if the
phase of the harmonics were known, the differences be-

tween the signals would not be immediately obvious. When

viewed in the time domain, however, it is clear that signal 1

4a October 1992 Hewlett-Packard JoumeLl

is clipped (the output of a limiter, say), while signal 2 has

crossover distortion (what might be seen at the output of a

Class-B amplifier, for example). Without the time domain,

engineers have had to guess at the underlying causes of ob-

served frequency-domain behavior. The ability to view micro-

wave signals in the time domain has also proved to be ex-

tremely valuable to designers that are using CAE microwave

design simulators, such as HP's MDS. Now simulations

based on circuit models can be easily compared to actual

measurements in both the time domain and the frequency

domain.

Historically, most measurements on high-frequency non-

Iinear devices have been performed in the frequency domain'

Often, this has been because of inadequacies in time-domain

instrumentation. When frequency-domain information is of

prime concern, spectrum analyzers are superb in their abil-

ity to display harmonic, modulation, and spurious signals

with a large dlmamic range. However, without the phase of

the frequency components, the time-domain signal cannot

be reconstructed. Network analyzers are excellent for per-

forming linear, small-signal, frequency-domain testing, but

they are limited in their ability to characterize nonlinear

devices. The addition of harmonic and ofTset sweep capabil-

ity in network analyzers has helped, but the time-domain
perspective is still missing.

For envelope analysis of pulsed-RF signals, spectrum ana-

lyzers offer some limited time-domain capability. Recently,

network analyzers have been adapted for pulsed-RF time-

domain testing as well. Because of the architecture of these

instruments, the intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidth

imposes an upper limit on the measurement bandwidth. The

result is minimum measurable edge times of greater than

100 ns. The microwave transition analyzer's architecture

does not have this restriction. Edge speed is limited only by

the RF bandwidth. Consequently, magnitude and phase mea-

surements on pulses with rise times as fast as 25 ps are pos-

sible. Fig. 3 shows an example of a microwave transition

analyzer measurement.
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Fig. 1. Examples of complex modulation. (a) A phase coded RF
pulse. The waveform and magnitude dernodulation are shown in
the upper half. The carrier's phase with respect to a CW reference
is shown in the lower half. (b) Frequency modulation inside an RF
pulse. The waveform and magnitude dernodulation are shown at
the top, the frequency demodulation is shown in the ntiddle, and
the magnitude spectrum of the pulse is shown at the bottom.

The ability to measure narrow pulses in the time domain can
also be used to determine the impulse response (and there-
fore magnitude, relative phase, and group delay) offrequency
translation components such as mixers and receivers. By
stimulating these devices with a narrow pulse of RF energy,
time-domain distortion can be directly observed. Often, it is
the time-domain distortion that is of interest, even though it

may be specificd indirectly as magnitude and phase flatness
versus frequency. By transforming the input and output
pulses to the frequency domain with the built-in fast Fourier
transform (FFT) and computing their ratio, the transfer
function is obtained. From this, familiar results of magni-
tude and group delay versus frequency can be displayecl.
Network analyzers are only able to measure the phase and
group delay of frequency translation components relative to
a reference or "golden" device.

It is much easier to nlcasure nonlinear devices at low fre-
quencies than at RF and nicrowave frequenciers. At low fre-
quencies, general-purpose oscilloscopes readily show time-
domain behavior, and dynamic signal analyzers provide both
magnitude and phase in the frequency domain. The only tool
available for high-speed time-domain measurements before
the microwave transition analyzer has be-en the high-
frequency sampling oscilloscope. Initially, sampling oscillo-
scopes were purely analog instruments, and in the past few
years have incorporated digital storage and other enhance-
ments such as markers. However, these instruments have
not eqioyed widespread acceptance from RF and microwave
engineers for several reasons. The first is the difficulties
involved in achieving reliable extemal triggering at high fre-
quencies and small signal levels. High-speed sampling oscil-
loscopes have enjoyed the most success for use with digital
signals where voltage levels are generally large and triggers
are not difficult to obtain. Secondly, traditional sampling
oscilloscopes are not very sensitive, especially compared to
network and spectrum analyzers. The microwave transition
analyzer incorporates selectable filters to decrease noise
without limiting the signal bandwidth. The resulting increase
in sensitivity combined with intemal triggering across the
full RF bandwidth greatly aids in the measurement of small
signals.

Excellent sensitivity also helps overcome a limitation of
sampling oscilloscopes for high-input-impedance lneasure-
ments ()50 ohms). Until recently, it has been very difficult
to obtain probes with low enough parasitic capacitance to
be useful at microwave frequencies. Companies now offer
solutions for high-frequency passive probing, but signal at-
tenuation is significant. This signal attenuation is not a prob-
lem for the microwave transition analyzer because of its
high sensitivity. This has been especially beneficial for prob-
ing monolithic rnicrowave integrated circuits (MMICs) at the
wafer level.

Finally, the operation of high-speed oscilloscopes has not
been optimized for RF and microwave applications, w.here
terminolory is often different from that used in digital design.
The user interface of the microwave transition analyzer uses
units and formats that are familiar to RF and microwave
engineers. For example, log-magnitude displays of pulsed-
RF signals are readily available, and marker annotation can
be in dBm or dBc as well as volts.

Microwave T[ansition Analyzer
The HP 71500A microwave transition analyzer (Fig. 4) is a
two-channel, sampler-based instrument with an RF band-
width covering from dc to 40 GHz. The instrument is called
a transition analyzer because of its ability to measure very
fast magnitude and phase transitions under pulsed-RF con-
ditions. However, this name does not encompass the full
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range of its nreasurernent capability. 'fhe microwave transi-

tion analyzer can best be described as a cross between a
high-frequency sampling oscilloscope, a dynamic signal
analyzer', and a network analyzer.

Like a digital salnpling oscilloscope, the microwave transi-

tion analyzer acquires a waveform by repetitively sampling
the input, that is, one or more cycles of the periodic input

signal occur between consecutive sample points. Ilowever,
r.rnlike an oscilloscope, the sampling instant is not determined
by an external high-frequency trigger circuit. lnstead, the

sampling fiequency is synthesized, based on the frequency

ofthe input signal and the desiretl tirne scale. A synthesized
sampling rate is an attribute that the rnicrowave transition
analyzer shares with dlmamic signal analyzers. A-lso in conr-
rnon is an abundance of digital signal processing capability.
The F'FT, for example, allows simultaneous viewing of the

time wavelbrm and its frequency spectrun. However, unlike

a dynamic signal analyzer, the rnicrowave transition arlalyzer
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does not have an anti-aliasing filter at its input. The satupling

frequency is automatically adjusted to achieve a controlled

aliasing of the frequency components of the input signal.

Finally, Iike a network analyzer, the microwave transition

analyzer can be configured to control a synthesized signal

source for the characterization of devices over frequency or
power ranges. It can also receive a frequency that is offset

from or a harmonic of the source frequency, and it can pro-

vide fiequency and power sweeps at a particular point within

a pulse of RF-, on pulses as narrow as I ns.

Architecture

Fig. 5 shows a sinrplified block diagram of the rnicrowave

transition analyzer. The analyzer has two identical signal
processing channels. Each channel samples and digitizes

signals over an input bandwidth of dc to 40 GHz. The chan-

nels are sampled simultaneously (within l0 ps), permitting

accurate ratioed amplitude and phase measuremellts. A

single synthesized low-noise oscillator drives a step recov-

ery diode, the output of which is split into two pulse trains

that drive the rnicrowave samplers. The microwave sam-
plers and the analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) are run at

the same frequency. The maximum sampling frequency is

20 MSa/s (20 million samples per second).

The signal at the output ofthe sanrplers is processed by a

lO-MHz-bandwidth low-pzrss IF strip. The IF (intermediate

frequency) circuitry includes a programnable shaping am-
plifier to compensate for the sampler's IF response r<lll-off,

60 dB of step gain to optimize the signal level into the ADC,

and variable low-pass fiItering to remove noise and sampler

feedthrough. The trigger circuitry is at the end of the zmalog
path. Ttiggering on IF'signals (instead of RF input signals)

allows the microwave transition analyzer to be internally

triggered to 40 GHz. Enhancements to the hardware trigger

are available through the use of digital signal processing.

Periodic Sampling

The mathematical analysis of periodic functions was begun

in the early 19th century by Jean-Baptiste-Joseph Fourier.

Fourier's theorem introduced the techniques for decomposing
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any pel'iodic wavelbrnt inlo a sum of harmonicallv rclalerl
sinusoids. The Fourier series is a frequency-(loularrr reltre,
scntat ion of the original t inre function and is uso(l to sim-
plify the description alld l)rovide insight inlo the fiurction's
undcrlyiltg characteristics.

The sanrpler in the micr.owave transition analyzcr is clriven
by a constant-frerluency sarnpling signal. Because the sanr-
pler drive is periodic, Fouricr analysis can be used to unclcr-
stand the sampler's operation. Often, periodic signals or
systelns responding to periodic signals ar'(' described an(l
analyzed in the frequency domain. Tt.ansforntalions be-
tween the time and frequency domains replace convolution
operations in one domain with ntultiplication in the otlrer.

F iltering, a convolulion operation in the timc clomain. is
rurore easily inteqrretetl as frequency-dortrain mull iplicat ion.
Alternatively, a mixcr utult ipl ies two signals in the t ime do_
niain, bul the rcsult is expressed as frequency-dor-naln
translation, a convolution operation. Why convolution is the
analytical nrechanisnr for realizing frequency translation is
explained in "Frequency Tfanslation as Convolution" on
pagc 61 .

An ideal samplc'r driven by a perioclic sanrpling pulse can bc
<:orrsiclerod a switch that bricf ly (.ol lnects the input poft lo
t.he orr lput IX)I1 al a periocl ir .ral( ' .  When lhe switch is closecl,
thr] oul.put signal is thc' input signal ntultipliccl by unity.
Wrcn the switr.h is opt 'n, l l rr- outtr)ut signal is grorrnclet i ,  that
is, thc inprrt signal is nrrr l t i l l l ied by zc'ro. Thus, the signal at
the' santpler's oulprrt is for.ntt'tl as lhe product of the input.
signal and the periot l ic prr lsc defining thc switch stale as a
function of t inte. As in the nrixer t :xanrplc on page 61, t inre-
donrain ntultiplication results in firqucncy-clontain r.onvolu-
tion. The frequency speclnun of the sampler's input signal is
convolved with the spectrum of the periodic pulse to produce
the spectrum of the sampler's output (IF) signal.

The frequency speclntm of a periodic pulse is contposed of
delta functions at the fundamental repetition frequency and
all nrultiples (harmonics) of this frequency. This infinite set
of impulses in the frequency donrain, sornetimes called a fre-
quency comb, inherits a magnitude and phase profile accord_
ing to the tirne-domain pulse shape. A nanow, rectangular
pulse inrpans a sin(f)/f roll-off characteristic to the frequency
comb. The firsl null of the response occrlrs at a frequency
equal to the reciprocal of the pulse width and the 3-dB atten-
uation frequency occurs at 0.,14:l tirues this value. Funcla-
mental to wide-bandwidth sampling is achieving a very nar-
row santpling pulse or apenure. The sampling apenure in
the microwave transition analyzer is less than 20 ps.

The' sanrpling front encl of the nricrowave transitior-r analyzer
convens fire high-frequency inpul signal to a low-frequency
IF signal suitable for digitization and subsequent numerical
processing. Depending on the application, three different in-
terpretations of the sanrpling process ar.e possible: frequency
translation, frequency contpression, and a contbination of
I  rans la l  ion  ar rd  cor r rp less i t l r r .
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Fig. 6. Sampling used to translate a frequency band. (a) Input

spectrum. (b) Sampling comb. (c) The sampler output spectrum
is the convolution of the waveforms in (a) and (b) (d) Filtered

output.

Frequency T[anslation

Nonrepetitive or single-shot events can be captured by sam-

pling the input signal at arate greater than twice the input

bandwidth. This is known as the Nyquist criterion. However,

maintaining this criterion does not imply that the sampling

rate must be greater than twice the input signal's highest

frequency. If the RF bandwidth of the sampler is adequate,

narrowband information on a high-frequency carrier can be

captwed by low-frequency sampling, as long as a sampling

rate of approximately twice the modulation bandwidth is

maintained. Sampling the high-frequency signal translates

the signal to baseband.

Samplers are often used in place of mixers for frequency

conversion-for example, in the front ends of many general-

purpose network analyzers. In the case oftranslation only, a

given narrow frequency band is converted to baseband by

an appropriate choice of sampling frequency. Fig' 6 diagrams

the conversion process. The spectrum ofthe input signal is

shown in Fig. 6a and the frequency comb of the sampling

pulse is shown in Fig. 6b. The sampling frequency, that is,

the spacing between the teeth of the frequency comb, is

chosen such that the input spectrum lies appropriately posi-

tioned between adiacent comb teeth. The convolution result

is shown in Fig. 6c.

Tlvo important considerations in the choice of sampling fre-

quency can be seen from these diagrams. First, the input

signal bandwidth (Fig. 6a) must be less than one half the

sample rate. Second, the sample rate must be chosen so the

input spectrum is entirely contained in a frequency range

bounded by the nearest sampling harmonic and the frequency

halfway to the next higher or lower harmonic. If these crite-

ria are not met, the sampler will translate or alias more than

one component ofthe input spectrum to the same output

frequency, causing uncorrectable errors. The maximum sam-

pling rate of the microwave transition analyzer is 20 MSa/s.

The rate is continuously adjustable (in l-mHz steps) down

52 October 1992 Hewlett-Packard Joumal

to a minimum rate of 1 Sa/s and can be phaseJocked to an

external 10-MHz reference.

The signal at the output of the sampler is amplified and low-

pass filtered before analog-to-digital conversion. This filter-

ing virtually restores the orighal input spectmm, but it is now

centered in the much lower IF range (Fig. 6d). Because the

filter transition from passband to stopband is not immedi-

ate, some undesired high-frequency energy may be included

in the signal presented to the ADC. In this case, the band-

width of the signal at the ADC exceeds half the sample rate.

Aliasing occurs as the highest-frequency components are

folded back on top ofthe original translated spectrum by

the sample-and-hold circuit of the ADC' However, unlike

the aliasing problems mentioned in the previous paragraph,

the effects ofthis aliasing can be predicted and corrected

in software because the aliased components represent

redundant information.

In summaty, using a sampler with a bandwidth many times

the sample rate allows the capture of single-shot events in

the modulation on a high-frequency carrier (see Fig. 7). The

analysis bandwidth is limited to half the sample rate.

Frequeney Compression

A second, fundamentally different perspective of the sam-

pling process is useful in the measurement of periodic high-

frequency signals. Ttaditionally, these measurements have

required trigger-based repetitive sampling techniques. In the

microwave transition analyzeg precision RF trigger circuitry

is not used. Periodic sampling alone is used to conveft a

strictly periodic input with harmonic components spread

across a very wide bandwidth to a low-frequency signal with

harmonic components spread over the narrow IF range. This

is accomplished by choosing a sampling frequency that con-

verts each component ofthe input signal into the IF such that

the harmonic ordering, magnitude, and phase relationships

of the original input are preserved in the IF signal. The sam-

pling process effectively compresses the wide-bandwidth

input signal into a low-frequency signal at the IE
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Fig. 7. Tlrrn-on characteristic of a synthesizer's output amplifier

This single-shot measurement was internally triggered on the

signal that originated from the enabling of the RF outprrt of the

synthesizer. The carrier frequency is 5 GHz.
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Fig. 8. Sampling used to frequency compress a periodic input
signal. (a) Input signal spectrum. (b) Sampling comb. (c) Expand-
ed frequency scale showing the relationship between the input and
the sampling signal components. (d) The sampler output signal is
the convolution of the waveforms in (a) and (b).

Fig. 8 illustrates the concept in the frequency domain. The
input spectrum and frequency comb of the sampling pulse
(including the RF response roll-off) are shown in Figs. 8a
and 8b. Fig. 8c provides a close-up view ofthe relative posi-
tioning of the comb lines with respect to the input signal.
The samptng rate is chosen such that a given harmonic (the
nth) is positioned x Hz below the input's fundamental fre-
quency. Then, the (2n)th sampling harmonic will be posi-
tioned 2x below the input's second harmonic, the (3n)th
sampling harmonic will be 3x below the input's third har-
monic, and so on. Fig. 8d shows the result of the convolu-
tion. Each harmonic of the input is converted to a corre-
sponding harmonic of the low-frequency signal at the IF.

The sampler does not have infinite bandwidth, and the
sin(f)/f roll-off of the sampling comb attenuates the IF re-
sponses that correspond to input components at the higher
frequencies. Small amounts of attenuation may be compen-
sated for in software, however, after the signal is digitized.
The combination of avery naaow sampling aperture and
software corrections allow the microwave transition analyzer
to specify a flat response to 40 GHz.

Viewing this process in the time domain, the sample interval
is set to be a multiple of the input period plus a small amount
equal to the effective time between points (Fig. 9). Since the
sampling interval is not an exact multiple of the input period,
the sampling instant moves with respect to the input at a
prescribed increment as the samples are acquired. The effec-
tive time between points is determined by how close the sam-
pling frequency is to a subhaxmonic ofthe input frequency.

Gompression Factor. The signal at the IF is a replica of the
input signal, but at a much lower fundamental frequency.
When this signal is digitized and displayed, the waveshape
matches that of the input. The time range indicated on the
display is calculated by dividing the real time (sample period
times fface points) by the compression factor (input frequency
x l/x, where x corresponds to the fundamental frequency at
the IF-see Fig. 8):

n:*^ o_^_ (Sample Period) (Number of Trace Points)l lme bpilrr :

When the microwave transition analyzer is used for repeti-
tive sampling, the input signal must be strictly periodic, and
the period must be known to high accuracy. Ifthe frequency
that the analyzer assumes for the input signat is near but not
exactly equal to the frequency of the signal being measured,
the IF will be shifted in frequency by an amount equal to the
difference. The resulting measurement will show an erro-
neous time scale, the error equal in percentage to the fre-
quency error ofthe IF signal. Thus, a small RF inaccuracy
can result in a very large time-scale error. The ability to fre-
quency-lock the microwave transition analyzer's sampling
rate to the signal being measured (by sharing a common
reference frequency with the stimulus), removes this source
of error. The resulting time scale accuracy is specified to 1
ps-better than any cur:rent trigger-based oscilloscope.

Triggering. To keep the display "triggered," low-frequency
trigger circuitry is connected to the IF signal and used to
initiate the storage of a data record relative to a rising or
falling edge. Data samples in the buffer before the trigger
occurrence are displayed as negative time (pretrigger view).
Through the combination of periodic sampling and a low-
frequency trigger circuit, the microwave transition analyzer
is able to trigger intemally on periodic signals across the full
40-GHz input bandwidth and offer negative-time capability
without delay lines.

lF Filtering for Noise Reduction. As mentioned earlier, the sig-
nal at the output of the sampler is low-pass filtered before
analog-to-digital conversion. In Fig. 8d the bandwidth cho-
sen for this filtering is less than half the sampling rate. Any
IF components above the band edge of the filter correspond
to input harmonic components beyond the specified input
bandwidth of 40 GHz and may be filtered off. Filtering the IF
signal to a bandwidth narrower than half the sampling rate
means that not all of the noise across the 40-GHz input band-
width is converted to noise on the IF signal. Thus, noise is
removed from the displayed signal without affecting the

Fig. 9. Periodic sampling in the time domain.
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Fig. f0. Filtering the IF signal removes noise but retains the
underlying wave shape.

waveshape. The result is cleaner displays and improved

sensitivity @y more than 20 dB) compared to conventional

trigger-based sampling oscilloscopes (see Fig. 10).

Thanslation and Compression

The perspectives of translation and compression are com-

bined to analyze the third use of the microwave transition

analyzer's sampling front end. The application is measuring

signals composed of broadband, periodic modulation on a

high-frequency carrier. Examples include pulsed-RF signals
with narrow pulse widths or fast edge speeds. Proceeding as

before, the spectrum of the input signal and the frequency

comb of the sampling pulse are shown in Figs. I la and 1lb,

respectively. Fig. 11c has an expanded frequency scale show-
ing the relative positioning of the input's spectral lines and

those of the sampling pulse. TWo variables, x and y, are intro-

duced in this figure, and are related to the concepts ofcom-
pression and translation, respectively. The sampling frequen-

cy is chosen such that the signal's pulse repetition frequency
(PRF) is slightly greater (x Hz) than a multiple of the sam-
pling rate. In other words, the time between sampling
instants is slightly greater than an integral number of input
pulse repetition periods. As can be seen from the diagram,
the frequency separation between a given signal component

and the nearest sampling harmonic increments by x Hz

when considering the next-higher signal component. Conse-
quently, the spacing of the corresponding components in the

sampler's output signal is x Hz, resulting in a compression
factor of PRF/x.

In Fig. 1lc, the spectral center ofthe input signal is shown
to be offset by y Hz from the nearest sampling harmonic.

Therefore, the signal at the output of the sampler is centered

at y Hz, as shown in Fig. 1 ld. If the offset y is allowed to

decrease by a change in the input carrier frequency, the sam-
pler output components are translated toward one another

as indicated by the dashed alrows. If y becomes too small,

the components will partially overlap and distort the spec-

tmm. Likewise, if y is increased, the sampler's output com-
ponents move opposite to the directions indicated and will

overlap as y approaches half the sampling rate.

For a given pulsed-RF input signal with an arbitrary carrier
frequency, the values ofx and y cannot be independently
controlled by a{iustments in the sampling rate alone. If the
sampling rate is set to achieve the desired compression fac-
tor (PRF/x), there is no remaining degree of freedom for
adiusting the spectral offset (y) to avoid overlap. One solu-
tion is to provide a mechanism for automatically a{usting
the carrier frequency under control of the microwave transi-
tion analyzer. In many cases, the microwave transition ana-
lyzer is used in a stimulus-response configuration similar to
that of a network analyzer. If the cdrrier source is under
control, the carrier frequency control can be used to adjust
the spectral offset independent of the sampling rate.

Often, however, the microwave transition analyzer does not
control the carrier source, or it is desired that the carrier
frequency not be modified. In these cases, the simultaneous
requirements on the sample rate are achieved by slight mod-
ifications to either the requested time span or the number of
trace points. The parameter to be modified is determined by
the user. Remembering that the displayed time span is equal

Spectral Center
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Fig. f f. Sampling used to analyze periodic wrdeband modulation.
(a) Input signal spectrum. (b) Sampling cornb. (c) Expanded fre-

quency scale showing the relationship between input and sampling

signal components. (d) The sampler output signal is the convolution

oflhe waveforms il (a) and (b) (e) The IF spectnxr on an expand-

ed frequency scale, showing the spacing of the signal components.
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to the real t ime divided by the compression factor, the
following equation results:

T:_^ o-__- (Sample Period_;
l  Inle Dpan

(Number of Trace Points)
PRF/x

Since the input PRF is a constant and x is a function of the
PRF and the sampling rate (see Fig. l lc), the above equation
relates the three variables: time span, number of trace points,
and sampling period. Fixing either the time span or the num_
ber oftrace points and slightly adjusting the other quantity
results in a small change in the sampling period. A small
change in sampling rate causes a much larger shift in the har-
monic nearest the input carrier. In this fashion, the centering
of the spectrum at the sampler's output is controlled.

Numerical Processing
Discussion to this point has concentrated on how the sam-
pling process can be used to translate and,/or conUrress a
high-frequency input signal into a low-frequency signal at
the IF suitable for digitization. Equally important for the
nrcrowave transition analyzer is the processing done on
the signal after it has been digitized. Conventional digital
signal processing algorithms, such as digital filtering,

I I

i

= Z Z  p s , c l i v

demodulation, and FFT analysis, assume that the input
signal has been sampled at an exact, uniform rate. In the
microwave transition analyzer, the santpling interval is syn-
thcsizer-based, resulting in sample-to-sample tirning that is
precisely nniform. A single trigger event initiates the storage
ofan entire trace ofdata. By contrast, conventional sam-
pling oscilloscopes rely on high-frequency trigger circuitry
to provide a consistent sampling interval. Since a different
trigger event is used for the measurement of each data point,
any triggering unceftaitrty results in santple-to-sample timing
variations. Because the triggering accuracy is dependent
both on the (trigger) signal characteristics and the amount
of trigger delay selected, the resulting sampling interval can
become significantly nonuniform under certain conditions,
reducing the options for further numerical processing (see
Fig. l2).

Analytic Signal Representation. One ofthe first operations
applied to the sampled data is the creation of the quadrature
function using the Hilbert transform. This quarlrature func-
tion is combined with the original data to fonn a complex-
valued representation of the waveform called the attalyti,c
signal. Just as complex-valued phasor representations
simplify the analysis of linear circuits, the analytic signal
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simplifies the manipulation and analysis of modulated wave-

forms. Use of the analytic signal representation also allows

for vector normalization of traces, an operation normally

found in network analyzet systems.

RF and User Gorrections. One ofthe more obvious uses for

additional processing of the sampled data is to compensate
for nonideal conditions in the analog circuitry. As men-
tioned, the sampler has a frequency response characteristic
largely determined by the aperture time of the sampling
pulse. The magnitude response of the sampler is measured

at the factory and stored inside the analyzer. This data is

then used to correct for the sampler roll-off in subsequent
measurements. Regardless of whether the sampler is used
for translation or compression, an assumed, unique mapping

exists between IF frequency and input RF frequency. When

the IF signal is digitized, an FFT is used to convert the re-

sponse into the frequency domain. The IF frequencies are

mapped into RF frequencies, the appropriate correction at

each frequency is applied, and the result is then transformed
back to the time domain for display. The same processing

routines are also available for user-definable filtering or

corrections. User-defined corrections are useful in compen-

sating for cabling or fixturing losses. Filtering applications
might include simulating the magnitude and phase charac-

teristics of a transmission channel to predict what effects
the channel will have on specific signals.

Frequency-Domain Measurements Using the FFL The ability to

execute transformations quickly between the time and fre-
quency domains is important to the operation of the micro-
wave transition analyzer. These tasks are accomplished by a
pair of digital signal processing chips (one per channel)
tightly coupled to the ADC memory. If the user requests a

frequency-domain display, the signal is shown a"fter frequen-

cy corrections are applied without the transformation back

to the time domain. Separate frequency-domain controls
allow the user to zoom in on a narrow portion ofthe original
frequency span. This is accomplished by processing a longer
time record with the FFT and displaying only part of the
frequency outputs.

As mentioned above, the microwave transition analyzer as-
sumes a unique mapping between the IF and RF frequencies,
resulting in a replicated version of the input signal at the IE

However, ifa second, unrelated signal is present at the input,
it too is converted to the IF and becomes part of the sampled
signal. The components of this second signal will fall at seem-
ingly arbitrary IF positions and will not correspond at all to
the IF-to-RF mapping that the first signal obeys. Except for

the operating mode described below, the microwave transi-

tion analyzer is designed, like most oscilloscopes, for the
measurement and display of a single signal.

If multiple, nonharmonically related signals are known to be
present at the input, the microwave transition analyzer can

be instructed to measure these signals independently using

the table mode of operation. In the table mode, the funda-
mental and harmonics of up to five signals are measured,
using the FFT to measure each component of each signal
individually. The sampling frequency is chosen to avoid con-
verting different spectral components to the same frequency
at the IF, The results are displayed in tabular form (see Fig'
13). The table can be updated continuously for only one of
the signals or for all of them. If a waveform display is desired,
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Fig. 13. Microwave transition analyzer table mode displays. (a)

The output of a mixer shown in the time-domain display at the top

is the combination of several signals. The table displayed at the

bottom provides information about the frequencies present. (b)

The table is configured to display information for only one of the

signals present. The second trace at the top is constructed from

this measurement data.

a data trace can be constructed according to the table values

and the specified time span. This capability allows the micro-

wave transition analyzer to display time-domain signals in a

frequency-selective fashion, combining some of the attributes

of both oscilloscopes and spectmm analyzers.

Phase Trigger. Another use of the microwave transition ana-

lyzer's FFI resources is in measurhg low-level or noisy sig-

nals. T[ace averaging is used by oscilloscopes to reduce
noise on a displayed waveform. However, averaging can

work only if the waveform is reliably triggered, which is

difficult on low-level or noisy signals. In the microwave tran-

sition analyzer, waveform capture is not dependent on reli-

able triggering, but on knowing the input frequency and sam-
pling at the proper synthesized rate. Ifat least one period of

the signal is collected into memory on every sweep' the trig-
ger point will always be somewhere in this record of data.

The microwave transition analyzer introduces a special
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Fig. f 4. Very small or noisy signals carr be reliably triggered with
the rnicrowave transition analyzers phase trigger. Sweep-Lo-sweep
averaging can then be used to reduce the noise.

trigger mode, called p hase trigger. The trigger value is speci-
fied in terms of the phase of the fundamental component of
the signal. An FFT is used to measure the phase of the fun-
damental at the midpoint of the time record. FYom this, the
index in the record that corresponds to the trigger point is
determined, and the correct portion of the record is copied
to the display trace. Although the trigger point in the larger
memory record may move about from sweep to sweep, the
display trace stays triggered. The result is that processing
gain (via the FFT) has been applied to extract the trigger
information, allowing stable triggering on even very noisy
signals (Fig. 14). Tiace averaging can then be used to reduce
the noise on the displayed waveform.

Component Test Systems
Electronic components are most often tested by measuring
their response to a given stimulus. The stimulus source can
be anything from an impulse generator to a sweep oscillator
or a slmthesizer. The measurement instmments include os-
cilloscopes, spectrum analyzers, and dedicated receivers.
Stimulus and measurement functionality are frequently com-
bined to form a stimulus-response system. Network analyz-
ers, spectrum analyzers with tracking sources, and oscillo-
scopes with built-in step generators are examples of systems
in which the stimulus source is controlled directly by the
measurement instrument. The microwave transition ana-
lyzer, with its built-in pulse generator and ability to control
s;mthesizers over a private HP-IB (IEEE 488, IEC 625), can
be configured as a versatile stimulus-response system for
component or system test.

An advantage of configuring the microwave transition ana-
lyzer as a stimulus-response system for time-domain mea-
surements is that the analyzer is always certain of the signal
frequency. Configuring the stimulus under the control ofthe
microwave transition analyzer and sharing a conunon 10-MHz
reference ensures agreement between the assumed and ac-
tual input frequencies. Additionally, indirect a{ustment of
the stimulus via the controls of the microwave transition
analyzer allows interesting new time-domain capabilities.
One is the ability to hold a fixed number of signal periods on

the display regardless ofthe stimulus frequency. In other
words, the time range is automatically updated at any change
ofstimulus frequency. Using this feature, designers can see
changes in a device's response as it operates over a range of
frequencies, without the continuous time scale adjustments
that would be required with a conventional oscilloscope.

RF and microwave design engineers are familiar with the use
of synthesized signal generators for testing their devices.
However, for designers requiring a nonsinusoidal stimulus,
synthesized pulse generators are not generally available.
The repetition interval of most pulse generators is not con-
stant enough for repetitive sampling with the microwave
transition analyzer. To ease this problem, the analyzer pro-
vides a variable-rate, TTLlevel output pulse that is frequency-
locked to the sample rate s1'nthesizer. The pulse width and
period are adiustable in 100-ns increments. This output can
be used directly or as the trigger input to a standard pulse
generator, thereby locking the repetition rate to the time base
of the microwave transition utalyzer. If the pulse is used for
modulating a carrier, the analyzer needs to know the carrier
frequency to sample the signal at the correct rate. (See the
earlier discussion on translation and compression.) For
stimulus-response testing under pulsed-RF conditions,
this is most easily accomplished by having a configured
synlhesizer supply the carrier.

The automatic control ofa sinusoidal signal generator by
the microwave transition analyzer results in an instrument
system with the flexibility to measure the response of a de-
vice as a function of time, input frequency, or input power.
In addition to showing time-domain responses like an oscil-
Ioscope at,various input frequency and power levels, the
analyzer can automatically step the source across a frequency
or power range and provide measurement functionality simi-
lar to that found in network analyzers. At each point in a
frequency or power sweep, the magnitudes and phases of
the sinusoids at the two input channels are measured by col-
lecting a set of time samples and applying the FFT. Increasing
the number of time samples used in the FFT is equivalent to
decreasing the processing bandwidth and results in a more
accurate measurement (at the expense ofsweep speed).
Because of the frequency discrimination provided by the FFT,
the measured frequency need not be the same as the stimu-
lus. Conversion loss in devices responding at frequencies
that are offset from or harmonic multiples of the stimulus is
easily measured with the microwave transition wl.alyzer.

Signal Test Applications
For signal test as opposed to component test applications,
the microwave transition analyzer is used as a stand-alone
instmment. Repetitive sampling still requires the signal to be
periodic, but radar and communication systems are increas-
ingly moving to highly stable, sSmthesizer-based designs
locked to a common reference. Hewlett-Packard's frequency
agile signal simulator (FASS) is an example. Many times, the
testing of these systems can be accomplished with the system
in a periodic operating mode.

In applications where the signal frequency is unknown, the
microwave transition analyzer can be used like a counter to
determine the signal frequency to high precision. This is
accomplished by taking several measurements of the input
signal at different sampling rates and comparing the change
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in the IF to the change in sampling rate.l For CW signals

with at least a 10% duty cycle, the microwave transition ana-

lyzer will determine the frequency to an accuracy of 1 part

in 108. If multiple signals are present at the input, the funda-

mental frequency for each (up to a maximum of five) will be

returned. The analyzer is also able to measure the carrier

frequency of pulse modulated signals for pulse widths as

narrow as 300 ns. Because the data acquisition for this mea-

surement is single-shot, the pulse repetition interval need

not be constant.

Stationary Sampling Mode

A measurement mode known as stationary sampling offers

significant enhancements to the nfcrowave trarsition wtalyz-

er's pulsed-RF capabilities. Stationary sampling is a teclnique

that substantially reduces the trace noise on time-domain

displays, resulting in increased sensitivity and dynamic

range. F\rrlhermore, it is thrttugl.r stationary samplitrg that
pulsed network sweeps of frequency and power are

achieved. Fig. 15 illustrates the process.

A prerequisite for stationary sampling is that the carrier fre-
quency is not a harmonic multiple of the modulation period.

That is, the modulation is not coherent with the carrier. fln-

der this assumption, if the microwave transition analyzer

samples the signal at a rate equal to the modulation rate, the

sampling instant stays fixed with respect to the modulating

Sampled Carrier at a Fixed
Point in Pulse

Pulsed BF Input

envelope, but not with respect to the carrier. This is illus-

trated at the bottom of the figure. The sampling rate is set to

be either equal to or an exact submultiple of the pulse repe-

tition frequency. The resulting set ofsamples describes the

carrier waveform at a particular point in the pulse. The data

is then passed through a narrowband filter implemented

with an FFT. This filtering acts to suppress noise and sepa-

rate the carrier fundamental from dc and harmonic colnpo-

nents. The cornplex-valued FFT output bin corresponding to

the frequency ofthe sampled carrier represents one (ana-

lytic) time sample of lhe filtered waveform. This output

becornes one data point in the final trace.

The next trace point needs to be taken at a different position

with respect to the modulating envelope. To accomplish

this, the intemal syrrthesizer controlling the sampling rate is

phase-shifted a precise amount. This moves the sampling

instant the desired time increment along the modulating

envelope. A new set of carrier samples is collected, pro

cessed with the FFT, and another complex valued output

point is stored to the final trace. The process is repeated for

every trace point. The amotlnt of filtering that is applied in

creating the output trace is a{ustable by the user and is

directly related to the number of time samples used in the

FFT.
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The sampling and filtering process separates the RF com-
ponent from the dc component at each point in the pulse.

Depending on which FFT output bin is recorded, either the

dc feedthrough or the RF portion of the input wavefornr is

ultimately clisplayed (see Fig. 15). This eliminates the re-
quirement for the user to supply external filtering when
performing these measurements. Also, measurements of

carrier distortion at a particular point in the pulse are pos-

sible by setting the time span to zero. The FFT filtering in

Fig. 15 is omitted and the sampled carrier is directly dis-
played. The measurement point is controlled by adjusting

the trigger delay. Ttansforming the carrier waveform into

the frequency domain allows easy measurement of the

distortion components.

For pulsed network analyzer sweeps, when the sweep axis

is frequency or power, the operation is very similar to that

described for time sweeps. A triggering process aligns the

measurement point with respect to the modulating enve-

lope . Then, instead of phase shifting the sample rate synthe-

sizer between each trace point, the carrier's frequency or
power is automatically stepped. The result is a measure of

the response of the device as a function of carrier frequency

or power at a particular point in the modulating envelope. [n

conventional pulsed network analyzers, the IF bandwidth

sets limitations on edge speed and pulse width. In the micro-

wave transition analyzer, the measurement is performed

using repetitive sampling techniques, and the modulation

bandwidth is Iimited only by the sampler's RF response.

User Interface Design

The user-interface design of an instrument as versatile as

the microwave transition analyzer required considerable

work. Its feature set includcs functionality found in a variety

of microwave test equipmemt. The interface must not only
provide control for displays of voltage versus time like an

oscilloscope, magnitude versus time like a peak power meter,

and phase or frequency versus time like a modulation do-

main analyzer, but must also allow for the automatic control

of an ext.emal s;'nthesizer, providing CW and pulsed network

measurements of magnitude and phase versus frequency or
power. Additionally, the FFT can be used for harmonic anal-
ysis, showing a display similar to that of a spectrum analyzer,

and the automatic signal acquisition routines can be used to
providr. functionality found in ('W and pulse count,ers and

vector voltmeters.

The challenge in any intedace design is to balance the re-
quirenrcnt of complete functional access with the need for

simple, intuitive controls for specific, targeted applications.

One approac'h suggested early in the dcvelopment cycle was

to have the nricrowave transition analyzer assunle different

instrurnent personalities. F'or example, the ttser wottld

choose an oscilloscope interface for one measrtrcmenl, then

switch to a nelwork analyzer interface for a second tnea-

snrentent, then to a spectnlm analyzer fbr another, and so

on. The appeal ofthis approach is obviorts: users need not

learn a new interface. But as the implementation developed,

the problems began to outweigh the benefits.

For exarnple, an interface constructed according to this logic

would forbid the sintultaneous display of a voltage-versus-

time waveform and its frequency spectrum, thereby losing a

valuable perspective in the analysis of nonlinear operation.

One of the nr4jor contributions of the microwave transition

analyzer is its multidomain capabilities, and the interface

needed to emphasizc this strength. Less important, but still

significant, is the fact that marker operation is substantially

different for oscilloscopes, spectrum analyzers, and network

analyzers. Any implementation that might impose three dif-

ferent marker systems on the user would be hard to describe

as user-friendly, yet a common marker system weakens the

implementation of instrument-specific personalities. Most

important, measurement features unique to the microwave

transition analyzer have no home in such an interface. Real-

izing this, the designers set out to create a versatile core

interface targeted at two application areas: pulsed-RF or

switched-RF component test, and time-domain analysis of

microwave devices. Later, simplified interfaces for specific

applications could be developed by drawing features from

this core.

Pulsed-RF Testing. The versatility inherent in the architecture

of the microwave transition analyzer allows a good match to

the needs of high-speed pulsed-RF characterization. Design-

ers in this area have traditionally required a wide variety of

test instrumentation. Measurements of magnitutle settling

time are possible by combining an oscilloscope, a broad-

band detector, and a filter to remove the video feedthrough.

Measuring phase settling time has been much more difficult,

usually requiring the use of modulation-domain analyzers,
pulse network analyzers, or custom down-converters, digi-

tizers, and software. The fundamental attributes of the

microwave transition analyzer's architecture-a very wide-

bandwidth, dual-channel front end, a precisely uniform sam-
pling interval, and powerful digital signal processing-pro-

vide the elements for unprecedented measurement flexibiliff

in pulsed-RF component test. This, combined with the ana-

lyzer's singular ability to measure magnitude and phase set-

tling times on edges a^s fast as 25 ps, is the reason for tailoring

the interface to pulsed-RF testing.

Making it easy to demodulate a voltage-versus-time display

of an RF pulse and show magnitude, log magnitude, or
phase versus time was a key goal of the implementation.

These sophisticated digital demodulation procedures are

accessible simply by choosing a display format for the trace.

The phase slope can be removed mathematically at the
press of a button, or the phase can be measured with re-

spect to the other channel by defining the trace input as a

ratio of the channels. On pulse waveforms with excessive

amounts of video feedthrough, the stationary sampling

mode can be used to separate the RF and video portions of

the wavefonl with digital filtering and display each portion

independently. Invoking the rnode is accomplished by sim-

ply turning on a filter. A vari<.ty of addit.ional processing is

available by dt'fining a trace in tetms of tligital signal pro-

cessing operations on channels, metnories, and other traces

(see Fig. 16). The resull is a powerfitl rtigital signal process-

ing system that is available to the' ttser in a fornl that is easy

to understand and simple to use.

Recognizing the limited availability of synthesized pulse

generators, the design team decided to include one in the

analyzer. Llsing this output to control the modulation period

and a configured synlhesizer to supply the carrier means

that all stimulus adjustments are controlled through the inter-

face of the microwave transition analyzer. Since the analyz-

er needs to know these signal parameters to set the conect

sampling rate, a configured setup eliminates the (sometimes
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Fig, 16. 'fhe microu'ave transition analyzer inclucles a powerful
trace processing system. The definition shown here for the clisplay
trace can be used to measure deviation from linear freouencv
cliirp.

nonobvious) requirement of keeping the microwave transi-
tion analyzer abreast of frequency changes made on the sig-
nal generators. Furthermore, because the analyzer has com-
plete control of the stimulus, network measurements as a
function of carrier frequency or power are also possible.
This added flexibility offers the user a multidimensional
perspective on the device's operation, along measurement
axes of time, carrier frequency, or canier power (see Fig. l7).
One variable is swept while the other two are held fixed.

An Osci l loscope for the Microwave Engineer. The tools of
the trade in microwave component design are primarily
frequency-domain instruments such as spectrum and net-
work analyzers. Time-domain analysis is not nearly as preva-
lent at these frequencies as it is at the lower frequencies.

Fig. l7. A multidimensional perspective is sometimes useful in
pulsed-RF device characterization. The microwave transition ana-
bzer measures the response of a device as a function of time, carrier
frequency, or carrier power. One vanable is swept while the other
two are held fixed.

The designers felt that by eliminating some of the road-
blocks in triggering and sensitivity, the microwave transition
analyzer had the potential to bring a time-domain perspec-
tive back to microwave design. The user inter{'ace was de-
signed accordingly, with the microwave engineer in mind.

One of the simplest and most obvious changes to a standard
oscilloscope interface is that display ranges, trigger levels,
and marker readouts are entered and annotated in dBm as
well as volts. Also, unlike many oscilloscopes, the channel
hardware is continuously autoranged and unaffected by the
display scaling, which is just a mathematical operation on
the acquired data. Ifdesired, this autoranging feature can be
disabled. Sensitive internal triggering over the bandwidth of
the instrument, combined with new features such as holding
a constant number of cycles on the display, filtering away
noise instead ofaveraging, and reliably triggering on even
very noisy signals with the phase trigger, all work to simplify
the measurement process.

IBASIC Implementation
Despite considerable attention paid to the interface design,
some users may still find the controls somewhat intimidat-
ing, especially those who work in applications outside the
targeted areas. The goals of measurement flexibility and ease
of use generally conflict at the design of the user inter{'ace.
To address this concern, the microwave transition analyzer
allows the user to generate custom, application-specific in-
terfaces through the internal execution of HP Instrument
BASIC programs. IBASIC eliminates the need for an extemal
controller by bringing the computer inside the analyzer. Pro-
grams can be generated and edited by attaching a standard
HP-HIL keyboard to the front of the mainframe. Also incor-
porated into the HP 700044 mainframe is a memory card
interface that can be used as a disk drive for the system.
External disk drives are also supported over the HP-IB inter-
face. Specialized trace processing, custom interfaces, multi-
step procedures, programmable control of other instru-
ments-in short, completely customized measurements-
are possible using the microwave transition analyzer running
an IBASIC program like the one shown in Fig. 18.

)

Fig. 18. IBASIC programs allow generation of custom user
interfaces.
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Frequency Thanslation as Convolution

An ideal mixer mult ipl ies the two signals at i ts RF and L0 ports to produce the

signal at the lF port, as shown in Fig 1

The frequency-domain representation of the BF and L0 signals is shown in Fig 2

The convolution of the two frequency functions h(f) and k(f) is the value of the

i ntegral:

I
o(t) : ; l-t{x) k{f - x) dx

I

The function tf*t i, fi,st fr..qrrncl-reverseO, tnat is, folded about the dc axis giving

k(-x). Then, at each evaluation frequency f, k{-x) is shifted by f with respect to

h(x). The area under the product of the two functions is the convolution output at

this frequency. Fig. 3 diagrams the procedure for the output frequency I =17- t1'

The product is a single delta function, the area of which isap2l4 This is the

convolution result at the frequency f = f2 - f1

It is easv to verify that the output will be nonzero only at four values of f: f1 + f2, f1
- 12, -\ + f 2, and -f1 - f2. At each of these frequencies, the output is a1a2l4 This

result is shown in Fig. 4. This frequency-domain representation ls equlvalent t0

the sum of two cosine waves, one at frequency f2 - f1 and the other at f2 + f1 The

amplitudes are a1a2l2. Using trigonometric identities, its easy t0 verify that this

result is equivalent to ala2cos(f1t)cos{f2t)

0

I
I
l

(a )
fl

k(l - x)

arcos(flt) -5q lF 
) arazcos(lrt) cos(fztl

I ro
I

a2cos (f2t)

Fig.1.  ldeal  mixer operat ton.

a1a2l4

Frequency I

lz-lr
{c }

Fig. 3. Convolution result for f = fz - ft

- lz- \  -12+11

Fig. 4. Irilixer output spectrum.

lz- l t-12

h(r) = arlzt8(fr ) + E( - fr )I

k(l) = azl2[E(lz) + 6( - lz)l

Fig. 2, Frequency-domain representation of the RF and L0 signals

Frequency I
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Summary
In addition to bringing the time domain to microwave de-
sign, the microwave transition analyzer measures harmonic
distortion using the FFT and provides familar vector network
analyzer capability when conligured with a synthesized signal
generator. In this respect, the microwave transition analyzer
is a general-purpose, multidomain tool that can be used to
link new time-domain measurements with traditional fre-
quency-domain techniques, particularly in the areas of
pulsed-RF and nonlinear device characterization. In a single
instrument, the microwave transition analyzer integrates a
versatile hardware architecture with very flexible means of
control. The combination results in an instrument with
unprecedented measurement diversity.
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Design Considerations in the
Microwave Thansition An alyzer
Digital signal processing is used extensively to improve the performance
of the microwave sampler, the sample-rate synthesizel and the
high-speed analog-to-digital convertet and to extract and display input
signal characteristics in both the time domatn and the frequency domain.

by Michael Dethlefsen and John A. Wendler

The HP 71500A microwave transition analyzet is an MMS
(Modular Measurement System) instmment. As shown in

the idealized block diagram, Fig. 1, it consists of the

HP 708204 microwave transition analyzer module and the

HP 70004A MMS mainframe and color display. For an

explanation ofthe capabilities and applications ofthe

microwave transition analyzer, see the article on page 48.

The block diagram is relatively straightforward. The two

input signals are sampled by microwave sample-and-hold

circuits with an input bandwidth of 40 GHz. The sample rate

is generated by a low-frequency 10-to-20-MHz s}'nthesizer

under processor control. The sampled signals are digitized

by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), the digitized outputs

are processed by the digital signal processor, and the final

results are displayed on the MMS display by the instrument
processor.

The implementation was somewhat more complex than it

might appear from the block diagram. While microwave

samplers with bandwidths up to 40 GHz were generally

available, they were not designed to be used as sample-and-

hold circuits operating at rates up to 20 MHz. Low-frequency

synthesizers, while also commonly available, did not have

the desired phase noise performance. The available high-

speed ADCs, if used directly on the sampler output, would

have been the primary noise floor and dynamic range limita-

tion of the instrument because of their limited resolution.

Digital signal processing is relied upon heavily to achieve

and improve much of the basic hardware performance and

to extract and display the input signals' characteristics in

both the time and frequency domains. However, the general-

purpose digital signal processors could not do a significant

amount of real-time processing at the 20-MHz data rates, so

a large buffer memory was required between the ADC and

the digital signal processor.

This article attempts to explain some of the design consider-

ations, in both the hardware and the firmware, that went

into the development of the microwave transition analyzer

block diagram.

Sampler Operation

Microwave samplers have been used in RF and microwave

instmmentation for several decades.r They traditionally

have been the most economical way to obtain the broadest

frequency coverage with the smoothest frequency response.
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HP 7l5004' nricrowave transition

analyzer.
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Their noise figure is relatively poor. Their inherent broad-
band coverage has encouraged their use in frequency acquisi-
tion and phaseJock loops as well. However, their ability to
capturc the time-domain waveform (or the frequency-domain
equivalent-simultaneously translating all the harmonics of
a repetitive waveform) is what made them so suitable for
the 708204.

The basic concept of a microwave sampler is to generate a
very narrow sampling pulse that turns on a series switch
between the RF input signal and the IF circuitry which is
mainly a holding capacitor. The amount of time that the
switch is on establishes the frequency response of the sam-
pler. If the switch is fully on for 10 ps, the ideal frequency
response would be sinc(l0 lrg, which has a B-dB bandwidth
of 44 GHz. Although this assumption of a perfectly rectangu-
lar switch on-resistance as a function of time is only an ideal,
it is a good enough engineering approximation to use here.
As shown in Fig. 2, the series switch used in this sampler is
an integrated pair of GaAs diodes. The switching waveform
is generated by driving a silicon step recovery diode at a
variable sample rate between 10 and 20 MHz. The step out-
put of the step recovery diode is split into two signals, one
for each channel. The sampler assembly then shapes and
differentiates this edge to form a narrow impulse, which
briefly turns on the diode switch, allowing some of the RF
current to flow into the holding capacitor.

For ideal sample-and-hold circuit operation, the output volt-
age should only depend on the input voltage during a single
sampling instant. Its voltage should not depend on any pre-
vious samples or how often the samples are taken. There are
two general techniques to achieve this sample-to-sample
independence. One is to discharge the holding capacitor
fully before each sample and measure the amount of charge
or voltage on the hold capacitor after each sample. The
other technique is to require that the sample-and-hold circuit
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10 to 20 MHz from
Frequency Synthesizer

Fig. 2. Simplified diagram of the
rrricrowave sampler circuit.

capacitor charge to 100 percent ofthe input voltage during
each sample period. The limitations of using the microwave
sampler as a high-speed, conventional sample-and-hold cir-
cuit now begin to become apparent. At the fast 20-MHz sam-
ple rates required, it is not possible to discharge the hold
capacitor accurately before each sample. On the other hand,
to attain the required microwave input bandwidth, the sam-
pling pulse must be so natrow that it is not possible to
charge the hold capacitor fully.

A simplified model of a sample-and-hold circuit and the
equations describing its frequency-domain transfer function
are shown in Fig. 3. The fraction of the input signal that is
stored on the hold capacitor is referred to as the sampler
efficiency e, and for this model it can be computed as:

e : 1 - e - t o n / R c

vin(sl odo lrW a

u":fhrl
J t r F

c(",s): vt*ii,s):
t.(s + 

#l 
(1 - B{1 -e }e-sk)
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I
c ;
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Fig. 3. Sampler model.
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Fig. 4. Sampler time-domain response for different values of

sampler efficiency € and hold efficiency B.

10ff/o efficiencj, e = 1, would require that the sampler on-

time be several RC time constants long, but this would mean

an excessively small input bandwidth, as shown by the Gpp

portion of the sample-and-hold circuit frequency response

equation in Fig. 3. Most microwave samplers have relatively

low voltage transfer efficiencies, usually significantly less

than 10%. With this low sampling efficiency, the resultant

voltage on the hold capacitor is a weighted combination of

the input voltage from many samples. Sample-to-sample

independence is not achieved.

An ideal sample-and-hold circuit also holds its sampled volt-

age indefinitely until either a reset or the next sample occurs.

The voltage droop from one sample to the next is character-

ized by the hold efficiency B, which can be computed as:

B : e-t"/Rpc'

where t" is the sampling period and Rp is the sample-and-

hold circuit's load resistance as defined in Fig. 3. 10tr/o hold

efficiency means no droop and an infinite load impedance.

Fig. 4 shows the time-domain results of sampling a pulse

waveforrn with a sample-and-hold circuit that has ideal char-

acteristics, with reduced sampler efficiency, and with re-

duced hold efficiency. Fig. 5 plots the Gp portion ofthe

sample-and-hold circuit's frequency response equation for

sampler efficiencies of 100%, 10%, and lo/o, and for hold effi-

ciencies of 90%o and 10ff/o. For low sampler efficiencies like

those normally encountered in microwave samplers' the

plots in Fig. 5 look very much like a single-pole, low-pass

filter. The equations for Gyp do indeed simplify and con-

verge, in this case, to a single-pole filter. The efficiency

equationsbecome: 

e : ton/RC

B : 1 - t " / R p C .

The original model then becomes the very commonly used

model shown in Fig. 6. The sampler is simply replaced by its

time averaged impedance RtJton.

This characteization of the sampler model points out the

main difficulties of using a microwave sampler as a sample-

and-hold circuit. The IF output voltage is low-pass filtered

and represents an average of many samples of the input

voltage. In addition, ifthe hold efficiency is not very close to

1, even the low-frequency gain will vary with the sampling

frequency and the sampler efficiency as shown in Fig. 5. To

solve this latter problem, the HP 708204 microwave transi-

tion analyzer module uses a very high-impedance buffer on

the output ofthe sampler and provides a positive feedback

bootstrap voltage to remove the low-frequency loading

effects ofthe current biasing resistors as shown in Fig. 2.

Operating with this high load impedance has the additional

benefit of minimizing the sampler compression at high input

Ievels since very little signal current has to flow through the

sampler diodes. In addition, since the sampler diodes are

effectively current biased instead ofvoltage biased, their

sensitivity to temperature variations is considerably reduced.

The problems created by the sampler low-pass filter effect

are more difficult to solve. As the sampling frequency is var-

ied, the current bias is changed by the processor to keep the

sampler on-time ton constant. This is required so that the RF

frequency response does not vary noticeably with sampling

frequency. However, since the sampler time constant is pro-

portional to ton/t", the IF bandwidth now varies with sam-

pling frequency. To solve this problem a programmable zero

was added following the IF buffer amplifier (see Fig. 7).

During the IF calibration process, the sample-and-hold cir-

cuit low-pass pole is measured as a function of the sampling

frequency. Whenever the sampling frequency is changed, the

programmable-zero amplifier is a{lusted to cancel the effect

of the sampler pole.

Another challenge encountered when using a microwave

sampler as a sample-and-hold circuit is its feedthough capac-

itance. A capacitance as Iow as 50 femtofarads between the

RF input and IF output will cause significant errors in the

expected operation of the microwave sampler. Signals be-

low 10 MHz will directly couple into the IF even when the

sampler is supposed to be off. To cancel this effect, the input

signal is tapped offbefore the sampler diodes, inverted, and

capacitively summed back into the IF signal.

The IF output of the sampler is ac coupled. When the instru-

ment is dc coupled, the dc component is restored by picking

it off before the sampler diodes and summing it back in at

the IF buffer stage. The crossover frequency is about 3 Hz'

f. = 1/t.

Fig. 5. Sampler IF frequency response for different values of

sampler efficiency e and hold efficiency B.
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IF and ADC Operation
Now that the signal has been sampled and the sampler pole
effect has been canceled, the IF signal can be processed and
digitized. The IF processing block diagram is shown in Fig. Z.
The ADC used in the HP 70820A is a l0-bit device, operating
at the same frequency as the input sampler. This lO-bit reso_
lution does not provide enough d}'namic range for many of
the measurements performed by the microwave transition
analyzer. For example, network analysis neasurements can
be performed over a greater-than-100-dB range and time-
domain waveforms of I mV full scale can be captured with_
out requiring trace-to-trace averaging. To achieve this dy-
namic range improvement, step gains are placed in the IF
signal path. Up to 60 dB of gain in GdB steps can be switched
in, either autoranged or manually controlled by the user.
This means that even low-level signals can use the full range
and accuracy ofthe ADC. To allow gain to be used even in
the presence ofa large dc signal, a dc offset DAC is added
ahead of the step gains as shown in Fig. Z. This allows up to
+420 mY of offset to be applied to the IF signal before the
step gains. The dc offset capability does not affect the al-
lowed input signal range. It must be kept less than 420 mV
peak to avoid sampler compression.

The total noise present in the IF may mask the input signal
and limit the amount of step gain that can be used without
overranging the ADC. This noise is there because the sam-
pler translates the entire 40-GHz bandwidth into the IF fre-
quency range. The programmable-zero amplifier also adds a
lot of high-frequency amplification to the sampler and the IF
buffer noise floor. All of this noise needs to be minimized. It
is also highly desirable to remove any harmonics of the sam-
pling LO signal and signals centered around them. To solve
these problems, switchable low-pass IF filters are used.
These include a 10-MHz filter for sampling rates between 14

and 20 MHz and a 7-MHz filter for sampling rates less than
14 MHz.In addition, a 100-kHz analog noise filter can be
switched in to provide a greater-than-20-dB reduction in
total noise. Since this noise filtering is done in real time, it
provides faster signal-to-noise ratio improvement than the
digital signal processor-based alternatives.

As described in the article on page 48, the IF signal is a time_
scaled version of the original RF signal when the instrument
is operating in the standard, repetitive santpling rnode.
Therefore, triggering inforntation can be obtainecl from the
IF signal. Since the signal is at a much lower frequency and
is potentially amplified and filtered, the trigger circuitry is
cheaper to implement and more accurate than a trigger cir-
cuit operating directly on the microwave signals. This allows
the microwave transition analyzer to trigger internally on
very lowJevel periodic signals anywhere in its microwave
frequency range.

Once the Il'signal has been filtered, offset, and antplified, it
is ready to be digitized. The ADC is a commercially avail-
able, two-pass, lO-bit ADC and the required external sample-
and-hold circuit is implentented with a discrete design. The
sample-and-hold circuit and ADC are driven at the same
frequency as the microwave input san.rpler. The digitized
signal is stored into the 256K-sample ADC memory buffer
for further digital signal processing.

IF Corrections
Fig. 8 shows a representation of the spectrum of the analog
IF signal for a sample rate of f. = l/ts. The ideal sampling
operation creates a spectmm that is replicated every f" so
the spectral component atf2 = fr- f1 is the complex conju-
gate ofthe ideal spectral component at f1. The IF proces-
sing, including the hold operation of the microwave input
sampler and the low-pass filters, provides a different
amount of attenuation and phase shift at the IF frequency f2
than at frequency f1. This is signified by the G(f) transfer
function in Fig. 8. When the ADC sample-and-hold circuit
resamples the IF signal, the spectral component at f2 will be
aliased or folded onto the same frequency as f1. It is not pos-
sible to build a perfect antialiasing filter that will totally
eliminate f2, even at a fixed sample frequency of 20 MHz,
and in this application, where the sample rate is continuously
variable between l0 and 20 MHz, there will be sisnificant

Programmable-
Tero

Amplifier

Fig. 7. Microwave transition analyzer lF. block tliagranr
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aliasing. However, since the filtered IF signal was originally

a sampled signal, the relationship between the original

aliased spectmm and the unaliased spectrum is known:

Vz =  Vt+ '

Therefore, the original spectrum can be computed ifthe

folded IF response (G(ft) + G*(f'- f1)) can be determined.

The folded frequency response varies with f", and f, can be

any value between 10 and 20 MHz. Therefore, the IF cannol

realistically be calibrated just by measuring the folded lF'

response, since there are an almost unlimited number of

different responses possible. Instead, the unfolded frequett-

cy response G(f) must be determined and then the folded

response can be computed based on the present value off".

Determining the folded IF'response is the major requirement

for the digital signal processor-based IF corrections in the

microwave transition analyzer.

Many things contribute to the overall IF frequency response.

In addition to the flatness of the IF buffer amplifier, the
programnable-zero amplifier, and any nonideal cancellation

of the sampler pole, all possible combinations of analog fil-

ters and step gains must be characterized. For exanrple, the

relatively high-order fiIters may have an amplitude response

flatness of+2 dB and sonte very significant group delay vari-

ation which creates considerable ringing in their step re-

sponse. To measure these, the microwave transition analyz-

er generates a calibration signal. The calibration sigtlal is a
precisely known square wave that is contrected by the user

to the input port. The frequency and amplitutle of the cal-

ibration signal are adjusted and varied as required duriug

the IF calibration process. This calibration sigllal is only

used for IF'calibration and verification. The rise and fall

time requirements on the calibration signal are governed by

the requirement that it settle in less than 50 trs, so it is not

useful for verifying or calibrating the RF frequency response

of the input.

The IF frequency response must be measured in an alia^s-

free fashion and at frequencies higher than l0 MHz. This

cannot be done with just a2}-MHz maximum sample rate.

The exclusive-0R control shown in Fig. 7, which inverts and

delays the ADC clock, helps solve this problem. By first

me:rsuring the calibration signzrl with a normal 20-MHz clock,

and then rerneasuring the same signal with the inverted

clock, which delays the ADC sample by 25 ns, an effective

40-MHz sample rate is achieved after the two measurements

are interleaved. In this way, the frequency responses, both

magnitude and phcse, of the IF path, the step gains, and the

switched filters are all determined. In some ca^ses the mea-

sured data is used directly in the correction process. In other

cases, such as for the step gains, better results a.re achieved

by fitting the rneasured data to a model and then computing

the extrapolated frequency response from the model.

The other critical partuneter that must be included in the IF

frequency response is the delay between the microwave

input sampler and the ADC sample-and-hold circuit. This

must include both the IF signal delay and the delay in the LO

clock paths. Since this delay is not constant with sample

frequency, it must be characterized as a function of the sam-
ple frequency. A significant portion of the IF calibration time

is spent doing this characterization. This involves nreasuring

the group delay of the harmonics of the calibration signal at

differenl sanrple frequencies.

Once the unfolded frequency response and the delay have

been measured, the folded frequency response can be com-
puted f<rr a given sample frequency. However, since the V1

and Vz spectral components can have very sirnilar ampli-

tudes, it may tum out that the folded frequency response has

a very deep null in it, depending on the phase relationships.

An excessively deep trull cannot be properly corrected, for

both noise and stability reasons. When this occurs, the firm-

ware in the microwave transition analyzer must change the

delay relationship between the IF signal and the ADCI clock.

This can be done with eil.her the ADC clock inverVdelay

control or by using a difTerent Z}-MLlz analog filter itt the

signal path. The firrnware determines which r-rf the possible

combinations results in the best possible folded frequency

response.

Once the IF calibration process has been completed, the

data is stored in battery backed-up RAM. Whenever the sam-
ple frequency or IF gain is changed, the microwave transi-

tion analyzer firmware recomputes the folded frequency

response ofthe IE This folded response is then inverted and

applied to the digitized input data using either an FF"l (fast

Fourier transform) operation or a M-point FIR (fuiite impulse

response) digital filtering operation, depending on the mea-

surement rnode. The result is that the IF looks as if it has a

flat response all the way to the Nyquist frequency (f"/2).

Therelbre, the microwave satrtpler appears to have the ideal

impulse and step response expected of a tme sarnple-and-

hold circuit.

Sample Rate Synthesizer

The requirements on the sample-rate synthesizer in the

microwave transition analyzer are quite stringent. Not only

must it have a fiequency resolution less than 0.001 Hz over a

10-tcr-20-MHz frequency range, but it must also be able to

phaseJock to a common l0-MHz reference and be capable

ofshifting the phase ofthe synthesized output with less than

0.001-degree resolution. F'ortunately, this type of st.rut'ce,

using fractional-N synthesis techniques,2 had been used in

earlier HP instruments and could be elficiently leveraged.
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combination of improvenrents reduces the jitter contribution
ofthe synthesizer to less than I ps.

RF Filtering
Because the microwave transition analyzer digitizes wave-
forms with a continuous and extremely precise time axis, it
becomes feasible to apply digital filtering functions to these
waveforrns. These filters can be used to simulate the adding
of a hardware filter to the systent, to improve the signal-to-
noise performance, to remove undesired harmonics and
spurious frequency components, and to conrpensate for non-
ideal rnicrowave frequency rcsponse effects in the RF cir-
cuitry cabling, probes, and test fixtures, which inevitably
degrade the system bandwidth. This ability to correct for RF
frequency response roll-off is also used within the instm-
lllent to flatten the frequency response of both the samplers
and the internal RF cabling to 40 GHz.

T\aro filters can be defined by the user, one for each ofthe
two input channels. These filters are specified by defining
the magnitude and phase response at up to 128 arbitrarily
spaced frequency points. The type of interpolation to be
used between these frequenciers can be specified as flat,
Iinear, or logarithmic. These user-defined filters are com-
bined with the instrument's own RF correction data to gen-
erate the composite filter function that is applied to the digi-
tized signal. Regardless of whether the sampler is being
used for frequency translation or frequency compression or
a combination of the two, there is a unique mapping be-
tween the input RF frequency and the IF frequency. This
nreans that the desired RF fiItering can indeed be performed
by scaling and translating the filters'frequency axis, based
on the current time span and carrier frequency, into the IF
band and pedorming the filtering on the digitized IF signal.

There are some modes of sampler operation in which the RF
waveform is not replicated in the IS so there is no unique
RF-to-IF frequency mapping and RF filtering cannot be per-
formed. An example of this rnode of operation would be
when triggering on the clock frequency while sampling a

@tffi

0

10-MHz
Beference

Fractional-N Assembly

The most stringent requirement for the source was its jitter,
or equivalent phase noise, but the available implemenl,alions
had inadequate performance. Both the close-in and the
broadband phase noise ofthe synthesizer are iltportant. !'or
example, just based on the maximunt slope of a l'ull-scale
40-GHz sine wave, jitter of 7 femtoseconds on the sampler
LO signal generates additional noise greater than one least-
significant bit of the ADC. Since the fundarnental of the RF
waveforms can be mixed to as Iow as 100 Hz in the IFI nrini-
mizing the close-in noise and spurious conrponents of the
sample-rate synthesizer is critical to avoiding low-frequency
perturbations and distortion ofthe digitized signal.

To improve the basic performance of the available
fractional-N synthesizers while still leveraging rnucl.r of the
previous engineering effort and available integrated cilcuits,
a translate loop was added to the nornral synthesizer block
diagram. As seen in Fig. 9, instead of having the lo<.rp oscilla-
tor operate directly over the normal 30-to-50-MHz band, a
420-to-440-MHz oscillator is mixed with a 390-MIIz reference
oscillator. The mixer output, 30 to 50 MHz, is the input to the
leveraged fractional-N assembly, which does ther fractional
division, phase detection, and interpolated phase correction,
and generates the tuning voltage to lock the 440-Mtlz oscilla-
tor. A second output of the 440-MHz oscillator is fed to a
programmable integer divider to generate the 10-to-20-MHz
output.

There was no requirement for this synthesizer to sweep con-
tinuously over the 10-to-20-MHz range. This translate-and-
divide-down block diagranr allows the perfornrance of the
overall synthesizer to be inrproved from the original design
by a factor equal to the integer divide number, or rnore than
26 dB. To improve the broadband phase noise further, a
200-kHz-wide bandpass filter is switched in just before the
step recovery diode driver whenever the synthesizer is with-
in the 19.8-to-20-MHz frequency range. In the majority of the
measurement modes, the synthesizer is set very close to 20
MHz, so this bandpass filter is nomrally used. While it was
not possible to achieve the 7-fs perfomrance nunrber, this
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Fig. 10. An example of a measurement with user filter corrections.
The frequency response of a cable fixture was measured (bottom

trace), stored, and usecl to correct a measurement of an 800-ps
pulse that was made using the fixture. The corrected trace mea-
sured with the fixture is almost identical to the ideal trace mea-
sured without the fixture. Because the ideal and corrected traces
are almost icientical, they are indistinguishable in this figure.

random data sequence to create an eye diagram. User filter-

ing, including the internal RF corrections to 40 GHz, is not

valid in this mode so the feature must be tumed off. If, how-

ever, the data sequence is actually a pseudorandom data

sequence and the sample rate of the microwave transition

analyzer is adjusted to correspond to the pattern repetition

rate instead ofthe clock rate, then the RF waveforrn is repli-

cated in the I$ and RF filtering and corrections can be per-

formed, even while triggering on the clock to make eye

diagram measurements.

The user filter and correction data can be generated in sev-

eral ways. Direct entry ofvalues is one alternative that is

useful for simple, rectangular filters. The frequency-domain

data for the RF filter can also be generated from any ofthe

four traces. This means that mathematical filters can be de-

fined using the built-in trace math and stored to the RF filter.

More important, it means that measurements can be used to

create the RF filter or correction data. For example, the

microwave transition analyze4 in conjunction with an ap-

propriate source, can be used to measure a transfer function

of a microwave test fixture. This transfer function can be

stored to the user correction table, and the inverse ofthis

transfer function can then be used as the RF filter to be ap-

plied to the time-domain data. This filtering (deconvolution)

removes the frequency response effect of the test fixture

from the time-domain waveforrn of interest. The transfer

function measurement can be done in frequency sweep

mode with a CW source stepped over the frequency range of

interest like a conventional network analyzer, or the transfer

function can be measured with a wide-bandwidth step or

impulse source.

An example of applying the user correction filter is shown in

Fig. 10. First the frequency response transfer function of a

cable fixture was determined by measuring a 400-ps pulse

both before and after it went through the cable fixture. The

FFT of these two pulse trains was computed to determine

their frequency spectrums. The ratio of these two spectrums

was taken and stored to the user correction filter as the

cable fixture's frequency response. This is shown on the

bottom trace in Fig. 10 out to a frequency of 8 GHz. A test

pulse of of 800 ps was then used. The upper raw trace shows

the pulse distortion caused by the cable fixture. After user

corrections were turned on, the corrected trace was gener-

ated, which lies almost directly on the ideal trace. The ideal

trace was established by measuring the pulse directly out of

the pulse generator before it was connected to the cable

fixture. The time-domain traces are showing a half cycle of a

200-MHz pulse train.

There are some Iimitations on the ability of the microwave

transition analyzer to apply RF filtering and correction to

time-domain waveforms. First, the IF waveform must be a

valid representation of the RF waveform. If there are non-

harmonically related, spurious, or random signals present,

they will be mixed into the IF but will not appear at the cor-

rect frequencies, so incorrect filter values will be applied to

them. Second, the signal must be sampled with fine enough

equivalent time resolution to avoid aliasing any significant

harmonics or sidebands. This is just the Nyquist criterion,

which says that a signal must be sampled at a rate greater

than twice its single-sided bandwidth. This applies to both

real-time, single-shot sampling and repetitive, equivalent

time sampling. Any aliased components will appear at the

incorrect frequencies and be improperly filtered.

Third, because limited time records are captured and pro-

cessed with the FFT, totally arbitrary filter shapes cannot, in

general, be precisely accommodated. For example, a filter

shape with a 2-ps transient response would require that 2 ps

of an arbitrary input be digitized to generate even the first

output point. A desired time resolution of I ps would require

two million data samples and a digital filter with effectively

two million coefficient taps. There are two methods avail-

able to minimize this limitation. If an integer number of

cycles ofthe input are used in the FFT processing, then arbi-

trary filter shapes can be precisely handled. The circular

convolution performed by the FFT is, in this case, exactly

equivalent to the desired linear convolution. To make this

more practical to the user, a cycles mode is available in

which the time span can be set in terms of cycles of the fun-

damental instead of seconds per division. This automatically

tracks the fundamental frequency as it is changed. The micro-

wave transition analyzer oversweeps the time-domain span

up to the next largest power-of-two trace size. For example,

if a 0.5-cycle time span is specified with a trace point size of

512, then one full cycle of the waveform is digitized and a

1024-point FFT is used.

The second method of minimizing the effect of limited time

records is to make sure that the filter's transient response is

shorter than the minimum displayed time span to be used. If

the waveform used in the FFT does not contain an integer

number of signal periods, there will potentially be edge ef-

fects because of the combination of the discontinuity at the

edges of the time record and the filter's transient response'

Since the instmment oversweeps up to a factor of two, the

edge effects will not be part of the displayed waveform as

long as the filter has a transient response shorter than the

displayed time span.

5 0  p s / d  i  v
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A fourth limitation on the ability of the microwave transition
analyzer to apply RF filtering and correction is that decon-
volution cannot be performed over a wide dynamic range.
For example, ifthe test fixture has an upper frequency roll-
off or a narrowband notch of 50 dB, correcting for this would
require that the microwave transition analyzer effectively
apply 50 dB ofgain at these frequencies. This nruch gain on
the noise components creates an excessively noisy and un-
stable waveform trace. In general, 20 to 30 dB is about the
largest amount of frequency dependent anrplilic:ation that
can be used while maintaining an acceptable wavefornr with
a reasonable amount of averaging and reasonable stability in
the test fixture. When creating the transfcr function to be
used in the deconvolution, the attenuation should be rolhd
offonce the transfer function has dropped below the accept-
able limit. This also effectively low-pass lilters the signal at
frequencies above which deconvolution can no longer be
done. This is seen in the last division of the user coruection
trace shown in Fig. 10, where the frequency response is be-
ing tapered from -35 dB to +20 dB at 10 GHz. Keeping the
value of -35 dB 1.o the default 100-GHz maximum frequency
would have resulted in excessive noise because ofthe +3b
dB ofbroadband gain that this would have created.

Analytic Signal
Many of the primary applications for the microwavc transi-
tion analyzer result from its built-in capability to easily dis-
play the instantaneous magnitude and phase envelope of the
input signal. This capability is implemented by creating the
quadrature function using the Hilbert transform. This quad-
rature function is combined with the original data to forn a
complex-valued representation of the waveform called the
anal'gtic sigrutl. Just as complex-valued phasor representa-
tions simplify the analysis of linear circuits, the analytic sig-
nal simplifies the manipulation and analysis of modulated
waveforms.

Assume a signal can be mathematically expressed as

x(t) : all;"us(crr,.t + Q(t)),

where o,. is the carrier frequency and a(t) and Q(t) are the
amplitude and phase modulation functions.

Now create the cornplex lunction,

x " ( t ) :  x ( r )  - j xn , ( t ) ,

where x1i(t) is the Hilbert transform of x(t). The Hilbert
transfbrm is definecl as a convolution of the thc signal with
-llnt. The frequency-domain relationship is sintply:

Xr,,(f) : jx(f)sign(f),

where sign(f = -l for f < 0, 0 for f = 0, and I for f > 0. Thus,

X . ( 0 : X ( | ( l + s i g n ( f ) )
: 2X(f)f<rrf > 0
: X(f l forf :  0
:  0 fo r f  <  0 .

This is sinrply the positive spectrum of x(t).

If the modulation bandwidth is less than the carrier frequency
(i.e., the modulation spectrum doesn't wrap arourd dc), then

x.(t) :  a(t)e0u\ 'r+0(t))
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and a(t) ancl Q(t) can be simply calculated fronl the
magnitude ancl phase of the analytic signal xu(t):

a(t) :

and

O(t) :  -  tan-r(x,, ,( t) /x(t)) -  (or,. t) .

Another way to view the Hilbert transform is as a phase
shifter thal shifts the phase of each input frequency compo-
nent by 90 degrec's, leaving the magnitude unaffected. The
resulting signal is said to be in phase quadrature with the
original. This is sontetimes done with analog phase shifters
in radar and receiver systems. Very accurat.e, wirlebancl re-
sults beconre ntuch easier to achieve, however, with digital
signal processing, using eitherthe FFT as shown above, or
time-domain FIR filters.

The analytic signal representation is particularly useful in
the measurentent of pulsed RF signals. In these applications
it is often thc. characteristics of the magnitude or phase as a
function oftime that are ofinterest. These features ofthe
signal can be obtained by simply converting the analytic
representation to polar format and displaying the desired
quantity. Tfaces of phase as a function of time can be numer-
ically differentiated to disptay frequency as a function of time.
A linear slope corresponding to the carrier frequency can be
mathematically removed leaving a display of the carrier's
phase modulation as a function of time. As described here,
these are single-channel measurements where the carrier
phase is nreasured relative to the fixed-frequency sarnpling
pulse. Measuring the phase with respect to a CW reference
is also possible, using both input channels.

T\aro-channel operation suggests another valuable use of the
analytic representation: vector normalization of traces.
Many times it is desired to measure the ntagnitude and
phase response of a particular device under a timc-varying
stimulus, such as pulsed RF. In this case, a two-channel mea-
surenrent is needed in which the tinre response at the output
oI'the device is divided (in vector fashion) by the response
at the input. A-lso, to support the nteasurements typically
fbund in conventional network analyzer systelns, a complex
(vector) representation of trace data is mandatory.

Since the Hilberl transfomt is a filtering process, it. has the
sanre limitations and cor-rstmints as previously discussed for
RF liltering. In addition, it hns the constraint that the signal
must correspond to the basic modcl of a single carrier fre-
quency with modulation sidebands. F'or exarnple, baseband
signals with a fundarnent,al and many hartronics do not
meet this criterion, and the analy.tic operator h:rs little, if
any, useful meaning. The user can disable the analytic opera-
tor in this ntode to achieve some increased perfonrrance
speed. The Hilbert transform perfornts best it the carrier is
located in the center of the IF bandwidth. This provides the
maximum amount of double-sided modulation bandwidth,
and keeps the carrier the milxinrum distance from dc or the
Nyquist frequency where inaccuracies in the Hilber-t. trans-
form are the greatest. The internal implementation of the
Hilbeft transfon'n generally uses the positive-sidc FFT tech-
nique, with sonre additional enhancenrents using windowing
and unwindowing operations to ruinimize the tiine record
edge discontinuities.

(x(t)2 x r,,(t) ')



Sampling at Slower Rates

As mentioned earlier, the sampling rate synthesizer operates

between 10 and 20 MHz. Normally, the sampling rate must

be set very close to the input signal's fundamental frequency

or pulse repetition frequency or a subharmonic thereof. This

means that signal frequencies less than 10 MHz cannot be

acquired in the normal manner. If the hardware sampling

rate is set to a multiple of the desired rate, then simply keep-

ing one out of every N points would result in the desired

sampling rate. Unfortunately, complications arise for trigger-

ing and providing IF correction. Because more than one

sample is taken during each period of the input signal, the IF

signal presented to the ADC is not an accurate replica of the

input signal, with or without IF correction. For this reason,

triggering on the IF signal is no longer adequate for proper

operation. What is required is a digital triggering operation

using only the samples corresponding to the final (decimated)

sampling rate. To correct the IF response and ensrtre that

the retained sample is an accurate measure of the inpttt sig-

nal voltage, the influence of the samples leading up to the

desired one needs to be removed. This can only be achieved

by processing the original samples obtained at the hardware

sampling rate and correcting the desired sample before

discarding the remaining N-l samples.

Many samples may have to be processed before a software

trigger is detected. Consequently, the processing involved in

applying IF corrections to the retained samples needs to be

done in real time, that is, the correction process needs to

operate in parallel with the data collection at a rate that is

sustainable over an indefinite period. This is accomplished

by designing the ADC memory to be a dual-ported circular

buffer so that one segment of memory can be worked on

while another is being written to by the ADC. As samples

are collected at the 10-to-20-MHz rate in another part of

memory a finite impulse response (FIR) IF correction filter

of up to 64 taps is applied to the block of samples just col-

lected and a single corrected output sample is produced.

The digital signal processor is able to produce corrected

samples at a maximum rate of about 10 kHz. This then

becomes the maximum sampling rate in the new mode of

operation. The minimum sampling rate is 1 Hz.

Input signals with a fundamental repetition freqtlency less

than 10 kIIz are sampled once per cycle. The sample rate

synthesizer is set somewhere between 10 and 20 MHz, N is

determined, and I of N hardware samples are corrected and

retained. The process is the same for input repetition fre-
quencies between l0 kHz and l0 MHz except that multiple

input periods occur between each retained sample, keeping

the output rate less than 10 kHz.

Conclusion

By combining and enhancing the basic analog and digital

hardware blocks with the flexibility of digital signal process-

ing, the HP 70820A microwave transition analyzer team was

able to implement a fundamentally simple microwave data

acquisition instrument that is capable of making a wide vari-

ety of time-domain and frequency-domain measurements on

microwave signals and components. Not only does this pro-

vide new versatility previously unavailable in a single instru-

ment on both CW and complex time-varying signals, but it

also provides new functionaliff to the microwave designer-

for example, in looking at extremely fast transitions on
periodically pulsed signals.
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A Visual Engineering Environment for
Test Software Development
Software development for computer-automated testing is dramatically
eased by HPVEE, which allows a problem to be expressed on the
computer using the conceptual  model most common to the technicar user:
the block diagram.

by Douglas C. Beethe and William L. Hunt

For many years, the cost of developing computer-automated
testing software has grown while the cost of the computer
and instrumentation equipment required to run tests has
dropped significantly. Today, in many test systems, the hard-
ware costs represent less than 25o/o of the total cost of the
system and software costs consume the other 75%. HP VEE
was designed to dramatically reduce test software develop-
ment costs by allowing the test to be expressed on the com-
puter using the conceptual model most common to the tech-
nical user: the block diagram. This article will provide a
general overview of the development of HP VEE, its feature
set, and how it applies the concept of the executable block
diagram. Further details of the architecture of HP VEE can
be found in the articles on pages 78 and 84.

There was a time when business and finance people dreaded
using a computer because it meant an extended question-
and-answer session with a primitive mainframe application
being displayed on a dumb terminal. Even after the first per-
sonal computers were introduced, very little changed, since
the existing applications were simply rewritten to run on
them. When the electronic spreadsheet was developed, busi-
ness users could finally interact with the computer on their
own terms, expressing problems in the ledger language they
understood.

The technical community was left out of this story, not be-
cause the personal computer was incapable of meeting
many of their needs, but because their problems could sel-
dom be expressed well in the rows and columns of a ledger.
Their only options, therefore, were to continue to work with
the question-and-answer style applications of the past, or to
write special-purpose programs in a traditional programming
Ianguage such as Pascal, C, or BASIC.

Technical people often find it difficult to discuss technical
issues without drawing block diagrams on white boards,
notebooks, lunch napkins, or anything else at hand. This
begins at the university where they are taught to model vari-
ous phenomena by expressing the basic problem in the form
of a block diagram. These block diagrams usually consist of
objects or processes that interact with other objects or pro-
cesses in a predictable manner. Sometimes the nature of the
interactions is well-lmown and many times these interactions
must be determined experimentally, but in nearly all cases
the common language of expression is the block diagram.

Unfortunately, the task of translating the block diagram on
the lunch napkin into some unintelligible computer language
is so difficult that most technical people simply cannot ex-
tract real value from a computer. Staying up on the leaming

Fig. 1. A simple HF'VFJE progranr

to dra\4 'a c i rc lc.
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curye of their own problem domain is a sufficient challengc

that embracing a whole new learning curve (programming)
just to translate problems for the computer's benefit hardly

seems worth the effort. While it is true that many wonderful

solutions to certain kinds ofproblems have been gencrated

over the years, most of the potential usefulness of comput-

ers has ne-ver been realized. In many cases, a good calcula-

tor is still the best bet becartse il makes a manual solution

relatively easy to compute.

What is HP VEE?

HP VEE, Hewlett-Packard's visual engineering environment,

is a software tool that allows users to create solutions by

Iinking visual objects (icons) into block diagrams, rather

than by using traditional textual programming statements.

HP VEE provides objects for data collection, analysis, and
presentation, in addition to objects and features for data

storage, flow, modularity, debugging, documenting, and

creating graphical user interfaces. The objects work to-
gether in the form ofan interconnected network or block

diagram constructed by the user to represent the problem at

hand. The user selects the necessary objects from the menu,

Iinks them in the manner that represents how data flows

from one object to another, and then executes the resulting

block diagram. No translation to some other language. No

ot her i ntermediate step.

To understand HP VEE better, consider a simple graphical

program to draw a circle. By connecting a loop box, two

math boxes (sin and cos), and a graph, this simple program

can be built in less than one minute (Fig. 1). Although this is

not a difficult task using a traditional language that has sup-
port for graphics, it is still likely that it will be quicker to

dcvelop i l  using HP VEE.

HP VEE eases the complexity of data typing by providing

objects that can generate and interpret a variety of data

types in a number of shapes. For example, the virtual func-

tion generator object generates a waveform data type, which

is just an aruay of real numbers plus the time-base informa-

tion. It can be displayed on a graph simply by connecting its

output to the graph object. If its output is connected to a

special graph object called a MagSpec (magnitude spectrum)
graph, an automatic FFT (fast Fourier transform) is per-

formed on the waveform (Fig. 2). By connecting a noise gen-

erator through an add box, random noise can be injected into

this virtual signal (Fig. 3). If we had preferred to add a dc

offset to this virtual signal, we could have used a constant

box instead of the noise generator.

User panels allow HP VEE programs to be built with ad-

vanced graphical user interfaces. They also allow the imple-

mentation details to be hidden from the end user. To com-
plete our waveform application, we can add the slider and

the graph to the user panel (Fig. 4). We can adjust the pre-

sentation of this panel by stretching or moving the panel

elements as required for our application.

Fig. 2. A waveform displayed in

l ho  t i r ne  a r r ( l  f r equency  doma ins
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This is just a trivial overview of the basic concept behind
HP VEE. Other major features not covered include objects
for sending data to and from files, data translation and con-
version, advanced math capabilities, and data display func-
tions. HP VEE actually consists of two products. HP VEE-
Engine is for the analysis and presentation of data gathered
from files or progriuns or generated mathematically. HP
VEE-Test is a superset of HP VEE-Engine and adds objects
and capabilities for device VO and instmment conl,rol.

Development Philosophy
The team's goal for HP VEE was a new programming para-
digm targeted not only at the casual user, but also at the
advanced user solving very complex problems. One simple
approach would have been to assign an icon to each state-
ment in a traditional language and present it to the user in a
graphical environment. The user would simply create icons
(statements) and connect them in a stntcture similar to a
flowchart. However, such a system would be harder lo use
than a traditional language, since the graphical program
would require more display space than the older textual
representation and would be more difficult to creatc,
maintain, and modify. This would actually have been a stcp
backward.

We decided that a genuine breakthrough in productivity
could only be achieved if we moved to a higher level of ab-
straction I.o more closely model the user's problem. We
therefore chose to allow users to express their problems as
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Fig. 3. Noise atlricrl to I rvlrve,
lbrm in the t inre i r r r r l  f i r , t l r rcrcr
dornains.

executable block diagrams in which each block contains the
functionality of many traditional program statements. Many
elements in HP VEE provide functionality that would require
entire routines or libraries if the equivalent functionalitv
were implemented using a traditional language. When rrsers
can work with larger building blocks, they are freed from
worrying about small programming details.

Consider the task of writing data to a file. Most currenl l)ro-
gramming languages require separate statements for opening
the file, writing the data, and closing the file. Il would have
been relatively easy to create a file open ob.iect, a lile write
object, and a file close object in HP VEE. Such an approach
would have required at least three objects and their asso<'i-
ated connections for even the simplest operation. Instead,
we created a single object that handles the opcn and close
steps automatically, and also allows all of the inlerntediatc
data operations to be handled in the same box. This single
To File box supports the block diagram metaphor because the
user's original block diagram would not include open and
close steps (unless this user is also a computer programnter),
it would only have a box labeled "Append this nreasurcmt'nt
to the data fi1e." The open and close steps are programnring
details that are required by traditional programming languages
but are not part of the original problem.

Or, consider the task of evaluating mathematical exprcs-
sions. In some common dataflow solutions, a simple opt'ra-
tion such as 2xA+3 would require four objects and their



associated connections (two constants, one add operation,

and one multiply operation). Using HP \rEE's formula box

requires only the single expression object to solve this prob-

lem. The point of a block diagram is to show an overview of

how a complex system operates without regard to imple-

mentation details. Had HP \rEE been implemented without a

higher level ofabstraction, the resulting graphical program

would have had so many boxes and lines that it would havr:

resembled amaze rather than a block diagram.

Development Process

We followed a fairly informal development lifecycle for HP

VEE. It was based on the spiral lifecycle,I which divides the

development phase into a series of design/build,/test cycles

with a risk assessment before each. This worked very well

for us for several reasons. Probably the most important fac-

tor was that the team was small and highly motivated. This

made rigorous checkpoints and detailed design documents

unnecessary since all of the team members worked very

closely together toward the same goals. Another important

factor was the use of an object-oriented design approach

coupled with very careful design practices. This allowed us

to design classes according to their interactions with the

rest of the system without spending a great deal of time im-
plementing the internals of the classes. This is important in

a spiral lifecycle because during each cycle, an entire class

or set of classes may need to be reimplemented. Without an

object-oriented approach, this would require an excessive

amount of time rewriting other seemingly unrelated parts of

the system. Another successful development decision was

the early incorporation of a full-time software testing team

to help us with the test phases of the lifecycle.

Fig. 4. User panel for wavelbrm
plus noise application.

The Search for Primitives

The initial functionality was specified by the team based on

our experience as frustrated users of third-generation lan-
guages (3GLs) such as Pascal, C, and BASIC. Certain tasks

appeared over and over on the "I wish there were some

other way to do this ..." list. Experience had already shown

that because of limited flexibiliS', the usual subroutine library

approach did not offer the type of productivity increase being

sought. However, with our executable block diagram meta-

phor, we felt that many of these tasks could be implemented

as primitives in HP VEE while still providing the necessary

flexibility.

Foremost among these tasks were data management, engi-

neering graphics, instmment control, and integration of mul-

tiple applications. In each case we were convinced that a

higher level of abstraction could be developed that would be

flexible yet simple enough to require only minor configura-

tion specification from the user in most situations.

Data Management

To tame the basic data management problem we developed

the container architecture. Containers hold data, either ar-

rays or scalars, of a wide variety of data types, and provide a

rich set of mathematical intrinsics to operate on that data.

Many operations such as tlpe conversion and array process-

ing, formerly left to the use! are incorporated into these

object abstractions in a fashion that makes them relatively

transparent.

Another aspect of data management involves interfacing

with the file system because so much effort must be ex-
pended on it when using 3GLs. We developed objects that

offer the powerful inpuVoutput capabilities of many 3GLs,
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Object-Oriented Programming in a Large System

The biggest problem with a large software development effort is that there is lust
t00 much complexity for the human mind to manage. The obvious s0lut ion is to
add more people to the project s0 that the members are not asked t0 manage
more than their individual abi l i t ies permit.  Unfortunately, the law of diminishing
returns applies, since each addit ional team member adds a very large communica-
t i0n and training load on the rest of the team. In addit i0n, there are increased
opportunit ies for disagreement and confl ict.

In some ways, development of large software systems is l ike one person tryi fg t0
dig a canal using only a shovel. Yes, i t  is possible, but probably not in that person s
l i fet ime. l f  more people are assigned to the task, i t  can be done more quickly, but
only at an enormous cost. However, i f  equipped with the r ight t00ls {backhoes,
eartn movers, etc.),  one person can accomplish so much that only a smail  number
of people are required to complete the project within a reasonable amount of time.

This is exactly the idea behind object-oriented programming. By reducing the amount
0f complexity that one software developer must manage, that one person can be
responsible for a much larger p0rt i0n 0f the system. The result is that much higher
productivi ty is attainable since smaller teams can be used, thereby avoiding the
effects 0f the Jaw of diminishing returns. Features of object-oriented programming
such as encapsulat i0n and inheritance al low one pers0n t0 maintain a much larger
p0rt i0n 0f a large system than would be possible with a tradit ional approach.

Encapsulat ion is probably the strongest reason t0 use an object,oriented approach
for a large system. Oblect-oriented systems encapsulate functional i ty by combin
rng data and associated routines into one package (the class) and then disal lowing
access t0 the data except through one of the routines. When this is done, code
0utside 0f the class is less l ikely to have dependencies 0n the structure 0r mean-
ing of the data in the class since i ts 0nly access t0 the data is through the access
r0utines rather than direct ly to the data. This al lows a class t0 define the exter-
nal ly visible interface separately from the internal implementation. Because of this
basic structure, a class or even an entire hierarchy of classes can be c0mpletelV
rewritten without affecting other parts of the system as long as the externally
visible interface remains constant.

Inheritance is another reason t0 use an object-oriented approach in a large system.
Inheritance al lows a new class to be writ ten simply by specifying addit ions or

but present them to the user by means of an interactive dia-
log box to eliminate the need to remember syntax. Each of
these dialog boxes represents a single transaction with the
file such as read, write, or rewind, and as many transactions
as necessary can be put into a single file VO object.

Engineering Graphics
For engineering graphics, the task of finding a higher level
of abstraction was relatively easy. Unlike data management,
engineering graphics is a fundamentally visual operation and
as such it is clear that a single element in a block diagram
can be used to encapsulate an entire graphical display.
Therefore, we just developed the basic framework for each
type of graph, and we present these to the user as graph
displays that require only minor interactive configuration. In
this area we had a rich set of examples to draw from because
ofthe wide variety ofhighly developed graphs available on
HP instruments. In some cases, we were even able to reuse
the graphics display code from these instruments.

Instrument Control
Instrument control is a collection of several problems:
knowing the commands required to execute specific opcra-
tions, keeping track of the state of thc instrument, and (like
file VO) remembering the elaborate syntax required by 3GLs
to format and parse the data sent over the bus. We developed

changes to an exist ing class. This means that just a few l ines of added code can
provide a signif icant increase in functional i ty. The other benefi t  of inheritance is
that code reuse of internal r0utines is increased substantial ly. For example, there
is only one single-l ine text editor in HP VEE, which is used for al l  single-l ine text
entry t ields However, since i t  is easy to add to the behavior of the editor class
through inheritance, the numeric f ields that al low constant expressions as numeric
Input are lust a very smali  incremental effort over the original l ine editor They
simply add t0 the "accept" mechanism at the end oi an edit ing session and pass
the typed str ing to the parser for evaluation as an expression before attempting to
record the nurneric result.

However, features such as encapsulatton and inheritance do not automatical ly
result in a system that is easier to maintain and build. Very careful design practices
must be fol lowed and the team members rnust be motivated to do high-quali ty
work. Probably the most important design practice rs careful partrt i0ning of the
system s0 that complexitV rn one area is not visible in an unrelated area.

An object-oriented approach coupled with careful design practices wil l  often
cause the software development effOrt t0 seem harder than with a more tradi-
t i0nal approach. For example, in a tradit ional approach, i f  a variable in one module
needs t0 be accessed in another module, it is easy t0 declare that reference directly
t0 the compiier. ln an 0biect-oriented approach, i t  is cornm0n for these variables to
exist only as instance variables, which are not al located unti l  the owning class
has been instantiated. This means that the c0mpiler cannot reference a value
direct ly because i t  doesn't  exist unti l  run t irne. Therefore, a more complete solu-
t i0n must be devised t0 f ind the required value. This usually means that a mes-
sage asking for the value must be sent to the object that knows the answer with
out ever direct ly accessing the variable. This sounds harder, and i t  is, but in the
long run the resultrng code is much more maintainable and extendabie.

Wi l l iam L .  Hunt
Development Engineer
VXI Systems Division

two abstractions to solve these problems: instrument drivers
and direct VO.

Instrument drivers have all of the command sSmtax for an
instrument embedded behind an interactive, onscreen panel.
This panel and the driver behind it are developed using a
special driver language used by other HP products in addi-
tion to HP VEE. With these panels the task of controlling the
instrument is reduced to interacting with the onscreen panel
in much the same fashion as one interacts with the instru-
ment front panel. This is especially useful for modem card-
cage instruments that have no front panel at all. Currently
HP provides drivers for more than 200 HP instruments, as
well as special applications that can be used to develop
panels and drivers for other instruments.

In some situations instrument drivers are not flexible
enough or fast enough, or they are simply not available for
the required instruments. For these situations, we developed
direct VO. Direct VO uses transactions similar to the file VO
objects with added capabilities for supporting instrument
interface features such as sending HP-IB commands. Direct
VO provides the most flexible wav to communicate with
instrun-rents becausc it gives thc user control over all of the
commands and data being sent across the bus. Ilowever,
unlike instrument drivers, the user is also required to know
the specific commands required to control the instrument.
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To simplify the process of reconflguring an instmment for a

different measurement, direct VO also suppofts the upload-

ing and downloading of learn strings from and to the instru-

ment. A learn string is the binary image of the current state

of an instrument. It can be used to simplify the process of

setting up an instrument for a measurement. A typical use of

this feature is to configure an instmment for a specific mea-

surement using its front panel and then simply upload that

state into HP VEE, where it will be automatically down-

loaded before making the measurements. Thus, the user is

saved from having to learn all of the commands required to

initially configure the instrument from a base or reset state

before making the measurement. In most cases the user is

already familiar with the instrument's front panel.

Multiple Applications

Multiple application integration turned out to be one of the

easiest tasks in HP \aEE, since the inherent parallelism of

multiprocess operations can be expressed directly in a

block diagram. Each element of a block diagram must

execute only after the elements that provide data for its in-
puts. However, two elements that do not depend on each

other can execute in any order or in parallel. This feature,

along with the powerful formatting capabilities provided for

interprocess communication, allows the integration and

coordination ofvery disparate applications regardless of

whether they exist as several processes on one system or as
processes distributed across multiple systems. The only

object abstractions required to support these activities are

those that act as communication ports to other processes. A
pair of objects is available that supports communication
with local processes (both child and peer) using formatting

capabilities similar to those used by file and instrument VO.

Finally, we needed to develop objects that would encapsu-

late several other objects to form some larger user-defined

abstraction. This abstraction is available using the user ob-
ject, which can be used to encapsulate an HP VEE block

diagram as a unit. It can have user-defined input and output
pins and a user panel, and from the outside it appears to be
just like any other primitive object.

Refrning the Design

While still in the early cycles of our spiral lifecycle, we

sought a Iimited number of industry partners. This enabled

us to incorporate design feedback from ta"rget users attempt-

ing real problems well before encountering design freezes.

Although there were fears that such attempts would slow

our development effort because of the additional support

time required, we felt that the payback in design refinement

for both user interface elements and functional elements

was substantial.

One example of such a refinement in the user interface is

the automatic line routing feature. Before line routing was

added, our early users would often spend half of their time

adjusting and rea{usting the layouts of their programs.

When asked why they spent so much time doing this, they
generally were not certain, but felt compelled to do it any-

way. We were very concerned about the amount of time

being spent because it reduced the potential amount of

productivity that could be gained by using HP VEE. Thus

we added automatic line routing and a snap grid for easier

object alignment so that users would spend less time trying

to make their programs look perfect.

An example of a refinement in the functional aspects of the
product is the comparator object. Several early users en-

countered the need to compare some acquired or sSmthe-

sized waveform against an arbitrary limit or envelope. This

task would not have been so difficult except that the bound-

ary values (envelope) rarely contained the same number of
points as the test value. Before the comparator was devel-

oped, this task required many different objects to perform

the interpolation and comparison operations on the wave-

forms. The comparator was developed to perform all of

these operations and generate a simple pass or fail output.

In addition, it optionally generates a list ofthe coordinates

of failed points from the test waveform, since many users

want to document or display such failures.

Conclusion

Early prototypes of HP VEE were used for a wide variety of

technical problems from the control of manufacturing pro-

cesses to the testing of widely distributed telecommunica-

tions networks. Many began exploring it to orchestrate the

interaction of other applications, especially where network

interconnections were involved.

Current experience suggests that the block diagram form of
problem expression and its companion solution by means of

dataflow models has wide applicability to problems in many

domains: science, engineering, manufacturing, telecommu-
nications, business, education, and many others. Many
problems that are difficult to translate to the inline text of

third-generation languages such as Pascal or C are easily

expressed as block diagrams. Potential users who are ex-
perts in their own problem domain, but who have avoided

computers in the past, may now be able to extract real value

from computers simply because they can express their prob-

lems in the more natural Ianguage of the block diagram. In

addition, large-scale problems that require the expeft user to

orchestrate many different but related applications involv-

ing multiple processes and/or systems can now be handled

almost as easily as the simpler problems involving a few

variables in a single process.
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Developing an Advanced User
Interface for HP VEE
Simplicity and flexibil i ty were the primary attributes that guided the user
interface development. Test programs generated with HP VEE can have
the same advanced user interface as HP VEE itself.

by William L. Hunt

HP VEE, Hewlett-Packard's visual engineering environment,
was developed as a programming tool for nonprogrammers.
In the past, computer users were required to move into the
computer's domain. Our goal for HP VEE was to bring the
computer into the user's domain. This meant developing a
system that operates in the way that our target users er?ect.

To accomplish this goal, ease of use was of critical impor-
tance. However, because most target users ofHP VEE are
highly educated technical professionals, simple-minded ap-
proaches to user interface design were not appropriate. For
this audience, the system must be powerful and flexible, but
must not become an obstacle because of overprotection.

With these constraints in mind, we decided that the primary
attributes of HP VEE should be simplicity and flexibility.
Learnability was also considered to be important, but we
felt that no one would bother to learn the system unless it
were a truly useful and powerful tool. Therefore, we felt that
we could compromise some learnability in situations where
a great deal of the power of the system would be lost if
Ieamability were our primary goal. Our overall approach,
therefore, was to design a system that is as natural to learn
and use as possible and powerful enough that our customers
would be excited about leaming how to use it.

Development Guidelines
In general, simplicity is very important in a user interface
because it frees the user from having to worry about unnec-
essary details or rules. The underlying goal of a good user
interface is to increase the communication bandwidth be-
tween the computer and the user. However, this does not
mean that there should be a myriad of displays and indica-
tors. In fact, quite the opposite is tme. The more things there
are for the user to comprehend, the greater the chance that
something will be missed. The goal, therefore, should be to
reduce the amount of data that the user must be aware of
and present the essential data in the simplest and most com-
pact way possible. Similarly, any piece of data presented to
the user should always be presented in a consistent way be-
cause this is lcrown to increase comprehension dramatically.

An example of a simple way to present information to the
user is the 3D look used in the OSF,Motif graphical user
interface and more recently in other systems such as Micro-
soft@ Windows. When used properly, the 3D borders can be
used to communicate information about the state of individ-
ual fields without consuming any additional display space.
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Fig. 1 shows how HP VEE uses the 3D look to identify how
fields will respond to user input. Fields that are editable are
displayed as recessed or concave. Buttons and other fields
that respond to mouse clicks are shown as convex. Fields
that are only used as displays and do not respond to input
are shown as flat. These states are very simple to compre-
hend because the three states are unique in the way that
they look and operate. Without realizing it, users will natu-
rally learn how to identify which fields are editable, which
fields can be activated, and which fields will not respond to
input. This 3D display technique allows these states to be
displayed without any additional display area.

Fundamentally, HP VEE was designed around the concept
of direct manipulation. This means that wherever possible, a
setting can be changed by operating directly on the display
of that setting. This results in a significant simplification for
the user since special operations or commands are not gen-
erally required to make changes to settings. For example,
the scale of a strip chart is shown near the edges of the
graph display (Fig. 2). Ifthe user wants to change the graph
scaling, the limit fields themselves can be edited. It is not
necessary to make a menu choice to bring up a pop-up dia-
log box for editing the scale. In many other systems, making
any change requires a menu pick. This effectively reduces a
system to a commandline interface that happens to use a
mouse and menus instead ofthe keyboard. Such a system is
no easier to use than the command Iine interface svstems of
the past.

Flexibility is more important for an easy-to-use system than
for more traditional systems because there is a perception
that power and ease of use cannot be combined in the same
system. In the past, powerful systems have generally been

Fig. l. A viov containing a noncclitable fiekl, two buttons, and some
eclilable fields.



Fig. 2. Direct manipulation is useful for settings such as graph

limits.

hard to use, and easy-to-use systems have generally not

been very flexible or powedul. To overcome this perception,

therefore, an easy-to-use system must be very powerful so

that potential customers'fears can be overcome. When de-

signing HP VEE, we were very careful to avoid limiting flexi-

bility wherever possible. It often seemed as if we were faced

with a choice between ease of use and flexibility. However,

with careful consideration of the alternatives, we usually

found that the more flexible approach could be implemented

with an easy-to-use interface.

Flexible and powerful systems are naturally very complex

because there are so many features and capabilities to re-

member. In these systems, it is extremely important that each

area of the system operate in a way that is consistent with

the rest ofthe system because even the most advanced users

are rarely familiar with all aspects of the system. Users must

be able to rely on their experience with other parts of the

system to help guide them through the unfamiliar areas.

For this reason, consistency was an impoftant guideline

throughout the development of HP VEE.

High performance for interactive operations is critical be-

cause users will become frustrated using a product that is

too slow. Very few users will be happy if they must wait an

inordinate amount of time before a particular operation is

complete. The allowable time for the system to complete a

task depends on the nature of the task and what the user is

likely to be doing at the time. For example, a key press

should be echoed back to the user within about 100 ms or

so. If it takes longer, the user may press the key again think-

ing that the system didn't get the first one. A pop-up dialog

box or menu should appear within about 500 ms. Other

tasks such as loading a file can take many seconds before

the user will become annoyed because of sluggish perfor-

mance. We created a list of about ten different interactive

operations for which we felt that performance was an im-
portant goal. On all supported platforms, many of the opera-

tions in this list such as the pop-up menus and dialog boxes

are completed within the required time. Unfortunately, there

are still a few operations that are completed within the spe-

cified time limits only on the very fast HP 9000 Series 700

workstations. On the other hand, we have received very few

complaints about interactive performance, so our time limits

may have been overly stringent.

In some situations, such as saving a file to the disk, perfor-

mance simply cannot be guaranteed. In these cases, continu-

ous feedback indicating progress being made is important.

Otherwise, it isn't easy to tell whether something is happen-

ing or not. In HP VEE, all user-invoked operations that could

take more than about 200 ms will result in a change to the

mouse cursor. Some ofthese cursors represent specific ac-

tivities such as reading from or writing to the disk. For other

situations, a general hourglass cursor is used. Any action

that is expected to take longer than one or two seconds is

also accompanied by a pop-up message box that indicates

that the operation is in progress.

Reducing the total number of mouse clicks, menu choices,

and various other adjustments required of the user was a

m4jor challenge. Each adjustment required of the user, no

matter how easy, will reduce the user's overall effectiveness.

For this reason, HP VEE is designed to do as much as pos-

sible with default settings while allowing adjustments if

more control is desired. Other systems often require that the

user fill out a form each time a new object is selected from

the menu. In most cases, HP \rEE will insert default values

for all settings and then allow the user to change them later

if it becomes necessa.ry.

System messages for errors and other reasons are an espe-

cially important source of difficulff or fmstration for users.

Most soflware developers seem to take the attitude of a hos-

tile enemy when presenting the user with an error message.

However, errors are seldom true user mistakes, but instead

are usually triggered by failings in the system either because

it misled the user or because it did not adequately protect

the user from making the mistake in the first place. In many

cases in HP VEE, we were able to avoid generating errors

simply by restricting available choices to those that would

not result in an error. For example, if a certain combination

of selections will cause an error, we show them as mutually

exclusive choices. In cases where such restrictions could

not be used to avoid the potential for an error, we worked to

simplify the interface so that users would be less likely to

make mistakes in the first place. In cases where errors were

unavoidable, we kept the attitude that error messages shottld

help the user complete a task. We tried to remember that

the user generally has a valid reason for performing the

operation that resulted in an error.

TWo kinds of messages that are common in many systems

are not present in HP VEE. The first is the message "Please

wait." It is irritating to users because they don't want to wait

and they are being instructed to do so. The message is also

unnecessary since more descriptive messages can be used

instead. Messages such as "Reading from file program2" are

much more informative and are not nearly so annoying. The

other common message is a confirmation box that asks "Are

you sure?" This is also very annoying because the user sel-

dom initiates any operation without being pretty sure about

wanting to perform that operation. There are really two rea-

sons for asking "Are you sure?" One is to caution the user

about data loss and the other is to protect against accidental

requests.

In HP VEE, we solve the first situation by asking a question

such as "Save changes before clearing workspace?" This has

the same result as "Are you sure?", but does not sound as if

the user's choice (or sanity) is being questioned.

In the second situation, accidental requests are better solved

by making the input mechanisms easier to operate without

error or by making corrections easy to perform. For example,
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instead of asking "Are you sure?" to find out if the user really
wants to delete an object, HP VEE puts the deleted object
into the cut buffer so that if the user decides that a mistake
was made, the paste operation can be used to restore the
deleted object.

Attention to detail is very important to a user. Most systems
available today lack the small details that make a system
more convenient and easier to use. In HP VEE, we have at-
tempted to pay attention to as many of these small details as
possible. For example, when connecting a line to a box, an
outline is displayed around the pin that would be connected
if the line were released at that point. Another example of a
very small detail is that HP VEE allows objects to be resized
as they are being placed on the workspace for the first time.
These seemingly minor details help reduce the amount of
frustration that users often feel.

Program Visualization Features
In a traditional programming environment, the programmer
must spend a large fraction of the development time think-
ing about details of the programming process including the
language slmtax, debuggers, and so on. Since HP VEE allows
the user to think almost exclusively in terms of the problem
domain, most of the development time and effort is spent on
solving the problem instead of the programming details.
This is the primary source of the productivity gains that
manyusers ofHPVEE have experienced. However, even
though HP VEE allows programs to be expressed directly in
terms of the problem, not all user-written programs will run
correctly the first time. Although the so-called accidental
complexitiesl of program development such as language
syntax and semantics have been reduced or even eliminated,
the fundamental complexities of the problem itself still re-
main. Therefore, once an HP VEE program is developed, it is
Iikely that some aspect of it will not quite work as expected.
For this reason, we developed several tools that can be used
to visualize the execution of a program to help identify the
source of any problems.

Show Execution Flow animates the execution of the program by
outlining each object as it begins to execute and then eras-
ing that outline when execution is complete. Besides helping
to visualize how the progrzrm executes, this is useful when
trying to understand performance issues, since an object in
the program that consumes a lot of time will be highlighted
for more time than other objects. HP \.EE also has a timer
object, which allows a more objective way to measure
performance.

Show Data Flow animates the movement of data as it travels
between objects in the program by displaying an icon mov-
ing rapidly along each line as data flows across it. This helps
the user visualize the relationships between the data and the
execution of the objects of a dataflow program. Both Show
Execution Flow and Show Data Flow slow the execution of HP
VEE programs so much that they are designed to be turned
on and off separately.

All data in HP VEE has additional information such as size
and shape associated with it. This information is maintained
so that one operation can work with a variety of different
data types and shapes. For example, math functions such as
sin( ) can operate on either an individual number or an array
of numbers with any number of elements. This is possible
because the size and number of dimensions are packaged
with the data. Other information such as the name of the
data and mappings (the implied domain of the data) can also
be associated with the data. The line probe feature allows
the user to examine the data and this associated information
at any time.

The execution of a program can be halted when execution
reaches a particular object simply by setting that object's
breakpoint flag. Breakpoints can be set on any number of
objects at any time. When execution reaches an object with
its breakpoint flag set, the program will pause and an arrow
pointing to that object will appear. At that point the step
button can be used to single-step the program one object at
a time or the line probe can be used to examine data.

If an error occurs during execution of the program and no
error recovery mechanism has been attached, a message
will be displayed and an outline will highlight the source of
the error visually. This allows the user to locate the source
of the error more quickly.

User Interface for HP VEE Programs
Since a user of HP VEE should be able to generate programs
with the same advanced user interface as HP VEE itself,
several important capabilities have been incorporated into
HP VEE to make the task of building impressive-looking
programs simple.

I'or example, data can be entered using a variety of data
entry objects. The simplest of these is a text field that accepts
a single line of textual data. Numeric fields of various types
such as integer, real, complex, or polar complex accept the
appropriate numeric data. In addition, these numeric fields
can accept constant expressions such as "SQRT(45)" or
system-defined constants such as "PI." When typed, these
constant expressions are immediately evaluated and the
result is converted to the expected type by the input field.
Since all editable fields in HP \tsE share the same editing
code internally, any numeric field in the system that r.equires
a numeric entry can also accept a constant expression.

There are other more advanced mechanisms for entering
data or specifying selections to an HP VEE program. Integer
or real numeric input can be generated within a predefined
range by using the mouse to drag the handle of a slider ob-
ject. Selections from a list ofacceptable values can be made
using an enumerated list box, which can be displayed as
radio buttons, as a single button that cycles through the list
ofvalues, or as a button that accesses a pop-up list box of
choices. An HP VEE program can be designed to pause until
the user is ready to continue by using the Confirm button.
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Data can be displayed in a variety of ways. In addition to

textual displays, real or integer numbers can be displayed

on a meter object, which can show visually where a number

falls within a range. Graphical displays such as XY graphs

and polar plots show two-dimensional plots of data and

can be interactively scrolled or zoomed. Stripcharts graph

a continuous scrolling history ofthe input data.

All of these input and output types would have limited value

if they could only be displayed when the rest of the HP VEE
program with all of its lines and boxes is also visible. For

this reason, HP VEE is designed with a feature called user
panels, which allows an advanced user interface to be at-

tached to a user-written HP VEE program. The user panel is

built using an approach similar to many of the available user

interface builders. Elements to be placed on the user panel

are selected from the HP VEE progr€un and added to the
panel. The user can then move and resize these elements as

appropriate for the design ofthe panel. Other layout options

such as whether a title bar appears can also be adjusted.

Since the elements on the user panel are selected from the

user's program, no extemal code is required and the finished
program is easier to build than with most user interface

builder tools.

Another important aspect of an advanced human interface is

the ability to hide data until the user has asked to examine

it. HP VEE is designed with a feature called Show 0n Execute

which allows HP VEE programs to use pop-up windows to

hide data until a user request is received. This works by

associating a user panel with a user object (similar to a sub-

routine in traditional programming languages) and enabling

the Show 0n Execute feature. When the user object begins

executing, the associated user panel is automatically dis-
played. When execution of the object is complete, the user
panel is erased. Messages such as "Writing test results to frle"

can be displayed using this mechanism simply by putting the

appropriate message on the associated user panel. Ifit is

desirable to pause the program until the user has finished

examining the displayed panel, a confirm object can be used.

Programs developed in HP VEE are highly malleable; they

can be changed and adjusted as much as desired. However,

in many situations it is desirable to protect the program

from being changed. The secure feature in HP VEE accom-
plishes this by displaying only the user panel and making it

impossible to alter the program or even look at it after the
program has been secured.
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Fig. 3. Simplified class trierarchy of HP VIIE.

Using all of these features allows users to generate complete

application programs with professional appearances without

having to work outside of the simple dataflow environment.

Internal Architecture

Fig. 3 shows a simplified class hierarchy for HP VEE show-

ing some of the key classes in the system and how they re-

late to each other in the inheritance hierarchy. The Obiect

class is at the root of this hierarchy and implements the fun-

damental protocol for all objects in the system. This includes

creating, freeing, and copying objects. The key subclasses of

0biect include View, which maintains a rectangle on the dis-
play, Container, which holds a unit of data, and Device, which

represents the inner workings of an element in an HP \rEE

block diagram.

The fundamental visible element in HP VEE is implemented

with the class called View. It maintains a single rectangular

region on the display and can be transparent or a composite

of other views. The View3d class adds a solid background

color and a 3D border to View.

Views are organized into a hierarchy tree based on the dis-
play stacking order. The root of this tree is called DispDriver.

It is always mapped to overlay the system window allocated

to HP VEE. It performs all low-level screen display opera-

tions such as drawing lines and fiIling regions. It also han-

dles the window system interface functions such as repaint

requests and dispatching ofinput events. Fig. 4 shows a

composite of views in a view hierarchy with some of the

views labeled with the name of their associated class. Fig. 5

shows the complete hierarchy tree of the views in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. A composite view with

some of the component views

labelecl.
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Subviews are views that are attached to another view called
the superview in the display hierarchy tree. Subviews are
clipped at the edges of their superview. In this way, each
level of the view hierarchy tree limits the visual boundaries
of all views below it. This view hierarchy indirectly de-
scribes the view stacking order, which ultimately controls
which views appear to be on top and which ones are hidden.

Each view maintains a description of the region on which it
is allowed to display itself. This clip region is calculated by
taking its own bounds, subtracting any region that falls out-
side the bounds of any view in its superview hierarchy, and
then subtracting any views that partially or completely
cover it or any view in its superview hierarchy.

Repainting
When repainting an area that it is maintaining, a view may
either use the clip region to limit the axeas it actually changes
on the display, or it may paint any area that it owns and then
paint every view that appears closer to the user in the view
stack. The full view stack repaint method has nothing to
calculate or check before it begins painting itself completely
and then painting anything that might be on top of it. If noth-
ing is on top of it, then the complete stack repaint is very
efficient because it is so simple. However, if there are many
other views covering the view to be repainted, the full stack
repaint will be very slow because of all of the unnecessary
repainting that must be done. The clip region repaint method
is much more efficient in this situation since only those
areas that are directly visible to the user will be repainted.
This means that no unnecessary repainting must be done.

Unfortunately, the clip region is at best an approximation
since views are allowed to display images of arbitrary com-
plexity (such as text) and be transparent in other areas. This
gives the user the illusion that views can have any shape
without incurring the performance penalties associated with
nonrectangular views. It would be very costly to calculate
these regions accurately, so only the approximation based
on the rectangular view bounds is actually calculated. This
means that repaints using the clip region method will not
correctly update regions behind transparent areas of other
views. Therefore, the clip region repaint method is used in
only a few special cases.
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Input events such as mouse clicks are dispatched to individ-
ual views in the system using a two-phase search mecha-
nism. In the first phase, working from back to front, each
view in the view stack where the event occurred asks the
views in front of it to process the event. When there are no
more views in front of the current view, the second phase
begins with an attempt to consume the event. Working from
front to back, each view in the view stack (as determined
during the first phase) is given an opportunity to consume or
ignore the event. If the view takes no special action, the
event is passed to the next view down in the view stack. If
the the view intends to consume the event, it does so by
performing an action associated with the event such as indi-
cating that a button has been pressed and then marking the
event as consumed. This process continues until the event is
consumed, or until the DispDriver class is given the event (this
class consumes all events).

Other Classes
The visible part of each object in an HP VEE program is
maintained by the DevCarrier class. DevCarrier's job is to main-
tain the visual appearance of all objects in the system by
showing the terminal pins, maintaining the various high-
lights and outlines required by HP VEE, and allowing vari-
ous editing operations on the user's program such as con-
necting lines and adjusting the sizes or positions of objects.
DevCarrier does not display any object-specific information.
That information is displayed by object-specific view
classes, which are attached to DevCarrier as subviews.

User objects are specialized objects that are built using a
subclass of DevCarrier called SubProg. SubProg maintains a
visual subprogram which acts just like a normal object when
viewed from the outside, but contains an internal dataflow
network of its own that is just Iike the main program. AII of
the dataflow networks in HP VEE are maintained by a class
called ConView (context view). It is the gray background area
behind the lines and boxes in a data"flow network.

The top-level workspace environment class-l PEditor (iconic
program editor)-is just a special case of SubProg and is
therefore built as a subclass of SubProg. It is attached as the
only subview of DispDriver and maintains the top-level editing
environment. It is the same as SubProg, except that it must
maintain the menu bar, run/stop buttons, and other features
specific to the top level.

The context view class (ConView) maintains a list of all ob-
jects in the context and the lines connecting them. When the
context view is asked to repaint itself, it first paints its back-
ground color (gray, by default), and then paints all lines in
the line list. Then each HP VEE object in the context is
painted according to the stacking order. Ifan HP VEE object
falls partially or completely outside the context view's
bounds, then according to the clipping rules, that view will
be only partially painted or not painted at all.

The clipping and repaint algorithms allow an HP VEE pro-
gram to be visually much larger than the screen space al-
lotted to it. By adding navigation controls such as the back-
ground scroll capability, a very large datallow network can
be supported even on a comparatively small screen.



Model-View Architecture

HP VEE is organized around a model-view architecture. This

is similar to the model-view-controller architecture used in

other object-oriented systems except that we chose to

merge the functionality of the controller into the view. The

fundamental assumption in the model-view architecture is

that the internal data and program elements (the models)

can operate without any knowledge of or dependence on

their visual representations (the views). By separating the

system at this natural boundary both the views and the
models can be written more simply without any unneces-
sary dependencies. One feature ofthis architecture is that

one model can be attached to any of several different views

without any special support in the model. For example, a

model that contains a real number can be attached to a text
field or to a meter. Since the properties of the number do
not change based on how it is displayed, no changes are
required of the class that holds the number. However, since
there are few similarities between a meter view and a text
view, they need not be built with one view class.

User panels are one area that really benefit from the split
between models and views. When the user selects an HP
VEE object such as a slider and asks that it be added to the

user panel, several things happen internally to make that
happen. First, if a user panel has not been created for this
program or user object, one is created. The user panel class
is similar in concept to the context view class, but without

support for interconnections required for dataflow net-
works. Next, an instance of the PanelCarrier class is created to
hold a copy of the object-specific part of the slider view.

This copy is created from the original and attached to the

new panel carrier and to the original slider model (which is

not copied). The panel carrier is then attached to the user
panel view.

One of the most significant architectural impacts of the im-
plementation of user panels is the fact that there can be
many independent views attached to the same underlying
model at the same time. Because of this architecture, it is

easy for panels from user objects to be added as a unit to
higher-level panels. This allows the creation of complex
panels consisting of grouped controls and displays.

The DispDriver class is designed to be the only place where
calls to the underlying window system (such as the X Win-
dow System) occur. This allows the display driver to be re-
placed if appropriate when porting to a new platform. Dur-
ing development, for example, we used a driver written to
talk directly to the display card of an HP 9000 Series 300
computer because it ran so much faster than the window
systems. Now that very high-performance workstations are
available, this is no longer necessary.

Printing is handled simply by replacing OispDriver with the
printer driver class, which knows how to perform graphics

operations on a printer. The information intended for the
printer isjust "displayed" on the printer and no special
printer support must be developed aside from the printer

driver itself. This also allows the print output to match the
screen display very nicely.
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HP VEB: A Dataflow Architecture
HP VEE is an object-oriented implementation. lts architecture strictly
separates views from the underlying models. There are two types of
models: data models and device models. Special devices allow users to
construct comoosite devices.

by Douglas C. Beethe

The HP \rEE dataflow programming environment was devel-
oped with the specific objective of providing an interface that
would allow users to express a problem in block diagram
form on the screen and then execute it directly. Dataflow
programming was chosen because of its direct correlation
to the block diagram models we wished to emulate.

Previous efforts in industry and academia related to data-
flow programming had yielded some interesting results, but
general applicability had not yet been established. Thus our
early research efforts were directed primarily at the question
of whether we could solve some of the problems that had
plagued earlier attempts and prove general applicability.

The design and construction of HP \rEE used object-oriented
technology from the beginning. We had enough experience
with procedural coding technologr to realize that a project
like HP VEE would be too complex to achieve with proce-
dural technology. The architecture that evolved from this
development is the subject ofthis article. The design ofvari-
ous elements of the underlying HP VEE architecture will be
discussed as will the manner in which they work together to
produce the executable block diagram as a dataflow model.

The Model-View Paradigm
One ofthe characteristics ofthe HPVEE architecture that is
common to most object-oriented implementations is the
strict separation between models and views. Most users are
familiar with the world of views, and indeed often make no
distinction between the view of an object and its underlying
model.

FYom a functional point of view the model is the essence of
an object, incorporating both the data (state variables) that
gives the object its uniqueness, and the algorithms that oper-
ate on that data. In HP VEE, by definition, the model oper-
ates independently ofthe view, and does not even know of
the existence of any graphical renderings of itself, except as
anonymous dependents that are alerted when the state of
the model changes (see Fig. 1).

There are many examples of applications that have views
possessing no underlying functional models. Consider the
various draw and paint programs, which allow the user to
create very sophisticated views that, once created, are inca-
pable of performing any function other than displaying
themselves. Likewise, there are numerous examples of ap-
plications that support very sophisticated functional models
but lack any ability to display a view of those models, be it
for passive display of state or for active control.
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Most of the scientific visualization software appearing today
is used to create views of the data output of functional mod-
els that have little or no display capability. Most of the views
that are seen by the HP VEE user axe actually graphical ren-
derings of the states of underlying models. In the interactive
mode, access to the models is by means of these views,
which communicate with their respective models to change
their state, initiate execution, and so forth. For example, the
view ofthe ForCount iterator has a field in which the user can
enter the number of times the iterator should fire at run
time. Upon entry this value is sent to the underlying device
model, where it is kept as a state variable. When this state
variable is changed, the model sends out a signal to anyone
registered as a dependent (e.g., the view) that its state has
changed, and the view then queries the model to determine
the appropriate state information and display it accordingly
(see Fig. 2).

This strict separation between model and view might seem
excessive at first, but it results in a partitioning that makes
the task ofgenerating the two different kinds ofcode (very
different kinds of code!) much easier from the standpoint of
initial development, portability, and long-term code mainte-
nance. It also eases the job of dealing with noninteractive
operations in which HP VEE is running without any views at
all, either by itself or as the slave of another application.
And finally, this separation eases the task of developing ap-
plications that must operate in a distributed environment
where the models live in one process while the views are

Ittt

H

Fig. l. Tko different views of the same underlying model.



Edit Set Count

Display: Get Count
Value as Formatted
Text {for 0isplay}

Fig. 2. interaction of a view and the underlying model at edit time.

displayed by another process, possibly on an entirely differ-

ent system. This last aspect is becoming more and more
important in an application world that is taking increasing

advantage of networked systems.

HP VEE itself is composed of two kinds of models. The first

is the device model, which acts like a black box having in-
puts, outputs, and some operational characteristic that

transforms the data at the inputs to the result at the outputs.
The second is the data model (container), which handles the

transport of information along the data lines, which inter-

connect devices. The data model also provides mathemati-

cal functions, which can be invoked to operate on the data,

and formatting and deformatting functions, which change

the representation of the data when required for display or

for communication with some other application that requires

the data in a different form. Both types of models will be

discussed in some detail.

Data Models

The ftrndamental abstraction for information in HP VEE is

the container object (Fig. 3). Containers can hold data for

any ofthe supported data types: text, enumerated, integer,

real, complex, polax complex, coordinate, waveform, spec-

tmm, and record. Both scalars (zero dimensions) and arrays

from one to ten dimensions are supported. In addition, the

dimensions of array containers can be mapped in either lin-

ear or logarithmic fashion from a minimum value at the first

cell of a dimension to a maximum value at the last cell of

that dimension. This allows an array of values to have some
physical or logical relationship associated with the data. For

example, a one-dimensional array of eleven measurements

Supoorted Data Tvpes
. Text
o Enum
. Integer,Real,Time
. Complex, Polar Complex
. Coord, Wavefolm, Spectrum
. Record

can be mapped from 0 to 32 cm to indicate the physical rela-
tionship of the values in each position in the array to some
real-world phenomenon. The first value would be at 0 cm,
the next at 3.2 cm, the next at 6.4 cm, and so on.

One of the properties of containers that is used extensively
in HP VEE is the knowledge of how to transform to another
type on demand. The automatic form of this transform is
allowed only for transforms that incur no loss of informa-
tion. This has the effect of allowing most promotions, but
disallows any automatic demotions. For example, integer
can be promoted to real, and real to complex or polar com-
plex, but complex cannot be demoted automatically to real.
To do so would likely cause the loss of information that
would not reappear in the promotion of that real value back
to complex. An interesting special case of this is the revers-
ible transformation between waveform and spectmm (time
and frequency domains). While these data types seem to
have the same irreversible relationship to each other as the
real and complex types just discussed, it is a well-known
fact that a reversible transformation exists between these
two special types by means of the Fourier transform. For
example, a 256-point waveform is transformed to a 129-point
spectmm (ignoring the sSrmmetrical values with negative
frequency), and the same spectmm regenerates the original
256-point waveform by means of the inverse Fourier
transformal.ion (Fig. 4).

Another powerful property of containers is their inherent
knowledge of data structu-re as it applies to mathematical
operations. At first glance, operations such as addition and
subtraction seem relatively simple, but only from the stand-
point of two scalar operands. For other stmctural combina-
tions (scalar + array, array + scalar, or afiay + array) the task
requires some form of iteration in typical third-generation
languages (3GLs) Iike C that has always been the responsi-
bility of the user-programmer. Containers encapsulate these
well-understood rules so that the user deals with, say, A and
B simply as variables independent of structure. When any of
the nontrivial combinations is encountered, the containers
decide among themselves if there is an appropriate struc-
tural match (scalar with any array, or array with conformal
array) and execute the appropriate operations to generate
the result.

Other more complicated operations with more robust con-
straints (e.g., matrix multiplication) are handled just as easily
since the appropriate sttuctural rules are well-understood
and easily encapsulated in the containers. These properties
aid the user in two ways. First, the user can express power-
ful mathematical relationships either in fields that accept

Fig. 4, Automatic transformation of a time-domain waveform

(e.g. ,  256 real  values,  0 to 20 ms) to a f requency-domain spectrum
(129 complex values,  0 to 6400 Hz).Fig. 3. Container model attributes
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Fig. 5. Attributes of a simple device model.

constant expressions or in any of several delayed-evaluation
fields (e.g., Formula, lflThen, ...) without having to deal with the
cumbersome iteration syntax of 3GL programming. This by
itself has the pleasant side effect of eliminating much if not
most of the iteration in many applications, compared to their
3GL equivalents. Second, the interconnection ofthe various
objects that make up a model in HP VEE is much simpler
when any ofthe inputs is constrained to a specific data type.
Since the containers know how to respond to most requests
for type change, the user is freed from the cumbersome task
of explicitly changing (casting) the original type to the re-
quired type. For example, the inputs to a spectral display
that requires a spectrum input will not disallow connection
to a waveform (time-series data) because the output supply-
ing the waveform will transform it to a spectrum on demand
at mn time. This same capability is used during the evalua-
tion of any mathematical expression, thus allowing the user
to intermix types of operands without explicit type casting.

Device Models
Fig. 5 shows the attributes of a simple device model. Each
device can have its own inputs and outputs. Many have user-
controllable parameters that are accessed as constants
through the panel view of the device or as optionally added
inputs. In general, the device will execute only when each of
the data inputs has been given new data (including nil data).
Thus the data inputs to any given device define a system of
constraints that control when that device can execute. This
turns out to be quite natural for most users since the data
relationships that are depicted by the data lines that inter-
connect devices generally map directly from the block dia-
gram ofthe system in question, and often are the only form
of constraint required for the successful execution of a
model.

There are numerous cases. however. where aJr execution
sequence must be specified when no such data dependen-
cies exist. Such cases typically fall into two categories:
those where there is some external side effect to consider
(communications with the real world outside my process)
and those that deal explicitly with real time. To deal with
this situation we developed the sequence input and output
for each device (on the top and bottom ofthe device, re-
spectively), as shown in Fig. 6. The sequence output be-
haves like any other data output by firing after successful
execution ofthe device except that the signal that is propa-
gated to the next device is a always a nil signal. Likewise,
the sequence input behaves like any other data input with
one exception. When cormected it must be updated (any data
will do, even nil) along with any other data inputs before the
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\ 
Sequence Output
Sequence Input

Fig. 6. While B and C both need the data from A, the sequence
connection between B and C will cause C to execute after B.

device will be allowed to execute, but unlike other data in-
puts, connection is not required. Thus any time it is required
that A must execute before B where no other data dependen-
cies exist between the two devices, it is sufficient to connect
the sequence output ofA to the sequence input of B.

For users who have already been introduced to program-
ming in third-generation languages such as Pascal, C, or
BASIC this can require a paradigm shift. Experience with
such users has shown that they axe often preoccupied with
sequencing (since SGLs almost universally use control-flow
paradigms) and have a difficult time at first believing that
the data constraints represented by the lines that intercon-
nect the devices are sufficient to define a robust sequence of
execution. It is only after using the system for a time that
they are weaned away from this need to sequence each and
every device explicitly and begin to feel comfortable with
the data"flow paradigm.

Contexts

Several types of devices are supplied as primitives with HP
VEE, including those used for flow control, data entry and
display, general data management, mathematical expressions,
device, file, and interprocess VO, virtual signal sources, and
others. There is also a mechanism that allows users to con-
struct special devices with their own panels and a specific
functional capability. This device is known as a User0bject
and is essentially a graphical subprogram.

User0bjects (Fig. 7) encapsulate networks of other devices
(including other UserOblects) and have their own inpuVoutput
pins and custom panel displays. Viewed as a single collec-
tive object with its own panel, each User0bject operates un-
der the same rules as any primitive device: all data inputs
must be updated before the UserObiect will execute its inter-
nal subnet. Each User0bject will contain one or more threads,
which execute in parallel at run time. In addition, threads in
subcontexts (hierarchically nested contexts) may well be

Fig, 7. A UserObject encapsulates a subnetwork of other objects into a
single larger object with its own inputs and outputs.



running in parallel with their host threads in their parent

contexts.

User0biects can be secured such that the user of the device

can access only the panel and not the internals. In this form

the User0biect is almost indistinguishable from any primitive

device. This capability allows developers to create arbitrary

devices that can be archived in a library for later access by

users, who can treat these devices as true primitives in their

application.

Threads

Devices that are connected to each other within the same

context form a single thread ofexecution. One ofthe in-

herent advantages of dataflow programming is the ability to

support multiple independent threads of execution with

relative ease (see Fig. 8). This becomes particularly useful
when interacting with the rest of the world, since indepen-

dent monitoring operations ("Has that message arrived
yet?") can proceed in parallel with related operations. In

typical 3GLs such operations require elaborate schemes for

enabling interrupts and related intemrpt service routines.
Most who have dealt with such code as inline text can attest

to the difficulty of maintaining that code because of the diffi-

culty of easily recreating the relationship between parallel

operations once the code has been written.

Several devices were developed especially for thread-related

activities. One of these is the Exit Thread device, which termi-

nates all execution for devices on that same thread when

encountered. Another is the Exit UserObiect device, which ter-

minates all execution on all threads within the context in

which it is encountered.

Certain devices have the ability to elevate a thread's priority

above the base level to guarantee that thread all execution

cycles until completion. One such device is the Wait For SRO

device (SR0 = service request), which watches a specified

hardware VO bus in anticipation ofa service request. Ifand

when such a request is detected, this device automatically

elevates the priority of the subthread attached to its output

so that all devices connected to that subthread will execute

before devices on any other thread (within this context or

any other context) until that subthread completes.

Fig. 8. Any context (e.g., a User0bject) can contain one or more

threads, each of which executes independently of all others within

that context.

Fig. 9. Objects A and B and the XY display will execute 10 times
each at run time as the iterator fires its only data output (right side)
10 times before firing its sequence output (bottom). The data from
the output of X is reused for the last 9 of the 10 executions of A
(actlve data rule).

Although it is not specifically thread related, a similar capa-
bility exists for exception serwice. At the time an exception
is raised (e.g., an error occurs), all other devices on all other
threads are suspended until an exception handler is found
(discussed later).

Propagation: Flow of Execution
From an extemal point of view, the determination of which
devices can execute is a simple problem of finding out
which devices have had all of their inputs updated. From an
internal point of view, the problem is a bit more difflcult. To
prevent infinite feedback the general rule for dataflow pro-
grams is that each device can execute only once per activa-
tion ofthe context in which the device resides. On the other
hand, it was felt from our earliest prototlpes that having
iteration occur within some subgroup of devices in a con-
text was superior to dropping down into a subcontext multi-
ple times to accomplish the same thing, especially for
nested iteration.

Thus we were faced with the problem of allowing groups of
devices to execute multiple times within a single activation
ofa context. Identification ofthese devices could only occur
at run time as they appeared on the subthread hosted by the
primary output of an iterator. To deal with this we devel-
oped the virtual context, which is defined not by the user
but by the system (see Fig. 9). At run time, the devices that
are executed on the subthread hosted by an iterator are re-
membered. Then, just before the next firing of the iterator
(since an iterator generally fires its output more than once
for each execution of that iterator), the devices in this
virtual context are selectively deactivated separately from
the other devices in the context. This allows them to be re-
executed when the iterator fires again by the normal rules of
propagation.

One other side effect ofsuch iteration is that any data being
supplied to a device within the virtual context by a device
that is outside that virtual context is going to be delivered
only once to the device within the virtual context. Thus new
data is supplied to the inputs as required on the flrst itera-
tion, but on all subsequent iterations no new data arrives.
One could solve this by using a special intermediary
Sample&Hold device, but a simple extension to the rules of
propagation turned out to be much easier. The extension,
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Fig. 10. The special error output will fire in lieu of the data output if
any error is encountered while evaluating the formula. The value
posted at the error output is the error code number. This allows the
user to decide how to handle the situation.

lcrown as the "active data ruIe," says that data from any ac-
tive output ofa device that is currently active (executed, but
not yet deactivated) can be reused. This has essentially the
same effect as the Sample&Hold but is much less error-prone.

The goal in all of this is to create a scheme of execution that
does not require the user to specify a sequence of execution
with explicit device-by-device triggering as is common in the
world of digital design. In addition, we wanted execution to
proceed as if the entire network were running on a multipro-
cessor architecture with true parallelism. On a tlpical uni-
processor machine only one primitive device is actually
drawing cycles from the processor at any one instant, but
the overall effect is as if all devices both within the sarne con-
text level and across other levels ofthe network hierarchy
are running in parallel.

Asynchronous Operations
For some devices we found a need to invoke certain opera-
tions programmatically that were peripheral to the general
operation ofthe device, such as AutoScale or Clear for an XY
graph. While the primary function of the graph is to con-
stmct a graph from the data present at the synchronous data
inputs, operations such as Autoscale could happen at any
time. A different class of inputs that were not incorporated
into the general scheme of propagation was needed to initi-
ate these asynchronous operations. Thus we developed the
control input, which when updated at mn time will perform
its assigned function within the associated device regardless
of the state of any other input on the device.

Exception Management
Exception (error) management could have been approached
from a number of different points of view, but it proved most
effective to implement a strategy based on an optional out-
put that fires if and only if an untrapped exception is raised
from within the scope of that device (Fig. 10). For primitive
devices this allows the user to trap common errors such as
division by zero and deal with possibly errant input data
accordingly. In each case a number (an error code) is fired
from the error pin and can be used by the ensuing devices to
determine just which error has occurred. If the decision is
not to handle the error locally, the error can be propagated
upward with the Escape device, either as the same error that
could not be handled locally or as a new user-defined code
and message text, which may be more informative to the
handler that eventually owns the exception.

Hierarchical exception handling is possible because an error
pin can be added to any context object (UserObiect) to trap
enors that have occurred within its scope and that have not
been serviced by any other interior handler. If the exception
pops all the way to the root context without being serviced,
it generates a dialog box informing the user of the condition
and stops execution ofthe model. To enable the user to lo-
cate the exception source, the entire chain ofnested devices
is highlighted with a red outline from the root context down
to the primitive device that last raised the exception.
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A Performance Monitoring System for
Digital Telecommunications Networks
This svstem collects CCITT G.821 performance statistics on CEPT 2,8,34,
and 140-Mbit/s data streams and alarm data on network elements. A
demux capabil ity permits monitoring of tributary streams within a data
stream. Data is collected nonintrusively by peripheral units, which are
modular VXlbus systems.

by Giovanni Nieddu, Fernando M. Secco, and Alberto Vallerini

The HP Model E3560 digital performance monitoring and
remote test system is designed for surveillance of the quality

of a digital telecommunications network and for collecting
alarms from network elements, following the guidelines of
CCITT Recommendation G.821. The HP E3560 provides the

customer with well-defined performance parameters that
tell how the network is doing on a statistical basis, and
whether a failure has occurred in a network element.

The actual network monitoring is performed by devices
called peripheral units, which continuously monitor the
telecom links nonintrusively. The peripheral units scan the
PCM streams at the four main bit rates in the European
(CEPT) hierarchy (2,8,34, and 140 Mbits/s), looking for

alarms and binary errors, and computing the G.821
performance parameters.

Data produced by the peripheral units is collected by a first-
level processor, an HP 9000 Series 400 workstation, which
stores the data in a relational database. The first-level proces-

sor also provides for configuration ofthe peripheral devices
and presents the retrieved data and alarms to the user.

I rE PC SC TC rSC

+l '1- [ ]  1-- r+

Fig. 1. Functional representation ofthe Hypothetical Reference Connection (HRX) defined in CCITT Recommendation G.B2l. LE = local

exchange. PC = primary center. SC = secondary center. TC = tertiary center. ISC - international switching center.

Digital Netrvork Quality
Digital networks have had and are still having spectacular
growth, constantly adding newer and more sophisticated ser-
vices to customers. In many European countries, it is now
possible for a customer to lease 2-MbiVs digital lines to build

a private network. It is very conunon to lease 64-kbiVs perrna-

nent or packet circuits. In the most industrialized countries,
practically every large company has its own private network.

Network customers demand and pay for a specified quality

of service. The CCITT in its Recommendation G.821 starts
with the definition of network quality parameters (see defi-
nitions below) and gives end-to-end qualtty objectives (see

Table I) for a 27,500-lcn, 64-kbiVs circuit called the Hypotheti-

cal Reference Connection (HRX). Fig.l shows the functional
representation of the HRX.

The following quality parameters are defined in G.821:
. Errored second (ES): a second with at least one error
. Severely errored second (SES): a second with a bit error

rate (BER) worse lhan l0-3

TC SC,iJ tl

| 27'500 km ,l
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0uality Parameters

Degraded Minutes (DM)

Severely Errored Seconds (SES)

Errored Seconds (ES)

0biective
(Maximum Percentage

of Time)

10

. Degraded minute (DM): a collection of 60 non-SES with a
BER worse than 10'6

. Unavailable seconds (UAS): a period that starts when at
least 10 consecutive SES are counted and ends when l0
consecutive non-SES are seen. UAS includes the first l0
SES and excludes the last 10 non-SES.

CCITT Recommendation M.550 (M-series recommendations
are addressed to service management) tells service provid-
ers how the objectives of Table I are to be allocated inside
the transmission network. The end-to-end objectives of
Table I are partitioned according to the quality classification
of the circuit (high, medium, or local grade). Table II gives
the percentage of the objectives that must be allocated for
each circuit classification. For the local-grade and medium-
grade circuit classifications, the allocated percentage ofthe
objectives is independent of the circuit length,while for high-
grade circuits, the allocated percentage ( W/on Table II) must
be scaled according to the Iength of the circuit. For example,
for a high-grade circuit 2,500 km long, the allocated percent-
age of the objectives will be 40 x (2,500/25,000) = 4%0. Annex
D of G.821 suggests a method for computing all parameters
originally defined at 64 kbits/s for higher bit rates, by
measuring errors at the higher rates.

Table I
End-to-End 0uality 0biectives

Imown as TMN (Telecommunications Management Network),
establishes the building blocks and data links that should be
employed in the design of a network whose aim is the man-
agement of the telecomm network.* In Recommendation
M.30, four blocks are identified (see Fig. 2):

o Network elements (NE) represent the devices that make up
the telecom network. It is assumed that an NE is "intelli-
gent" enough to have the possibility ofgenerating and trans-
mitting some kind of information useful for network man-
agement. All NEs produce for external use some sort of
internal alarms, both urgent and nonurgent. These are rep-
resentative of internal faults. Urgent alarms indicate a need
for immediate maintenance. Alarms can be displayed in a
centralized operation and maintenance center to help net-
work personnel understand where faults have occurred and
to minimize the need for manned offices.

. Operations systems (OS) are the blocks where the network
management takes place. They can be thought of as com-
puters that receive a large amount of data from the network
and provide for its elaboration and for the generation of
data useful for management purposes.

. Mediation devices (MD) provide the links between the NEs
and the OSs. Their main functions are protocol conversion,
information conversion and storage, data buffering, and fil-
tering. These blocks can be absent ifthe NEs are powerful
enough to manage the data Iink with the OSs.

* Becommendation M.30 has recently been renamed M.3010.

t ."'

.t

\

Fig. 2. Simplified physical architecture of the Telecommunications
Management Network (TMN) specified in CCITT Recommendation
M.30 (now M.3010). NE = network element. OS = operations sys-
tems. MD = mediation devices. WS = workstations. DCN = digital
communications network. LCN = local communications network. QA
= Q adapter, a protocol converter. Qx and Q3 are types of data link
protocol stacks. F, X, and M are different tlpes of interfaces.
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Table l l
Allocation of 0biectives

HRX Gircuit Ouality Classification

Local (each end)

Medium (each end)

High

Percentage of
0biective

15

15

40

As an example of the allocation of objectives, suppose that
the path whose quality parameters are to be measured starts
at a local exchange, ends at a secondary center, and passes
through a high-grade circuit 1,500 km long. This means that
the sum of a local-grade cfucuit, two medium-grade circuits,
and a high-grade circuit must be allocaXed. According to
Tbble II, the allocated percentage is 15 + 2 x 15 + 40 x
(1,500/25,000) = 47 .4o/o. This leads to the following path ob-
jectives (RPO stands for reference performance objective):

RPO(DM) = I00/o x47.4o/o= 4.740o/o
RPO(ES) = 8o/o x 47.4o/o = 3.792o/o
RPO(SES) = 0.2o/o x 47.4o/o = 0.095%.

TMN Architecture
The architecture of the HP E3560 follows as closely as
possible the architecture proposed in Recommendation
M.30 of the CCITT BIue Book Series. M.30, which is better
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three lower layers. Q3 is defined by CCITT Recommendations
Q.961 and Q.962.

Qx, defined in Recommendation G.773, is also called the
"short stack," since not all ofthe OSI layers are present. TWo
profiles or stack configurations, called Al and A2, have been
proposed by the CCITT. Both are missing OSI layers 4,5, and
6, which are replaced by some mapping functions that act as
a sort of "short circuit" between layer 7 service requests and
layer 3 services. Both stacks have the same layer 7 compo-
nents definition: CMISE (ISO 9595/9596, CCITT X.710/7ll),
ROSE (CCITT X.219-x.229), and ACSE (CCITT x.2r7-x.227).
The mapping functions provide some basic layer 6 services,
such as the encoding and decoding functions, according to
the basic encoding rules of CCITT X.209.

The two profiles differ in layers 1, 2, and 3, as shown in Fig. 4.
Proflle A1, which is used in the HP E3560, uses RS485 as
the physical layer, HDLC-NRM as layer 2, and ISO 8473 as
layer 3 (ofthe possible three subsets ofISO 8473, the HP
E3560 implements the so-called "NULL IP"). Profile A2 is
based on an Ethernet link.

In the HP E3560, Qx/Al constitutes the data link between the
firstlevel processor and the peripheral units, or in TMN ter-
minology, Qx/Al is the LCN (local communication network).
Since the network topology is point-to-multipoint, the rela-
tionship between the first-level processor and the peripheral
units is of a master-slave type. The peripheral units are con-
tinuously polled by the first-level processor, which acts as a
primary station. Only when a peripheral unit receives the
polling request (or the RR frame in HDLC terminology) is it
allowed to send one packet of data to the first-level proces-
sor. Packet length is limited to 256 bytes (one octet in the
HDLC frame) and packet segmentation is not allowed.

Fig. 3. HP 83560 digital performance monitoring system architec-
ture. PU = peripheral unit. M = modem. DCN = digital communica-
tions network. The HP E3560 architecture is modeled on the TMN
architecture shown in Fig. 2. The firstlevel processor is an HP 9000
Series 400 workstation.

r Workstations (WS) display data elaborated by the OSs in a
form understandable by humans.

These blocks and the functions they perform must not nec-
essarily be thought of as separate entities. An NE can have
functions typical of an MD, and an MD can have functions
typical of an OS or a WS.

HP E3560 Architecture

In the HP E3560 architecture, which is shown in Fig. 3, the
peripheral units play the role of NEs. They are not actually
part of the telecomm network, since they don't provide for
the transfer of voice or data, but nonetheless they are a
source of management information.

The first-level processor acts as a mediation device (MD)

with OS functions. It collects data from the peripheral units
and stores it, and it provides basic processing aimed at the
generation of performance alarms following CCITT Recom-
mendation M.550. Finally, it is an entry point into the system
through the window-based human interface.

The links between the various blocks ofthe architecture are
particular OSI stacks named Qx and Q3. Qx is the link used
to transfer data between the peripheral units and the first-
level processor. Q3 is a complete seven-layer ISO (Interna-

tional Standards Organization) OSI (Open Systems Intercon-
nection) stack, based on X.25 or Ethernet protocol in its

Profile Al

Fig. 4. The Qx data link protocol stack as defined in CCITT Recom-

mendation G.773. TWo profiles, A1 and A2, are permitted. Profile Al,

which is usecl in the HP 83560, uses RS-4Bii as the physical layer.
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The number ofperipheral units that can be handled by a
first-level processor is limited by the addressing capability
of the HDLC protocol, which, as stated in G.773, is 254. One
byte is used to address a secondary station, and address
values 00h and FFh are reserved for the "no station" and
"all stations (broadcast)" addresses. On the other hand, the
number ofperipheral units that can be physically connected
to a first-level processor is at most 30 because of charge
limitations of the RS-485 bus.

Remote Links
In developing the HP E3560, another protocol limitation had
to be overcome: as implied by its name, the LCN cannot
span more than a few hundred meters, so the LCN is useless
for connecting remote peripherals to the firstlevel proces-
sor. For cost reasons, it is unacceptable to place a first-level
processor at each site where a peripheral unit is located, so
a solution involving modems and leased lines had to be
found.

The HP E3560 solution for remote links takes the form of
two additional peripheral unit boards: the communication
board and the communication controller board. The commu-
nication controller can drive up to eight communication
boards, each of which has two RS-232 ports capable of driv-
ing an external modem. One of the communication boards is
connected to the RS*485 bus. Installed in a local peripheral
unit, a set ofthese boards acts as a router between the main
bus and the remote peripheral units, as shown in Fig. 3. One
router section can drive up to 16 remote peripheral units or
up to 16 remote addresses. The distribution ofthe addresses
among the RS-232 ports is customer-defined, ranging from
16 addresses driven by a single port (using only one commu-
nication board) to 16 addresses, each driven by a single port
(using eight communication boards).

At the remote site, the peripheral unit physically connected
to the modem (called the remote master peripheral unit)
acts as a repeater, locally regenerating the RS-485 bus.
Throughout the remote links, the protocol from layer 2 up is
still Qx, so what we have obtained is the extension of the
protocol at the expense of redefining the physical layer for
only part of the transmission path.

First-Level Processor Interface
On the first-level processor side ofthe RS-485 bus, an
HP RTI (real-time interface) card interfaces the processor to
the peripheral units. This board interfaces to the VO bus of
the HP 9000 Series 400 workstation and accepts inputs liom
SBX boards purchased from HP or other vendors.t No out-
put interface is provided. From a protocol point ofview, the
first-level processor's Qx stack is split into two parts: layers
1 and 2 are implemented in the RTI card, while the remain-
ing part runs in the HP-UX{'environment. In this way, the
stack section most affected by typical real-time problems
runs on a dedicated processor with a real-time multitasking
kernel (the HP RTI card uses the pSOS+rM operating sys-
tem). Communication between the two parts is handled by
the HP-UX device driver mechanism.

t SBX (Standard Bus eXtension) is an ndustry standard bus The SBX boards used in the HP
E3560 fit intO the SBX c0nnector on the HP BTI card and have seria ports fOr RS,485 cOmmu
nication. The HP 94185A 2 channel serial SBX card is used in the HP E3560.

First-Level Processor
The first-level processor's main task is the collection of data
produced by the monitoring actMties of the peripheral units.
This data, divided into the two classes of performance data
and alarm data, is processed and stored in a relational SQL
database for further analysis and historical tracing. Alarms
are displayed on the screen to alert maintenance personnel.
To help the operator in problem solving, other software is
provided for reporting and fault localization exploiting thcr
demux capabilities available in the peripheral units. The
firstlevel processor can haver a Q3 connection to a second-
level processor or an existing OS.

The other imporlant first-level processor function is periph-
eral unit management. Through a simple-to-use human inter-
face bascd on X Windows, it is possible to set up the boards
in the peripheral units and selectively start and stop the
monitoring operations.

In addition to the normal software environment provided by
HP 9000 Series 400 workstations (HP-UX and X Windows),
the firstlevel processor's software is based on the HP Open-
View platform.l The services offered by HP OpenView are
exploited both from the programmer's side (easy and well-
defined communication between tasks, object-oriented ap-
proach, etc.) and from the user's side (object management
through the use of maps).

Peripheral Units
The HP E3560 peripheral unit can be considered a network
element (NE) whose main purpose is to collect status and
network quality parameters from other NEs. Alarms are
collected directly and indirectly from the NEs and sent to
the first-level processor to be processed. Quality parameters
are collected indirectly from the NEs, processed according
to CCITT G.821, and sent to the first-level processor.

The peripheral unit is designed to be inserted both function-
ally and structurally into the telecomm environment, specifi-
cally in the digital transmission area. The digital transmis-
sion area is the part of a telecomm system that deals with
digital information transport by means of equipment such as
multiplexers, line terminals, regenerators, add,/drop multi-
plexers, cross connections, digital radio relays, and so on.
This area and the digital switching area are the building
blocks of a digital network. It is reasonable to say that most
of today's telecomm equipment is digital and much of it uses
fiber optic media to transport signals all over the world.

Peripheral Unit Description
The peripheral unit is built to solve the problem of alarm
collection and analysis for a large variety of alarm types.
Different physical interfaces are available, including current
loop, voltage sensing, and open or closed contact sensing.

Data streams from 2 Mbits/s up to 140 Mbits/s can be ana-
lyzed both intrusively and nonintrusively. This is achieved
by means of high-impedance probes connected to the data
streams at protected monitoring points according to CCITT
G.772, or by taking the signal directly from star-rdard moni-
toring points that are sometimes already present in the net-
work central office. Tlpical network alarms collected include
loss of signal, AIS (alarm indication signal), loss of frame
alignment, and so on. It is also possible to count events
coming, for example, from radio relay equipment that flags
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block parity errors or forward error correction (FEC) code
interventions. These events are also processed and used to

compute the G.821 parameters.

The peripheral unit is modular for flexible configuration.
Many different tlpes of boards can be mixed in the periph-

eral unit cardcage according to the needs of the application.
The boards and backplane conform to the \Xlbus standard,z
and each board is a complete instrument. Thus, expanding
existing measurement capabilities is simply a matter of du-
plicating existing boards, while adding new functionalities is

a matter of installing new boards and updating the software.
Up to ten application boards and up to three communication
controller boards can be installed in each peripheral unit.
The peripheral unit can easily be installed in a central office
thanks to its standard l9-inch width and relatively small
depth (11.8 in). There are two power supply types, one for
dc-powered central offices (-48V, -60V) and one for ac-
powered offices (100Vac, 240Yac).

The peripheral units are interconnected by an RS-485 bus,
which is the physical layer of the TMN Qx protocol. Up to
30 peripheral units can be physically inserted in the same
RS-485 bus. This bus is shared by the firstJevel processor,

which is the primary station and polls the peripheral units
(secondary stations). It is possible, using the dedicated com-
munication boards described earlier, to accommodate more
than 30 peripheral units. The same boards can also be used
to connect remote peripheral units through modems on
leased lines or service channels.

Fig.5 gives an overview ofthe cardcage. The cardcage can
house up to 15 B-size VXIbus or \MEbus boards. Thirteen
slots have all of the \Xlbus lines and form a VXIbus subsys-
tem, while the last two slots have only the \MEbus lines.
According to the VXIbus standard, the first slot is for the
slot 0 board, which together with the processor board is the
resource manager of the cardcage. Slot 0 has four peripheral

unit communication ports called JI, J2, J3, and J4. Jl is
RS-485, J3 is either RS-232 or RS-485, J4 is RS-232, and J2 is

System LEDs
0n/Off Switch System Fans

a passive connector that can be paralleled with Jl or J3 and
acts as a tee connector for the communication bus. A local
maintenance terminal can be connected to J4 for local
management and maintenance.

A requirement for the cardcage is that not only the boards,
but also the power supply and the fans, must be easily re-
placed. This is considered important for a telecomm NE
because it is common for all of the parts of a telecomm sys-
tem to be easy replaceable. Another important feature ofthe
cardcage is cable management. In some configurations more
than 80 coaxial cables must be managed in the cardcage.

The power supply provides the following resources: +5V at
20A, +l2Y at3A, -lZY at 3A, -5.2V at 10A, and -2V at 64. It
is also responsible for generating the VXIbus reset and
powedail signals, and it can maintain its specified output
capacity for up to 20 ms of power line failure, permitting the
system to work without interruptions.

The peripheral unit meets the requirements of IEC 750 re-
garding safety, CISPR 22 Class B for radiated emissions, and
HP environmental specifications (ETM Cl "Office").

Peripheral Unit Boards

The system is organized to house \Xlbus or VMEbus boards.
All of the application boards are \dlbus register-based, B-size
boards. They use a common bus interface unit implemented
in an ASIC (application-specific integrated circuit). Every
board can run a self-test to determine its status according to
\{Ibus rules. A useful feature is self-configuration, which is
implemented using the VXIbus MODID lines and the standard
registers provided in the VXIbus 4'16 address space. Every
board has its own address and a model code that represents
its functionality. This allows the processor that controls the
peripheral unit to determine the cardcage configuration and
any board's status automatically.

The system boards are the slot 0 board and the processor

board. The slot 0 board is required by the VXIbus standard
to provide common resources to VXIbus subsystem slots 1

through 12. Slot 0 also provides the system trigger, which is
used to s;'nchronize the measurements, and basic system
resources such as the system clock and the bus arbiter. The
processor board is a \MEbus B-size board and is responsi-
ble for raw data collection from the application boards.
Alarms are stored in local memory waiting to be polled by
the first-level processor, while the raw data is processed to
obtain the G.821 parameters which are then stored until
collected by the firstJevel processor. Up to 80 digital
streams (this is the case for ten 2-MbiVs boards), or up to
160 alarm points (this is the case for ten alarm boards) can
be processed in a peripheral unit. In the case ofa loss of
communications between the first-level processor and the
peripheral units, all ofthe G.821 records can be stored for
up to 12 hours; each monitoring point is allocated a buffer
for 50 records, a record consisting of type of alarm, start
time, and stop time. The processor software can be updated
using a DOS-based personal computer connected to the J4
RS-232 connector.

The communication controller and communication boards
are used to extend the bus to remote sites. Any communica-
tion board can drive two modems at a maximum speed of

VME Boards

Fig. 5. HP E3560 peripheral unit cartlcage organization
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9600 bits/s. The communication controller is basically a pro-
cessor board with specialized communication software and
can control up to 16 remote peripheral units.

HP E3560 application-specific boards include a 140-MbiVs
monitor board, a 34-MbiVs monitor board, an 8-MbiVs moni-
tor board, a 2-Mbit/s monitor boa"rd, a counter board, and an
alarm board. The monitor boards can recover a CCITT G.703
signal. They can analyze the standard CCITT G.702 hierar-
chy starting with 2 Mbits/s (2048 kbits/s) or a pseudorandom
(PRBS) signal according to CCITT O.151. The 2-MbiVs moni-
tor board analyzes up to eight independent data streams.
Measurements can be made using code violations, frame
alignment errors, CRC4 errors, or PRBS errors. The 8-MbiVs,
34-MbiVs, and 140-MbiVs monitor boards can analyze a
single data stream. They measure code violation errors,
frame alignment errors, or PRBS errors. The counter board
can count events at a maximum speed of 1 MHz. Its eight
independent inputs can accept signals from -5V to +5V and
its maximum sensitivity is 100 mV. The alarm board has 16
independent inputs. When an input is set for high imped-
ance, it can collect events from -60V to +60V, and maximum
sensitivity is lV. It can also be set to measure open or closed
contacts or current loops.

Any of the monitor boards can demultiplex a tributary data
stream inside the data stream being processed and send it to
the VXIbus local bus lines. Any board in the system can sink
and/or bypass these lines to the next board. This means that
a group of boards, say one 34-Mbit/s, one 8-MbiVs, and one
2-MbiVs, can act as shared demultiplexers for the other
monitoring boards, which can send these boards their
signals to be demultiplexed.

Tlvo special application boards are also available. These are
basically the standard 8-MbiVs and 34-MbiVs monitor boards
without the G.703 interface. They perform the demux func-
tion while analyzing the streams coming from the local bus.
This can be economically convenient when a demux feature
is shared among many monitored streams.

Another common resource is the scanner board, which
contains two 4:1 analog multiplexers. The high bandwidth
of this board allows the multiplexing of signals up to 140
Mbits/s. Up to three multiplexers can be cascaded. A scan-
ner board can be used to scan a group ofdigital data
streams, connecting one at a time to a monitor board. This
can lower the cost per data stream but has the disadvantage
that no data stream is monitored continuously.

G.821 Becords

Fig. 6. HP E3560 software archilecture. The software is basecl orr thc HP OpenView nctwork managernent softrvare

Peripheral Unit
Communication

0x Stack
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IIP E3560 Softrryare

The HP E3560 software is based on HP OpenView,l as
shown in Fig. 6. The applications and managers that form
the software environment are dMded into four packages:

. Base software

. Communication software
r Presentation software
o Threshold manager software.

Base and Communication Soffbware

The base software lets the user manage the peripheral units
by acting on the manager map (Fig. 7). This is actually a set
of maps, each exposing a particular level of detail in the
system architecture, from a highJevel view @eripheral unit
level) down to the board level and the individual monitoring
channels inside the boards. Another set of maps called the
user map is available for surveillance (see "Presentation

Software," page 97).

By selecting an object with the mouse and using the ap-
propriate menus, the system manager can set up the periph-

eral units and start and stop the monitoring activities. This
feature is available both on the peripheral unit level (a sort
of big switch that turns on and off the monitoring capabili-
ties of an entire peripheral unit) and on the single-channel
Ievel. Thus it is possible to enable or disable the monitoring
of a single data stream or alarm input.

The part ofthe user interface not directly handled by HP
OpenView is managed by the ConfigA application, which
translates user requests into the appropriate primitives and
posts them to the HP OpenView communication infrastruc-
ture to be sent outside the workstation using the Qx proto-

cols. Since this is not one of HP OpenView's native stacks,
the task is performed by a proxy manager (which is palt of
the communication software). The proxy manager takes

care of the translation between the HP OpenView primitives

and the Qx primitives. Furthermore, the proxy manager
manages all associations with the peripheral units and en-
sures the correct addressing of each outgoing request. The
proxy manager returns incoming responses to the applica-
tion or manager waiting for them, and sends event report
indications to the event management server (see below).

The proxy manager also manages data link faults. The OSI
layer 2 protocol continuously polls the peripheral units and
can detect any disconnection resulting from line breakage,
peripheral unit failure, or some other cause. In this case, it
issues a DL'DISC0NNECT request towards the OSI stack's up-
per layers. The layer 7 service element responsible for asso-
ciations forwards this request to the proxy manager as a
PH0VIDER-ABORT indication. The proxy manager translates
this into a format understandable by HP OpenView by issu-
ing a particular event report indication to the fault manager,
a part of the base software not shown in Fig. 6, which signals
the fault by changing the object's color on the network map.

The fault manager is one of three managers that handle in-
coming events. The other two are the alarm manager and
the statistics manager, which receive the alarms and the
G.821 data, respectively, from the peripheral units and store
it in the database. These managers use the services of the
event management server. Each manager creates a filter
which is used by the event management server to route the
various events to the managers that are waiting for them.

Since data handled by these managers requires a large
amount of storage (customers typically ask for I to 2 years'

storage), it was deemed better not to use the database
embedded in HP OpenView, but to provide instead an SQL
database, which is also useful for report generation. Con-
figuration information is also stored in the SQL database.

F'1. tur lta sin brb !r.g@ cmhol cdlm @t tu.sl&

Fig. 7. HP Eill-r60 nranager map
(top levol) .
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It was a design choice that all information pertaining to the
peripheral unit is kept in the peripheral unit itsclf. Thc first-
level processor stores only logical information related to the
peripheral unit (e.g., the data streams'names and creation
dates) that doesn't correspond to any physical attribute of
the device.

The alarm manager also changes the status and therefore
the map color ofthe affected object. The HP E3560 uses the
four colors allowed by HP OpenView. Each color is associ-
ated with a particular status of the affected object. The four
basic status conditions are:
Unknown. This status means that the object has not been
created yet. It is known by the first-level processor, but not
by the peripheral unit that contains it.
Normal. The object gets this status after a snccessful cre-
ation, that is, after a create request has been issued to the
peripheral unit and has been acknowledged by it.
Warning. The object gets this status when an alarm indica-
tion has been received. When the alarm is turned off. the
object's status changes back to normal.
Critical. The object gets this status when a data link fault
occurs, that is, when it is no longer possible for the first-
level processor to act upon the object.

Database Management

Database management is part of the base software. It is han-
dled by the ConfigA application and the alarm and statistics
managers. The database structures consist ofthree main
tables:
Configuration tables store data regarding peripheral units
and monitored data streams. As mentioned above, only log-
ical parameters are stored in the first-level processor, such
as the data stream name, its creation and disconnection
dates, and the quality parameters ofthe stream (see
"Threshold Manager Software" below).

" Alarm tables store alarm source, type, begin time, and end
time.

" Performance tables store performance data coming from
the peripheral unit. Each row ofthe table stores a record
containing the error counts (ES, SES, DM, UAS) and three
bit error rate indicators computed by the peripheral unit in
slightly different ways.

The way in which performance data is managed is critical to
the operation of the system. Elementary data coming from
the peripheral units occupies a lot of disk space. With some
hundred streams being monitored, disk space can be filled
in a few months. As a compromise between data storage and
disk space, an aggregation technique was developed to
maintain data for a longer period at the price of reduced
data granularity.

The elementary records are kept in the database for a period
of time Tl (expressed in days), which can be defined by the
user during the installation of the system. Each day, a back-
ground process combines the elementary records into a
single daily record. For G.821 parameters (ES, SES, etc.)
this is done by simply summing all of the stored values. For
BER parameters, it is done by averaging all of the stored
values. After Tl days, the older elementary records are re-
moved from the database. Storing the daily records before
time Tl speeds up daily report generation at the expense of
a small amount of extra storage.

The advantage ofthis operation to the user is a reduction of
the disk space needed for the database. The disadvantage
lies in the loss of resolution resulting from the aggregation
process: the older data cannot be viewed with l5-minute
resolution, but only with l-day resolution.

The daily records are kept in the database for a period of
time T2. At the end of each month, a second aggregation
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Fig. 8. Hourly G.821 statist,ical
report. ES, SES, DM, llAS, and
BFIR are defined on page 89. FIFS
= error-free second. LES = local
errored second. AV_IIfl. and
AT_ER are hi t  error  lates (BER)

computed in clifferent ways.
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takes place, collapsing the daily records of the oldest month
into a single monthly record. After T2 months, the oldest

daily records are removed from the database.

Finally, after a period of time T3, the oldest records are
deleted from the database.

T1, T2, and T3 can be defined during system installation, but
it must be realized that their values have different impacts
on disk space. Elementary records have the highest storage
requirements, while daily and monthly records play only a
secondary role. Therefore, a higher value of T1 means re-
ports with higher resolution for a longer time, but it also
means more disk space and cost.

Presentation Software

The presentation soltware is implemented using the ReportA
application. Reports are divided into two families: statistical
and alarm reports, which show performance and alarm data,
respectively. Performance data can be displayed in three
fonnats: hourly (Figs. 8 and 9), daily (Fig. 10), and monthly.
The hourly display shows data as it is stored in the database
(elementary data). The daily and monthly displays show
aggregated data. Various reporting options let the user make
repofts on a single data stream or on a group of data
streams, showing absolute or percentage values. The user
can define thresholds for ES, SES, and DM and have the
repoft flag all records having one or more values over a
threshold. Optionally, the user can ask for a report displaying
only values that exceed system or user-defined thresholds.

The ReportA application user interface makes extensive use
of X Window panels and HP OpenView maps. The user's
selections are translated into SQL queries and the results are
formatted in a file and displayed. The file can also be printed.

The HP E3560 design philosophy allows system users, who
perform reporting activities, to make use of user maps.

These contain only objects such as data streams or alarm
inputs and are not cluttered with configuration objects
(peripheral units, boards, and so on), which are not peftinent

to the suweillance task.

Fig. 11 shows a typical alarm report.

Threshold Manager Softr'vare

The threshokl manager software has the purpose of long-
term surveillance of the monitored data streams according
to CCITT Recommendation M.550.

Each data stream can be assigned quality parameters by the
operator. These consist of a quality classification (high,
medium, or low grade) and the type classification of the link
(path, section, or line section). These characteristics are
processed to produce a set of thresholds that mark the data
streaflr performance limits: the higher the declared quality of
the data stream, the lower the limits. The calculated thresh-
olds also depend on another variable, the operational status
of the data stream, which can be declared as in service, out
of service, or repaired. The software automatically sets the
thresholds according to the operator's declarations.

Whenever a data stream is placed under threshold manager
control, its performance data (ES, SES, and DM values) is
periodically read from the database. The period, called the
step, can be defined by the user, from 15 minutes to 1 day.
The performance data is accumulated in the threshold man-
ager's private registers. This process continues for a user-
defined period of time called the reset period, ranging from
a minimum period, which is equal to the step, to a maximum
of one month. If during the reset period any one of the accu-
mulated valucs crosses the calculated threshold, the thresh-
old manager generates an alarm, which is displayed in the
same manner as the alarms coming from the peripheral units.

Fig. 9. Hourly G.821 statistical
histogram.
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Recommendation M.550 classifies circuit performance as
normal, degraded, or unacceptable. This classification takes
the reference performance objective (RPO, defined earlier)
as its reference point and scales it by a factor depending on
the circuit type to determine the thresholds of degraded and
unacceptable performance. For a digital path like the one
used as an example at the beginning of this article, the scal-
ing factor for the degraded performance threshold is 0.75.

Fig.  10.  Dai ly  G.821 stat is t ical
report .

Thus, the perforrnance of such a path is defined as degraded
(D) when one or more of the quality parameters ES, SES, or
DM crosses the corresponding threshold:

D ES = 0,75 x RPO(ES)
D SES = 0.75 x RPO(SES)
D DM = 0.75 x RPO(DM)

Fig. 11. Network stream alarms
report.
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Demux Softlvare

One of the most powerful capabilities of the HP E3560 pe-

ripheral unit is the possibility of taking a data stream con-

nected to the peripheral unit's front panel and extracting

one of its tributaries. The extracted data stream can be fed

to another monitoring board, which in turn can monitor and

recursively demultiplex the tributary. Thus, starting from a

140-MbiVs data stream, one can demux down to the 2-MbiVs

level.

This capability is exploited to give three different demux
modes: slow, medium, and fast demux (these features are
included in the base software).

SIow demux can be used to monitor a selected tributary con-

tinuously. This is nothing more than what is normally done
with the monitoring boards, except that the controlled data
stream doesn't come from the transmission equipment or

the DDF (digital distribution frame), but is extracted from a
hierarchically higher data stream. All the operator has to do

is select a demux source, choose the Start Slow Demux option

in the Demux menu, and then, helped by a dialog box, ask for

the pattern that leads to the desired tributary. An M-ACTI0N
primitive is then sent to the peripheral unit, which locates

the required resources (mainly free monitoring charmels)
and then communicates to the first-level processor the start
ofthe demux action, sending back the physical addresses of

the selected channels. These channels appear to the opera-
tor as s5rmbols on the map, which the operator is asked to

name to identiff the selected tributaries during the demux

operations. It is also possible to assign a group name to the
whole demux chain (the set of streams that form the pat-

terns) which makes it possible to extract the G.821 report
with a single query.

Fast and medium demux are fault localization tools: their
philosophy is the same as slow demux, but they are imple-
mented slightly differently. The idea behind these operations
is to explore the "tributary tree" contained in a data stream
to find possible problems.

Fast demux starts from a selected data stream and scans the
tree down to the 2-MbiVs level, reporting the status of each
tributary. If the status is not OK, the most severe alarm de-
tected during the scanning is reported. This operation is
very quick and is automatically performed by the peripheral

unit. After about 10 seconds, the report is ready on the
screen.

Medium demux operates in the same way, but the time dedi-
cated to each tributary can be chosen by the operator (from

I to 60 seconds). Since this results in a longer operation, the
result is more accurate. The report also gives the BER
estimated during the observation of the tributary.
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G-Link: A Chipset for Gigabit-Rate
Data Communication
Two easy-to-use lC chips convert parallel data for transmission over
high-speed ser ia l  l inks.  A special  encoding algor i thm ensures dc balance
in the transmitted data stream. A binary-quantized phase-locked loop is
used for clock recovery. An on-chip state machine manages link startup
automaticallv.

by Chu-Sun Yen, Richard C. Walker, Patrick T. Petruno, Cheryl Stout, Benny W.H. Lai,
and Mlliam J. McFarland

The last decade has seen a tremendous increase in comput-
ing power with only modest advances in the bandwidth of
the data links used to intercormect these computers. Between
1982 and 1992, the speed ofa high-performance engineering
workstation has increased from 0.5 MIPS (million instruc-
tions per second) to 100 MIPS, an increase of over two or-
ders of magnitude. In that same period of time, computer
network bandwidths have gone from Ethemet at 10 Mbits/s
to FDDI at 100 Mbits/s, an increase of only one order of
magnitude. In addition to faster computers, other factors,
such as the widespread use of multimedia applications, will
put pressure on network bandwidths, threatening to create
an VO bottleneck for modem computing systems.

Unlike computer systems, serial links cannot exploit paral-

lelism and must run at proportionally higher rates for each
increment in performance. At clock rates below about 100
MHz, traditional printed circuit board design techniques can
be used to implement link circuitry with collections of pack-

aged parts. But as link speeds approach the $gabit-per-second
range, interchip timing skews make it impractical to build
low-cost gigabit links in this way. Although long-haul tele-
phone networks have used gigabit-rate data links for many
years, these links use nonintegrable components and require
adjustment and maintenance. Such systems are easily justi-

fied when the cost is amortized over millions of users but
axe too costly and complex for computer use.

To support the needs of computer and other generic data
transport applications, the HP HDMP-1000 gigabit link
(G-link) chipset has been developed. It is the first commer-
cially available l.4-Gbaud link interface in two chips, a
transmitter chip and a receiver chip, requiring no external
parts or a{lustments.

The architecture ofthe G-link chipset greatly eases thejob
of the system designer. Communication between the chipset
and the user's system takes place through a low-speed paral-

lel interface. All gigabit-rate signals, with the exception of
the serial electrical data stream, remain internal to the chips
and are never routed on the printed circuit board. Thus the
designer is able to use standard printed circuit board design
techniques to deliver gigabit-rate performance. For fiber

optic applications, the high-speed serial signals are easily
connected to lightwave transmitter and receiver modules.
To simplify the designer's job further, a link-management
state machine controller implemented on the receiver chip
insulates the user from many of the details associated with
link startup and error monitoring.

The chipset was designed in HP's 25-GHz f1 silicon bipolar
process and incorporates patented circuit techniques devel-
oped at HP Laboratories, namely the encoding scheme and
the phaseJocked loop circuit. These new techniques, de-
scribed later in this paper, represent departures from tradi-
tional telecommunication practice and have made practical

the integration of an inexpensive and easy-to-use gigabit-

rate chipset.

Overview

Fig. 1 shows a tlpical G-link application supporting a full-
duplex interconnection between two hosts. One transmitter
and one receiver chip are used for each end ofthe link.

From the user's viewpoint, the chipset behaves as a "virtual
ribbon cable" for the transmission of parallel data over serial
links. Parallel data is serialized by the transmitter chip and
deserialized by the receiver chip into the original parallel

form. The chipset hides from the user all the complexity of

Fig. 1. A duplex link built with the HP HDMP-1000 gigabit link
(G-link) chipset.
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G:Unk Transmittor

Serial Data

Fig. 2. Siniplified transmitler chip block cliagranr.

encoding, multiplexing, clock ertraction, demultiplexing, and
decoding needed for high-speed serial data transmission.

The transmitter chip (Figs. 2 and 3) accepts the user's paral-
lel data word and clock. The word-rate clock is internally
multiplied up to the serial rate in the transmitter chip phase-
locked loop. This high-speed serial clock is used to multi-
plex the encoded data. The encoding algorithm, called
conditiono.l inuersion with nxaster tra,nsition, or CIMII
creates a framet'for data transmission by appending four
coding bits to each input data word. The resulting frame is
then transmitted in either normal or inverted form,2 as nec-
essary, to maintain dc balance of the serial bit stream for
transmission over optical links or coaxial cables. This CIMT
line code distinguishes itself by being efficient and simple to
implement compared to other line codes such as 88/108.

To support modern network protocols, the chipset allows
the transmission of three different types of frames. Generic
user data is transmitted with d,ataJrames. ControlJrames
age the second tlpe of frame, and are used for the transmis-
sion of information that should be treated separately from
data, such as packet headers. Fill Jrames are the third type
of frame, and are sent automatically by the link during
startup and to maintain synchronization when the user
has neither data nor control information to send.

In the receiver chip (Figs. 4 and 5), the clock and frame
alignment are extracted from the incoming data stream with
a phaseJocked loop. The data is then demultiplexed and
decoded back to its original parallel form. In addition to
these basic functions, the receiver chip also includes a state
machine controller, which performs an end-to-end hand-
shake and provides both bit and frame s)ryrchronization. This
handshake avoids the false lock problems that are typical
with clock extraction circuits that accommodate a wide
range of clock frequencies.

An unconventional "bang-bang" phase-locked loopS is used
in the transmitter and receiver to provide adjustment-free bit
retiming at very high data rates. Using the special master
transition built into the line code, the phase-Iocked loop pro-
vides frame synchronization without the periodic insertion
of special frame symchronization words.

A very compact chip layout was achieved by tning three lay-
ers of metal and a quasi-gate-array ECL design methodology.

In this papet a frame is defined as an encoded input word.

Fig. 3. Photorrricroplraph oI the transmitter chip.

The 68-pin surface-mount package (Fig. 6) is designed to
maintain good performance for 1.4-GHz signals.

The key features ofthe chipset are:
. Paral lel ECL bus inlerface
. 16 or 20 bits wide, pin selectable
r FIag bit usable as extra data bit (17th or 21st)
o CIMT encoding and decoding
. Acldc coupled
r 110 to 1400 Mbaud serial line rate
. On-chip phaseJocked loops for transmitter clock generation

and receiver clock extraction
. Local loopback mode for troubleshooting
. Single -5V t10% supply voltage
. 2W power dissipation per chip (typical)
. Can be used with fiber optic links
. On-chip equalizer for use with coaxial cable
. Standard 68-pin CQFP (ceramic quad flat package).

Because of the simplicity and flexibility of the G-link chip-
set, it can be used for a wide variety ofapplications, includ-
ing computer backplanes, video distribution, peripheral
channels, and networks.
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Fig. 5. Photomicrograph of the receiver chip.
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Many coding schemes have been developed to allow com-
munication of information over various tlpes of channels. In
synchronous communication links, clock and framing in-
formation must be transmitted along with data in such a way
that the clock and data can be recovered at the receiving
end of the link. Therefore, it is necessary for the transmitted
encoded serial bit stream to have enough cn.rbedtled clock
information for the receiver to recover the serial clock.
There must also be some method of frame alignment so that
the boundaries of a frame can be located at the receiver.

In optical links, it is desirable to ac couple the data signals
to simplify laser bias circuitry and optical receivcr design.
This is also true in repeater design, since the components
are commonly ac coupled. A problem with ac coupled sys-
tems is that the baseline will shift when the transmitted digi-
tal data is not dc balanced. This shift makes detection diffi-
cult and degrades the system noise margin. To overcome
this problem, arbitrary data is typically encoded bcfore
transmission to achieve dc balance. The receiver restores
the data to its original form by decoding.

In the G-link chipset, the CIMT coding scheme perfomrs the
following tasks:
The transmitter chip supplies a master transition in eve'ry
frame for clock recovery and frame alignment at the re<'eiver.
Frames are conditionally inverted as necessary to maintain
dc balance.
Information is provided in the transmittcd frame about the
type of frame transmitted ancl whether or not. the fiame was
inverted.
At the receiver, decoding is done to del.ermine what type
of frame was received and whether or nol the frame was
inverted.

. If the frame was invcrted at the transmitter, it is inverted
again at the receiver to restore the information to its original
form.

. Thc rccc'iver performs error checking on poftions of the
frames to detect loss of lock.

This mcthod of cncocl ing and decoding has several
advantages:

" Clock information is available in each frame, indicating both
phase and frequency alignment.

* There is no need for the userto send any special characters
to indicatc the start of a new frame. The G-link chips perform
frame alignment transparently.

' There are no restrictions on the user's input bit patterns. Dc
balance is maintained by frame inversion and a maximum
run length is guaranteed by the master transition.

' By checking for framing errors, the receiver can detect loss
oflock and reinitiate the link staftup process. (A discussion
of link startup can bc found under "Startup State Machine
Controller" on page 109.)

Data is encoded by appending four extra coding bits (C-field)

to the input data (D-field). The serial combination of the
D-field and the C-field makes a frame. The user can choose
to transmit either data frames or control frames. In addition,
two t)'pes of filI frames are inter-nally generated for trans-
mission when there is no input supplied by the user or dur-
ing staftup. To maintain dc balance, data and control frames
are either inver1ed or not inveded. Information about inver-
sion and the type of frame is contained in the C-field. Unlike
typical codcs with fixed data width, the CIMT code can
accommodat,e multiple data widths.

The G-link chipsct is dcsigned to transmit either 16-bit-wide
or 20-bit-widc data words. Both the transmitter chip and the
receiver chip have an input pin that allows the user to select

-l
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the parallel word width. There is also a flag bit, which can
be used as an extra data bit: A frame consisting of the D-field
plus the appended C-field is then either 20 or 24 bits long. In
the case of control frames, two bits in the D-field are used for
encoding, resulting in 14 or 18 bits available for transmitting
information. The flag bit is obtained by selecting between
different sets of coding bits in the C-field.

Table I shows the contents of different frames generated at
the Glink transmitter for the case of 20-bit data. DAV (data
input available) and CAV (control input available) are sup-
plied by the user to indicate what type of user input is to be
transmitted. If neither data nor control inputs are available,
a fill frame is sent. FLAG is the additional flag bit input. D0 to
D19 are the parallel inputs. INV is a logic signal internally
generated on the transmitter chip that indicates whether the
frame is to be inverted.

Table I
Gontents of Diflerent Frame Types
lor GIMT Encoding of 20-Bit Data

for data and inverted data frames are complements of each
other. The same is true for control frames. This allows the
entire frame to be inverted with the correct C-field bits for a
particular type of frame.

There are two types of fill frames, referred to in Table I as
FFO and FFl. FF0, a training sequence used during startup,
has a single rising edge at the master transition and is a
square wave with 5fflo duty cycle. The receiver's clock recov-
ery circuit is able to lock onto this signal, extract the serial
clock, and provide frame alignment. FFl, another training
sequence used during startup, is also sent after startup
whenever the user does not supply inputs for data or control
frames. FFI is similar to FFO except that the position of the
falling edge moves by one bit forward or backward, creating
a square wave that is two bits heavy (FFIH) or two bits light
(FFlL). The decision to send either FFIH or FFIL is made
depending on the disparity* of previously transmitted bits,
in an attempt to reduce the disparity to zero. Since FFO is dc
balanced and the two types of FFl frames are sent to reduce
disparity, fill frames are not inverted.

Noninverted control frames have the same C-field as fill
frames, but are distinguished from fil1 frames by the center
two bits of the D-field, which are 01. Control frames are in-
verted when appropriate, but then have a different, unique
C-field.

All other possible C-field codes that are not listed in Table I
are not allowed and are considered to be errors if received.
The receiver detects the loss of a master transition or a for-
bidden C-field code as a frame error. This information is
used by the receiver's state machine to derive the link sta-
tus. In addition, if the flag bit is not used by the user, it is
used for additional frame error checking. The flag bit is al-
ternated internally by the transmitter and this alternation is
checked at the receiver.

Coding Implementation

Fig. 7 shows a block diagram of the transmitter chip. The
user supplies the parallel inputs D0-D19, a frame rate clock,
the DAV and CAV inputs, and the FLAG input (optional). The
high-speed and subrate clocks are derived from the frame
rate clock by a phase-locked loop circuit. "System VO"

- Disoaritv is the number of 1 s minus the number of 0s.

FIAG DAV CAV INV

X O O X

X O O X

X O O X

x x l 0

X X I I

0 1 0 0

0 1 0 1

1 1 0 0

1 1 0 1

O-Field C-Field

MT
J

l l11l l111 10 000000000 00 l l

l r lu11l l  00 000000000 00 1l

1 l1 l l1t11 11 000000000 00 l l

D0-D8 0l D9-Dl7 00 11

D0-D8- 10 D9-D17 ll 00

Frame Type

Fill (FF0)

Fill (FTIL)

Fill (FFIH)

Control

Inverted Control

D0-D19

DODIS

DO-Dl9

DODIg

11 0l Data, FLAG Low

00 l0 Inverted Data, FLAG

Low

l0 1l Data, FLAG High

0l 00 Inverted Data, FLAG

HiCh

X = Don't Cile MT = Mmter Tfmsition

The C-field bits were chosen so that a master transition al-
ways occurs between the second and third bits of the C-field.
For data and control frames, this transition can be in either
direction. The C-field bits were also chosen so that the codes

GAV
DAV

RFD

High-
Speed
Serial
0utput

Fig. 7. Transmitter encoding
circuitry.

System l/0
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System l/0
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Serial Input
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CAV
OAV
FtAG

00-019

Frame Clock

High-Speed and
Subrate Clocks

Fig. 8. Receiver decoding cirr:uitry.

refers to other signals that are involved in the link's config-

uration and status. RFD (ready for data) is an output indicat-

ing to the user that the link is ready to transmit data. The
D16-D19 inputs are ignored when the user selects 16-bit
parallel word width.

Depending on the OAV, CAV, and FLAG inputs, the C-field coding
bits are generated and any necessary encoding of the D-field
is performed. Then the C-field and D-field bits are evaluated
in a sign circuit whose output is the sign of the disparity of
the frame. A separate accumulator keeps track of the dispar-
ity of previously transmitted bits. The decision to invert or
not to invert a frame is made based on the outputs of these
two circuits and is indicated by the signal lNV. If the signs of
the disparities of the current frame and the previously trans-
mitted bits are the same, INV is high and the current frame is
inverted. If they are not the same, INV is low and the frame is
not inverted. Only data and control frames are invefted; the
invert function is disabled for fill frames. The frame is serial-
ized with a circuit that multiplexes the parallel inputs into a
serial bit stream and performs any necessary frame inver-
sion. The output of this circuit is then transmitted across
the serial link.

A block diagram of the decoding portion of the receiver chip
is shown in Fig. 8. After startup, the serial clock and the
framing information are produced by the receiver's clock
recovery circuitry allowing the receiver to recover the serial
data and demultiplex it back to parallel form. The frame
clock is provided as an output for use in the user's system.

By examining the C-field bits, the C-field decoder deter-
mines what kind of frame has been received and whether or
not it has been inverted. With this information, the D-field
decoder restores the parallel data back to its original form.
In addition, the C-field decoderprovides DAV, CAV, and FLAG
information back to the user. These signals have the same
definitions as the corresponding transmitter inputs. The
C-field bits are also used by the receiver's state machine to
check for frame errors.

Encoding Circuitry
Encoding on the transmitter chip is performed mainly by
logic cells and two on-chip programmable logic arrays
(PLAs). However, there are two special pafts of the frame
inversion function. The first is an analog sign circuit which

determines whether a frame has more high or low bits. The
second is an accumulator which keeps track of the disparity
of the previously transmitted data.

The sign circuit on the transmitter consists of one differen-
tial pair per bit, a summing circuit, and a comparator. To
prevent errors in determining a frame's sign, it is important
for the differential pairs to have matched current sources.
Therefore, each differential pair is supplied by two current
sources from an array of current sources laid out in com-
mon centroid fashion. This reduces the effects ofprocess
and temperature gradients on the value of each pair's com-
bined current source. In addition, large-geometry resistors
are used to improve matching of the current sources.

The currents are summed at shared collectors through resis-
tors, creating a differential voltage proportional to the differ-
ence between the numbers of ls and 0s in the frame. When
there are more ls than 0s, this voltage is positive; when
there are more 0s than ls, it is negative. This voltage then
drives a comparator, which produces a high or low logic
signal depending on the sign ofthe inputvoltage. This
method of determining the sign of a frame is simpler and
faster than a digital solution.

The accumulator circuit keeps track of the disparity of pre-
viously transmitted bits. It is implemented with a 6-bit up/
down counter. To relieve timing constraints, the counter
operates on two bits at a time. This allows it to operate at a
clock rate that is half the serial output rate.

The counter can count from all 0s to all ls and is reset at
startup to the midpoint, which is considered a balanced
state. The range ofthis 6-bit counter is then -32 to +31 bits,
where 0 is the balanced state. With two input bits, there are
four possible combinations: 11 which has a disparity of +2
bits, 00 which has a disparity of -2 bits and 01 or 10 which
are balanced with zero disparity. Since we only need to
count up or down by multiples of 2, we can allow one bit of
the counter range to correspond to a disparity of 2 bits.
Thus the effective counter range, in bits of disparity, be-
comes -64 bits to +62 bits. The worst-case disparity that can
occur with this coding scheme is +31 bits, which is well
within the range of the counter. The most-significant bit of
the counter is compared with the output of the sign circuit
to decide whether to invert the frame.

Accumulating two bits at a time is the most convenient ap-
proach. If the counter were to operate on one bit at a time, it
would still have to count either up or down and one bit of
the counter range would correspond to one bit of disparity.
Thus, the range of a 6-bit counter would be -32 to +31 bits of
disparity, which would not have enough margin beyond the
worst-case disparity of+31 bits. A higher-order counter
would be required, and it would also have to run at the full
serial output rate, resulting in increased power consumption.

If the counter were to operate on four bits at a time, it
would have the benefit of running at one fourth of the serial
rate, but it would have to count up and down by 4, up and
down by 2, or remain unchanged. One bit ofthe counter
range could correspond to two bits of disparity as in the
case irnplemented, but the counter design would be more
complex.
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Clock Extraction Chain

Fig. 9. TVpical r:lock e'xtrac:tiort ancl clatit t'ctinrittg cit-cttil rt'tlttil ls
phasc atljustntetrt ancl u'irlc battdlrrdtlt.

Phase-Locked Loop

In a serial data link, the clock signal is not explicitly trans-
mitted, but is instead implied by the transitions of the data
stream. By examining the transitions in the data stream with
a clock extraction circuit it is possible to create a replica of
the original clock that was used to transmit the data. This
recovered clock can then be used to sample and restore the
potentially degraded analog input.

Many high-speed clock extraction techniques exist, but most
have been developed for long-haul telephone applications.
Telecom systems are designed to maximize the distancc-
bandwidth product of the link. This criterion minimizes both
the number of physical repeater sites and the number of
fibers that have to be installed in a given run. As a result, a
much higher premium is placed on clock-extraction perfor-

mance than on cost-effectiveness. These ob.iectives have
made this class ol clock extraction technioues unsuitable for
datacomm applications.

Tbaditional Telecom Clock Extraction Circuits

Fig. 9 shows a representative clock extraction and data re-
timing circuit that is used for high-bit-rate telecom systems.
The incoming analog data stream is split into two parallel
paths: the clock extraction chain and the data retiming path.

Because an NRZ (nonreturn to zero) data stream does not
have a spectral component at the clock frequency, some
nonlinear process must be used to derive a clock signal
from the data stream. In the t;pical circuit of Fig. 9, a time
derivative is applied, followed by an absolute value function.
This combination of elements creates a narrow unidirec-
tional pulse for every transition ofthe data. This new wave-
form contains a spectral component at the clock frequency.
Once the clock component has been created, it can be iso-
lated either by a filter, typically implemented with a SAW
(surface acoustic wave) device, or by a phase-locked loop.

There are two problems with this configuration. The first is
that, although the circuit extracts the correct clock fre-
quency, it does not extract the correct phase. There is a
large phase shift between the input data and the recovered
clock. The phase relationship bet.ween the clock and the
data must then be adjusted somehow to compensate for
process and temperature variations. The second problem is
that the creation ofnarrow pulses requires high circuit
bandwidth. This is often the speed-limiting factor for giga-

bit-rate clock recoverv circuits.

G-Link Solution
A design goal of the GJink chipset was to eliminate all exter-
nal parts and user adjustments and effectively hide the sys-
tem complexity from the uscr through monolithic integration.
The clock extraction circuit was most impacted by these
requirements. To achieve these aggressive goals, a new
phaseJocked loop circuit was developed based on a binary-
quantized ("bang-bang") phase detector.

The phase-locked loop circuit used in the G-link chipset (see

Fig. l0) works hand in hand with the CIMT line code to
avoid both the phase adjustment problem and the band-
width requirement of the traditional techniques. In this cir-
cuit, the incoming data splits into two paths fiust as in the
tradit.i<-rnal telecom approach). Instead of a con'rplex phase

detect.or, which is potentially mismatchcd in delay to the
retiming latch, two matched latches are used at the front
end of the circuit. One latch is used for retin.ring and the
other for phase detection. Because both latches are laid out
identically on the chip, their delays are well-matched.

The two latches are driven by the VCO through a contple-
mentary buffer. If the VCO is properly aligned, the top latch
samples the center ofthe data cell on rising edges ofthe
clock while the lower latch samples the data transitions on
the falling edge of the clock.

Because the G-link line code provides a guaranteed transi-
tion at a fixed, defined location in every frame, the sample
of this transition can be used as an indication of the loop
phase error. The VCO output is divided by either 20 or 24,
depending on the selected word width, to produce one sam-
pling pulse per frame. That clock pulse is used to take a
sample in the vicinity of the master transition so that a
phase update is generated, once per frame, indicating
whether the VCO is early or late with respect to the master
transition. Assuming a rising master transition, as shown in
Fig. 11, if the VCO is too high in frequency, the sampling
point drifls to the left of the master transition and a low
value is samplcd. If the VCO is too low, the sampling point

moves to the right and a high value is sampled. This circuit
then produces a one or zero indication from the phase detec-
tor that tells whether the VCO is early or late with respect to
the incoming data.

Since the fastest operating element in this circuit is a latch
operating at the serial rate, this circuit is usable up to the

Fig. 10. Sinrplifietl rliagranr of the (]-link binary quantized (bang-

bang) phast, loclicrl kro;r ancl clata letiltting cil'cttit.
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Fig. ll. Once per frame, the phaselocked loop detects whether the
VCO is early or late with respect to the master transition encoded in
each frame.

highest frequency at which a given process is capable of
making a functioning latch. In addition, the circuit inher-
ently provides excellent phase alignment between the VCO
and the data. Note that the output ofthe phase detector latch
is not linearly proportional to the loop phase error, but is
instead a binaryquantized representation of the error. This
characteristic renders the loop equations nonlinear and re-
quires unconventional design methods (see "Bang-Bang
Loop Analysis," page 110).

False Locking and Frame Synchronization
During initial link startup, it is necessary to ensure that the
phaseJocked loop correctly determines the frequency ofthe
incoming data and finds the location of the master transition.

In many clock extraction circuits, the clock frequency is
extracted from a coded, random data stream. A common
difficulty with this approach is the problem of the phase-
locked loop locking onto wrong frequencies that are har-
monically related to the data rate. To avoid this problem,
most systems limit the VCO range so that it can never be
more than a few percent away from the correct frequency.

A narrow-band VCO using external components was not
consistent with the goal of building a completely monolithic
chipset. Integrated oscillators rely on low-tolerance IC com-
ponents and a"re typically limited to t30/o tolerance on the
center frequency. For customer flexibility, it was desired to
extend the oscillator range to cover at least an octave. This
range, in conjunction with digital dividers, allows the G-link
chipset to operate over a range of I l0 to 1400 Mbaud in four
bands.

A second design problem is frame synchronization. At the
receiver, some method must be employed to determine the
boundaries between frames so that they can be properly
deserialized back into the original parallel words. The G-link
chipset establishes and monitors frame synchronization by
using the embedded master transition. Unlike other links,
the G-link chipset allows the continuous transmission of
unbroken streams of data, without the insertion of special
frame synchronization words.

Startup State Machine Controller
To eliminate the problems of false locking and frame syn-
chronization, the G-link chipset uses a startup state machine
and the special training fill frames.

Because the internal VCO is capable of operating over
nearly a 3:1 range of frequencies, a frequency detector is
necessary to avoid false locking problems. The frequency
detector operates only when simple square-wave fill frames
are being sent. A conventional sequential frequency detec-
tor, built of two resettable flip-flops, determines the sign of
the frequency error. When the phase error is less than 122.5
degrees, the output ofthe phase detector is used. Otherwise,
the loop filter is driven by the frequency detector output.
Because the frequency detection ctcuit cannot operate on
data frames, the state machine controller must disable the
frequency detection circuit before allowing data to be sent.

Neither node of a duplex link can achieve lock unless the
opposite side is sending special fill frames. Neither side of
the link can stop sending fill frames and start sending data
unless the other side has successfully achieved lock. The
state machine uses the two distinct fill frames FFO and FFl
to allow one side of the link to notify the other side of its
current locking status. This guarantees that fill frames will
be sent whenever needed to restore lock, and only as long
as necessary to achieve lock.

As described previously, FFO is a 50olo balanced square wave
with equal numbers of 0 and I bits. FFI consists of two
modified square-wave patterns. These two patterns are used
as needed to maintain dc balance on the link. Both FFO and
FFl have a single, rising transition, which is in the same
position in the frame as the master transition of data and
control frames. The rising edge of the fill frames is used ini-
tially to establish an unambiguous frarne reference. After
initial lock, the master transition of the data frames is used
to maintain frame lock.

Fig. 12 shows the state machine handshake procedure for a
full-duplex link in greater detail. Both the near and far ends
of the link independently follow the state diagram of Fig. 12.
The three states are defined by the state variables STAT0 and
STAT1. At power-up, each end of the link enters the sequence
at the arc marked "Start."

Frequency and Frame
Acquisition

0.0

Frame Error or Data
or Gontrol

FF(l or FFt FFI or llata or Control

Waiting for Peer

0,1

Frame Error or FFO I
I

Sending Data

1,1

I FFI or Data or Control

Fig. f2. State machine handshake procedure for a full-duplex link,
showing the values of the state variables STAT0 and STAI1 (0,0, etc.).
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Bang-Bang Loop Analysis

A simpli f ied version of the clock recovery phase-locked loop of the G-l ink chipset
is shown in Fig 1. 0nlythe transit ion sampling latch is shown, and the input is
assumed to be a square wave at the same frequency as the VC0.

The VCO is control led through a loop f i l ter that consists of the sum of an integral
signal and a prop0rt ional signal. Because the phase detector is quantized, the VCO
frequency switches between two discrete frequencies, causing the VC0 to ramp
up and down in phase, thereby tracking the incoming signal phase.

l f  the loop is properly designed, the system can be considered t0 be composed 0f
two noninteracting loops. These are the paths labeled proport ional branch and
integral branch in Fig. 1. The f irst loop includes the connection 0f the phase detec-
tort0 the VCO inputthrough a proport ional attenuatoI while the second loop
drives the VCO through an integrat0r.

The proport ional signal tunes the VC0, causing the 0utput of the phase detector to
switch rapidly between 'l s and 0s at a fairly high frequency. Other than the dc
c0mponent, the bulk of the phase detector output signal spectrum fal ls outside the
effective passband of the integrator branch of the loop. Thus the integrator branch
operates 0n just the dc c0mp0nent of the phase detector output. lts job is to servo
the center frequency of the VCO so that the two discrete VCO frequencies pro-
grammed by the proport ional input wi l l  always bracket the frequency of the in-
coming data signal. This frequency adjustment occurs s0 slowly that i t  d0es n0t
materially affect the operation of the high{requency bang-bang portion 0f the
loop.

Proportional Branch
To simpli fy the analysis 0f the f irst branch 0f the loop in Fig. '1, the integrator
output can be replaced with a c0nstant reference voltage s0 the proportional tuning
input wi l l  cause the VCO to bracket the incoming frequency. The VCO wil l  then run
at two discrete frequencies: at a frequency sl ightly higher than the incoming data,
thereby advancing the phase, or at a lower frequency, thereby retarding the phase.

lf the incoming frequency is midway between these two discrete frequencies, the
loop will switch between the two frequencies with approximately a 50% duty
cycle. l f  the incoming frequency is sl ightly higher than the nominal VCO center
frequency, the duty cycle wil l  shif t  such that the loop wil l  spend a higher percent-
age of t ime at the high frequency than at the low frequency. In general,  i t  can be
shown that the duty cycle present at the output of the phase detector is propor-
t ional to the dif ference in frequency between the incoming signal and the norninal
VC0 center freouencv.

Integral Branch
The second branch of the loop contains the integrator. Because the integrator
effectively filters out the oscillatory portion 0f the phase detector output and 0nly
reacts t0 the average value of the phase detect0r Output stream, the pr0portional
branch 0f the loop can be ignored here by replacing the phase detector with a
virtual frequency detector. The integrator extracts the dc comp0nent and thereby

F i g . l . S i m p i f l e d v e r s i 0 n 0 f t h e p h a s e - l o c k e d  0 0 p . F o r a n a l y s i s , t h e l o o p c a n b e c o n s i d e r e d a

combinati0n 0f twO noninteracting l00ps: a proportional branch and an integra branch.

1 2 3

Time (in update times)

Fig.2. Contributr0ns t0 VCO phase changes. Stability factor is the iinear phase change divided
by the quadraric phase change in the sare r ime.

tunes the center frequency of the VCO so that i t  is always equai t0 the incoming
data rate.

In a conventional l inear phase-locked loop, the loop enor signal is proport ional to
phase error but is used to control the VCO frequency. This introduces an integrati0n
in the loop transfer function. This integration, in conjunction with the loop f i l ter
creates a second-order feedback loop. Such loops can exhibit  an underdamped
response to changes in input phase, leading to an undesirable exponential bui ldup
of j iner in systems with long cascades of repeaters.

In the G-l ink phase-locked loop, the phase-detector dc c0mp0nent is proport i0nal
to frequency rather than phase. Because the the frequency of the VCO is con-
trol led by a frequency enor signal rather than a phase error signal, n0 extra in-
tegrati0n appears in the loop transfer function. This means that no j i t ter bui ldup
results from the action of the integral branch of the loop. The jitter statistics are
slmply dominated by the hunting behavior of the hlgh{requency pr0port ional
branch of the loop.

Loop Stability
To reach a qualitative understandlng 0f the loop behavior, the two branches of the
loop were assumed to be noninteracting. For this assumption t0 be val id, certain
condit ions must be met.

It is imp0rtant that the loop be set up s0 that, between phase samples, the action
of the proportional branch of the loop dominates over the action of the integral
branch. This can be veri f ied by creating a step change from the phase detector
and tracking its effect on both halves of the loop. Fig. 2 shows the contributi0ns t0
the VCO phase change. In the proport ional path, the VCO is programmed to make
a small  step change in frequency, which causes a l inear ramp in the phase enor In
the integral path, the integrator programs a l inear ramp in VC0 frequency, which
causes a quadratic walk-off in the VCO phase.

The ratio of these effects at the end of one frame update time gives a figure of
merit  for the loop design. The phase change from the proport ional branch of the
loop must be greater than or equal to the phase change from the integral branch
of the loop for the system t0 be stable. In the G-l ink design, this stabi l i ty rat io is
designed to be always greater than 1 0.

Richard C Walker
Principal Project Engineer
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories
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Wide-Range
Tuning Input

"Bang-8ang"
Tuning Input

Fig, 13. The VCO consists of three variable-delay cells configured as
a ring oscillator.

Each state in the state machine has three notations. The top
notation is either "FDet" or "Phase." FDet stands for fre-
quency detect mode, and implies that the frequency detector
has been enabled in the receiver chip phase-locked loop.
When the chip is in this mode, it is important that no data be
sent, because the frequency detector is only able to lock onto
one of the special training fill frames FFO or FF1. The Phase
notation means that the receiver phase-locked loop has
been switched to phase-detect mode and is ready to allow
data transmission. The middle notation in each state is the
fill word that is currently being sent by the node's transmit-
ter chip. The last notation is the ready-for-data (RFD) status
of the transmitter chip. When RFD is low, the transmitter chip
signals the user to hold off any incoming data while it is
sending flll frames. When RFD is high, data is sent if avail-
able, and if not, fill frames are sent to maintain link
synchronization.

The two bits bracketing the master transition are monitored
by the receiver chip to detect a locked condition. If these
two bits are not complementary for two or more consecu-
tive frames, it is considered a frame error. The receiver
chips at both ends ofthe link are able to detect data, con-
trol, FF0, and FFI frames and frame errors. Tlansitions are
made from each of the states based on the current status
condition received by the receiver chip. Each ofthe arcs in
Fig. 12 is labeled with the state that would cause a transition
along that arc.

If either side of the full-duplex link detects a frame error, it
notifies the other side by sending FFO. When either side re-
ceives FFO, it follows the state machine arcs and reinitiates
the handshake process. The user is notified ofthis action by
the deasserting of RFD.

This startup protocol ensures that no user data is sent until
the link connectivity is fully established. The use of a hand-
shake training sequence avoids the false lock problem in-
herent in phaseJocked loop systems that attempt to lock
onto random data with wide-range VCOs.

Loop Implementation
The VCO is built from three variable-delay cells configured
as a ring oscillator (Fig. 13). The ring provides a wide-range
tuning input and a small "bang-bang" tuning input. The wide-
range input adjusts the delays ofeach stage from one gate
delay to three gate delays, thus gMng a 3:1 VCO frequency
range. This wide range allows the final system to be specified
with a 2:1 range over both process and temperature varia-
tions. The bang-bang tuning input programs a small change
in the VCO frequency and is driven by the proportional
branch of the loop filter.

The loop filter is implemented with a charge pump integra-
tor and a 0.l-pF external capacitor, which is housed within
the package. The integrator is based on a unity-gain positive
feedback technique (Fig. 14) which cancels out the droop in
the integratorfilter capacitor. The effective dc gain ofthis
circuit approaches infinity as the feedback gain approaches
unity. The unity-gain technique achieves high dc gain while
avoiding the stability and noise sensitivity problems of on-
chip high-gain operational amplifier designs.

G-Link Chipset Implementation

To achieve the best speed and power performance, the
G-link chips were designed using the HP 825000 25-GHzf7
silicon bipolar process. This process allows mixed-mode
designs ranging from dense low-power logic structures to
high-perfonnance analog cells. A threeJayer metal system
allows compact layouts, minimizing chip area and cost. This
process features transistors with minimum pitch of 2.6 pm.
Only simple npn transistors and p+ and p- resistors were
used in the design.

Buifding Block Design

The G-link chipset is a fully custom circuit using specially
designed cells as building blocks. These include (1) logic
cells consisting of gates, latches, and flip-flops, (2) PLAs for
low-speed logic, and (3) VO cells, which include all of the
low-speed ECL and high-speed input and output drivers. A
band-gap reference was also designed to stabilize chip per-
formance with variations in temperature and power-supply
voltage.

Logic Cells and Arrays. Since logic elements are used most
widely in the G-link chipset, considerable effort went into
optimizing their performance, power, and active area. A
threelevel tree structure was chosen to implement the logic
functions. All signals are differential to improve noise mar-
gins and to reduce ground currents, which could disrupt the
analog circuitry. The inputs and outputs of these gates and
latches are fully level-compatible for ease of routing. Each
functional cell has resistor options by which the speed can
be traded off with power. In all, there are four power classes
for each logic cell. An example of a master-slave flip-flop with
a 2:1 input multiplexer is shown in Fig. 15. This circuit is
designed to operate up to 2 Gbits/s at ajunction temperature
of 125'C with a fanout of 10.

Input from Phase_
Detector Latch

0utput to VCO

.++>
For A : 1, Circuit Approximates

ldeal lntegrator with Time
Conslant = RC

Fig. 14. The loop filter is implementecl with a charge pump

integlator based on a unity-gain feeclback technique.

vc0
0utput
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Fig. 15. Schematic c-liagram of the master slave flip flop with 2:1 input nrultiplexer

Low-speed logic is implemented, where possible, with array
structures for compactness and reduced power. The single-
ended logic PLAs with AND-OR planes are designed to be pro-
grammed using only metal layers. Altogether, two PLA cells
are used in the transmitter and one in the receiver.

InpuV0utput Cells. An effort was made in the VO design to
make the chips easy to use. Except for the high-speed serial
signals, all of the chip VO is 100K EClJevel-compatible. To
minimize the power dissipation of the chip, ECL outputs are
limited to driving 10 cm of transmission line with a mini-
mum characteristic impedance of 50 ohms terminated into
300 ohms. For added convenience, unconnected inputs are
internally biased to low ECL logic levels, and are sensed as
high levels if the inputs are grounded.

A special input cell was designed for all gigabit-rate input
signals. Both differential inputs ofthe cell are biased to
ground with 50-ohm terminating resistors. This configura-
tion allows singled-ended or differential input signals to be
conveniently ac or dc coupled. This cell is used for the
strobe and high-speed clock inputs of the transmitter and
for the data and high-speed clock inputs of the receiver.

The G-link chipset is designed to work with either optical
fiber or copper coaxial cable media. For cable applications,
the data input cell of the receiver has an optional equalizer
to extend the usable distance ofthe link. The equalizer cir-
cuit is designed with 3 dB of gain peaking at 600 MHz to
compensate for signal roll-offs caused by the skin loss effect
in coaxial copper cables. Operating at 1.2 Gbaud with RG-58
coax, the equalizer extends the usable cable length by over
50o/ofor a given bit error rate.

All high-speed outputs are driven by bufferedJine-logic
cells. Buffered-line-logic driversa provide differential out-
puts capable of delivering 0.7V into 50 ohms, ac or dc coupled
to ground. If dc is coupled into -1.3V, the Ievels are ECL-
compatible. In addition, the source impedance of the driver
is matched to 50 ohms with a VSWR of less than 2:1. This
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makes the high-speed connections of the G-link chips very
convenient and easy to use. The only requirement is that
unused outputs be terminated into 50 ohms.

Band-Gap Reference. To minimize circuit drifts caused by
environmental changes, a band-gap reference with power
supply compensation was designed. This circuit provides a
reference voltage that powers up all cells in both chips. A
power-down feature in this circuit enables portions of the
chips to be turned off to conserve power.

Layouts

To minimize the design and layout effort, a generic design
structure was used as the basis for all cell layouts. Each of
the various logic cells was built from the generic array of
transistors and resistors by customizing the metal intercon-
nections. The ratio of devices used to total devices available
reached over 95% in this design. This layout technique has
the advantage of easy reconfiguration for design revisions.
The VO port locations are uniforrnly defined for all cells to
simplify cell interconnection.

An example of a master-slave flip-flop with a 2:1 multiplexer
input is shown in Fig. 16. This circuit array, measuring just

104 by 135 pm, is customized with two layers of metal.

All cells and power buses are designed to be placed using a
coarse grid. This simplifies the placement of cells in the sys-
tem design level. Another feature is that all cells have test
probe points accessible at the top metal such that all con-
nection signals can be test probed for diagnostic purposes.

The transmitter and receiver chips each measure 3.5 mm on
a side. The high-speed and low-speed pads for each chip are
arranged so that a single package design accommodates
both chips.

The design of the chips relied heavily on simulation and veri-
fication tools such as the Spice simulation program and HP's
proprietary Bipolar-Chipbuster IC layout system. The Spice



Fig. 16. Chip layout of the master-slave flip-flop with 2:1 input
multiplexer.

circuit description files were extracted from the artwork
including parasitic capacitors for final simulation before
fabrication.

Packaging

A custom 68-pin ceramic quad flat package (CQFP) was
designed specifically for the G-link chipset. It features
50-ohm transmission lines for the high-speed VO pins and
internal 0.1-pF capacitors for power supply bypassing and
for the integrator of the phase-locked loop. It also has inter-
nal ground vias to minimize inductance, thereby reducing
noise. Its outline conforrns to standard 68-pin packages. The
typical chip-to-case thermal resistance is under L4"CIW.
Both the package and the chips are compatible with auto-
matic assembly techniques for high-volume low-cost
manufacturing.

After the chips and capacitors are mounted and the pack-
ages sealed on the lead frame, the units are placed onto
plastic carriers for lead protection. A special test fixture was
designed to test the final parts in this carier at full speed.

Electrical Performance

The G-link chips'power dissipations are both under 2.5 watts
worst-case. The 2fflrto-80% rise and fall times of the high-
speed data outputs are under 200 ps. The chipset is specified
from 110 Mbaud to 1.4 Gbaud under all conditions. The
lockup time of the phase-locked loop including frequency
acquisition is less than 2 ms.

Features and Applications

The features and flexibility of the G-link chipset make it
ideal for a wide variety ofapplications. These applications
range from computer backplane links a few meters in length
to wide area networks 10 kilometers long. The low cost and
high integration level of the G-link chipset make it attractive
for systems requiring serial transfer rates up to 1.4 Gbaud. It
can serve as a generic virtual ribbon cable or can be used to
build complete networks and peripheral channels. The G-link
coding scheme has been accepted by the Serial-HIPPI (High-
Performance Parallel Interface) Implementors' Group, and
by SCI-FI (Scalable Coherent Interface-Fiber), an IEEE
standard.

This section describes the features that allow the G-link chip-
set to be applied to this broad range ofapplications. It also
describes a few specific applications, including generic data
transport, networking standards, and simplex applications.

Ease ofUse
Since most computing equipment both sends and receives
data, the great majority of these applications are full-duplex.
The state machine controller included on the chipset takes
care of all the details of starting up such a duplex link. The
designer needs to be concerned with only two signals:
ready for data (RFD) and data available (DAV). RFD is the sig-
nal the state machine provides to indicate that the link is
ready for data transmission. DAV is a signal the user controls
to mark the availability of data. At the receiver, this signal is
recovered and used to discem the beginning or end of data
transmission.

Some applications generate data in bursts or as packets.
Such bursty data is handled automatically by the chipset.
When no data is available to transmit, the user simply deas-
serts the DAV line at the transmitter. The link will transmit
FFl as an idle code to maintain link lock and framing. At the
receiver, a deasserted DAV signal indicates that data is not
being received. At the start of the burst of data, the user
asserts the DAV line at the transmitter. The data is transmitted
across the link and marked as valid data at the receiver by
the receiver's DAV signal. Thus the DAV signals can mark the
beginning and end of packets while adding no burden to the
system design.

More complicated packet headers can be created using the
control available (CAV) signal. This signal works like the DAV
signal, but instead of marking the data as valid data words, it
marks the data as special control words. A system designer
can use these to send packet header information, link or
system control information, or anything that needs to be
treated separately from data. At least 214 control words are
available, so they can be used to indicate a large number of
packet addresses or special functions. Few communication
links have such a rich selection of nondata words for control
and signaling.

Flexibility
Flexibility was a m4ior goal of the G-link design. To make
this a high-volume, low-cost part, the chips were designed to
meet the needs of as many different systems as possible. As
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described earlier, the Glink line code can accommodate
various word widths. This is very different from block codes
such as 4Bl5B and 88/108, which have fixed word widths.
The G-link chipset readily accommodates data words of
width 16, 17, 20, 21, 32, or 40 bits. The chipset has two fun-
damental word sizes: 16 or 20 bits. In addition, the flag bit is
available. Therefore, l7-bit-wide words can be accommo-
dated by selecting 16-bit frames and using the flag bit as a
17th bit. 21-bit words can be transmitted similarly. 32-bit
words are supported by sending them as two 16-bit frames
in a row. In this case the flag bit is used to distinguish the
first 16-bit frame (e.g., flag = 0) from the second 16-bit frame
(e.g., flag = l). It is a simple matter to build the off-chip
32:16 multiplexers and 16:32 demultiplexers since the flag
bit automatically keeps track of the necessary frame order-
ing. 40-bit-wide words are supported analogously. The trans-
mitter chip accepts either a full-frame-rate clock or a half-
frame-rate clock for multiplication up to the serial clock rate.
In other words, for an 800-MbiVs data rate and 16-bit words,
the chip will accept a 50-MHz frame clock. When 32-bit words
are transmitted it accepts a25-MHz frame clock. This saves
the system designer the trouble of doubling the word clock
outside the chip.

The Glink chipset supports a wide range of serial transfer
rates ranging from I l0 Mbaud all the way up to 1.4 Gbaud.
This wide range makes it attractive for many types of data.
Because the chipset requires no off-package tuned elements
or adjustments, it can be digitally switched between data
rates. This is unlike other systems, which require tuned ele-
ments and precise adjustments and operate over very nar-
row ranges of frequencies. Switching between data rates
aids testing and debugging. It can also be used to establish
a standard physical layer that spans several operating
frequencies.

Generic Data Tbansport and Proprietary Channels
The most prevalent application of the G-link chipset is ge-
neric data transport. In these applications, the chipset acts
as a point-to-point unswitched bus extender, or virtual ribbon
cable. A great advantage of the G-link chipset is that it auto-
matically handles startup and framing. Once the link is oper-
ating, the user can send data continuously, without having to
insert extra framing characters or form special packets. Other
links typically require that special framing characters be
periodically inserted into the data stream. For systems trans-
mitting data continuously for long intervals, periodically
inserting these special characters can be difficult and ineffi-
cient. Other link chipsets do not have a built-in hardware
controller that signals when the link is operating improperly.
Without these signals the system designer must depend on
upper-level protocols, resulting in uncertain time delays.

In many applications, a point-to-point unswitched bus ex-
tender is sufficient. In these applications, the G-Iink chipset
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Fig. 17. Serial-HIPPI (High-

Performance Paral le l  Int  er lace)
system implemented with the
(i-link chipset.

is all that is required and can form a complete communica-
tion link. The chipset can also be used in more complicated
networks because it transports any data format across the
link. Examples of standard data formats that can benefit
from a point-to-point bus extender within private networks
include SONET/SDH, Fiber Channel, and ATM data. SONET/
SDH is a telecommunication standard that specifies data
rates of 155 Mbits/s, 622 Mbits/s, 1.24 GbiIs/s, and higher.
Fiber Channel is an ANSI standard (X3T9.3) that covers a
variety of data formats and rates. The IEEE 802.6 standard
is an example of an ATM (asynchronous transfer mode)
network.

The flexibility and ease of use of the G-link chipset enable
it to fit a wide variety of applications. High-data-rate connec-
tions to disks and other peripherals are typical uses. These
applications benefit from the very low overhead, simple
operation, and high integration ofthe G-link chipset. For
example the HP 27lllA, introduced in 1988, is a fiber optic
connection for disk arravs at 80 Mbits/s. With the tremen-
dous increase in computing power and VO rates in the last
few years, the G-link chipset is well-suited for this type of
application.

There is growing interest in using serial links for computer
backplanes. Computer backplanes are typically jammed with
hundreds of signals at data rates exceeding 100 Mwords/s. It
can be difficult to control the skew on parallel data paths at
high data rates. In addition, transmitting the data in parallel

can require significant space. Serial links using optical fiber
or coaxial cable may be the only way to transmit data with-
out degradation by skew, loss, or reflections, while saving
space.

Serial-HIPPI
In May 1991 the G-link chipset was accepted as the basis of
the Serial-HIPPI standard. Serial-HIPPI is a specification for
an 800-MbiVs serial data link that has been agreed upon by
over 40 vendors and users. Serial-HIPPI transmits data be-
tween HIPPI-PH nodes, up to 25 meters in coaxial cable, or
10 km with optical fiber. HIPPI-PH is an ANSI standard
(X3.183-1991) for transmitting digital data in parallel between
data processing equipment nodes. It is prevalent in super-
computing and high-end workstation environments. Fig. 17
shows a diagram of a complete Serial-HIPPI system using
the G-link chipset. HIPPI-PH data consists of 44-bit-wide
words at 25 Mwords/s. This data includes 32 data bits, 4 par-

ity bits, 7 control bits, and the clock. Ahead of the G-link
transmitter there is an additional circuit called the XMUX.
This circuit reduces the data from 44 bits to 40 bits by re-
placing two control signals with the chipset's RFD, replacing
the HIPPI-PH clock with the clock derived from the incoming
serial data, and encoding three ofthe other control signals
into two lines. The XMUX then multiplexes the data 40:20.
This data is transmitted with the G-link chipset as 40-bit



words, in the manner described previously. At the receiver,
the XDEMUX demultiplexes the recovered data from the
chipset 20:40, then restores the additional four signals.

Serial-HIPPI is intended to provide compatibility at the serial
optical and serial electrical interfaces. Therefore, the G-link
startup sequence and line code are part of the specification.
Hewlett-Packard is supplying the G-link chipset. The XMUX
and XDEMUX are conunercially available.

SCI -F I
The Glink chipset was also chosen as the transport mecha-
nism for the SCI-FT (Scalable Coherent Interface-Fiber) stan-
dard (IEEE P1596). SCI is intended to replace traditional
backplane buses, which are limited in physical length and in
the number of elements that can be connected to the bus,
and are limited to only one transaction on the bus at a given

time. SCI solves these problems using point-to-point com-
munication between nodes. For short distances, data can be
sent in parallel on metallic conductors. For longer distances,
better noise performance, and smaller physical size, optical
fiber or coaxial cable is used to transmit the data serially.
Data is transmitted as 17-bit words (16 bits plus flag) aI 1.25
Gbaud. No additional circuitry is required assuming that the
data is already in the P18 form specified in the standard
(parallel data, 16 bits plus flag and clock).

Simplex Applications
The applications discussed up to now have all been full-
duplex; there is a forward data path and there is an equiva-
lent reverse data path. This covers the great majority of ap-
plications. However, there are some applications in which a
particular piece of equipment is primarily a data source or
sink but not both.

These applications can be divided into two categories. In the
first category are systems where data primarily flows in one
direction, but there is a lower-speed method of communicat-
ing in the reverse direction. An example of this kind of sys-
tem is a video terminal, which might receive a tremendous
amount of video data and send back only the very low-rate
tlped commands of a user. Fig. 18 shows the G-link chipset
connected for this type of system. A transmitter at the data
source is connected with a single fiber to a receiver at the
destination. The low-speed return path is used to pass only
the STAT1 indication from the state machine controller at the
receiver back to the source. This signal makes a transition
only after power-on, or if lock is lost for some reason. It
indicates to the transmitter when the receiver is locked and
ready for data, or if the receiver needs to be sent FFI to
become locked. Since this signal changes state infrequently

Low-Speed Data Path

Fig. 18. Sirnplex systern with low-speed return path (e.g., a vicleo
terminal).

Fig. 19. In a simplex system with no return path, such as a video
distribution system, the receiver urput is automaticallv switched (by

the STAT1 signal) between the external crystal oscillator for frequency
lock and the input clata for phase lock until the master transition is
acquired. STROBIN is the transmitter data clock input. DOLT is the nor-
mal transmitter serial data output. LIN is the receiver loopback serial
data input. DIN rs the normal receiver serial data input. STAT1 is the
receiver state machine status output. FDIS is the receiver frequency
detector disable input. L00PEN is the receiver loopback control.

and its timing is not critical, it can be sent over any available

return path, possibly over a single dedicated metallic wire, or

mixed in with other low-soeed data on an RS-232 connection

or telephone line.

There are a few communication systems that are strictly
simplex and have no return path at all. These systems are
inherently problematic for ensuring data integrity because
there is no way of knowing the status at the receiving end of
the link. A typical example of this type of network is video
distribution. Special techniques should be applied when the
GJink chipset is used for these types of applications.

A practical and inexpensive solution is shown in Fig. 19.
Three receiver pins are connected together. This solution
takes advantage of the G-link receiver's state machine to
monitor and switch data paths depending on the lock condi-
tions. The only additional component required is an inexpen-
sive crystal oscillator operating at the frame rate, which is
used to frequency lock the receiver VCO. After frequency
Iock, the state machine automatically switches the receiver
to the data input (LlN) and phase lock takes place. Ifthe re-
ceiver does not lock onto the master transition, internal
error checking will cause the state machine to reset and
switch the receiver back to the crystal reference. The small
frequency differences between the transmit and receive os-
cillators will provide a phase shift that will allow the re-
ceiver to lock onto the master transition correctly. Tlpical
lock times will be on the order of a few milliseconds, which
can be improved if necessary by pulling the crystal refer-
ence slightly offfrequency. Lock times under 200 pts are
achievable by adding phase modulation or programmed

delay in the crystal oscillator path.

Summary
The G-link chipset is a highly integrated, compact, silicon
chipset with features that enable it to serve a number of
application areas. It performs its own startup and framing.
This allows a user to transmit data continuously, without
inserting extra characters, in a virtual ribbon cable mode.
The chipset includes data available and control word signals
which allow the creation of simple packets. The chipset ac-
cepts a wide range of input word widths, allowing a good

match to a variety of computer buses. The wide range of
serial data rates makes it an ideal transport vehicle for
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125-MbiVs FDDI data to 1.24-GbiVs SONET data. The chip-
set can work in simplex systems, allowing'its use for distrib-
uting video. Tlvo widely accepted networking standards,
Serial-HIPPI and SCI-FI, are tailored to the operation of the
G-link chipset. The production volume made possible by this
broad range of applications should make possible truly
low-cost gigabit-rate data links.
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